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December 2020: 

 
End of Year Reflection on Migration: Reshaping Rural 
Independence 
 
Looking back on 2020, it was a year of disruption. Suddenly many borders closed and 
not only refugees but almost everyone started to seek a safe haven for themselves. 
Sadly, inequalities between privileged and disadvantaged people became painfully 
visible. Fortunately, the importance and awareness of the need for solidarity also 
resurfaced. Since Refival‘s frameworks target the inclusion of vulnerable people and 
the development of deprived areas, its proposals became more relevant than ever. 
  
Part of Refival‘s focus is on rural revitalization. Small village communities in Europe 
have a lot to offer to their residents. They are generally rich in cultural tradition, strong 
in togetherness, and offer ample space and a healthy natural environment 
for children to grow up. However, with agriculture as a share of the economy in 
decline, and with most alternative occupations facing more educational requirements 
than before, many of Europe‘s isolated rural communities face extinction. 
  
One of the root-causes for this is that young people are being forced to leave their 
villages in order to receive higher education and that — after adapting to urban life — 
they mostly do not return. This induces a downward spiral of a lack of qualified people 
to potentially fulfill, often remote, skilled jobs that could financially support their local 
communities. Without attracting such additional modern employment, the rural 
economy cannot diversify and turns unsustainable. 
  
The solution Refival proposes is to rebuild rural education in a manner that nobody is 
forced to leave their village in order to study. Meanwhile, this is technically possible by 
blending online elements with classroom education. If one combines 
individualized adaptive learning and MOOC with social mentoring of broader age 
groups, a complete education trajectory can be offered at a very small scale. This 
way, it becomes feasible to create a local rural education system — offering 
schooling levels from kindergarten to university — for as little as one hundred pupils in 
total. Doing so, the next generation will be able to enrich their communities with locally 
obtained increase in knowledge. 

https://refival.medium.com/we-are-all-refugees-now-facing-a-new-reality-universal-basic-employment-as-a-solution-333e404500aa
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/10/covid-19-is-increasing-multiple-kinds-of-inequality-here-s-what-we-can-do-about-it/
https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2020/09/COVID19-and-global-inequality-joseph-stiglitz.htm
http://www.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/encyclicals/documents/papa-francesco_20201003_enciclica-fratelli-tutti.html
https://medium.com/p/an-alternative-to-universal-basic-income-universal-basic-employment-e4478373f313
http://www.docs.refival.org/
https://refival.medium.com/refival-seeks-partners-and-funding-to-revitalize-rural-communities-726aec545338
https://medium.com/p/managing-european-demographics-by-inclusion-sourcing-e6fc147dd58c
https://ourworldindata.org/employment-in-agriculture
https://ourworldindata.org/tertiary-education
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/13639080.2018.1479839?needAccess=true
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/sites/jrcsh/files/jrc120945_policy_brief_-_covid_and_telework_final.pdf
https://medium.com/p/world-refugee-day-educating-refugee-children-3aeaa94c1182
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2020/mar/19/can-computers-ever-replace-the-classroom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Massive_open_online_course
https://medium.com/pi-top/meet-the-school-with-no-classes-no-classrooms-and-no-curriculum-7cc7be517cef
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Fds4aNkgUQ&feature=emb_logo&ab_channel=pi-topTEAM
http://www.oecd.org/education/ceri/DEU.THU.003.%20Finalwihcover.pdf
https://www.khanacademy.org/
https://www.classcentral.com/universities
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There are, understandably, limits to this approach. To train practical vocational skills 
that are more technically advanced, a larger number of students is often needed to 
make it economically feasible. Cities provide better cost efficiency in this. On the other 
hand, many subjects can be studied without permanent relocation, and hands-
on experience can be gained during shorter visits. Although more densely populated 
areas will remain hubs of human interaction and optimized specialization — which are 
essential for some professions — rural and urban alternatives can nevertheless be 
seen as equally valuable personal choices. As long as a contemporary lifestyle is 
based on inclusion and people are able to participate on a global level, sustainability 
is achievable. 
  
With rural ageing and depopulation happening for quite some time now, there are not 
enough young people left in the countryside to autonomously revitalize their 
communities. Therefore, generating inward migration — attracting the right 
newcomers — is critical to regaining future economic and social perspectives, and for 
reshaping rural independence. 
  
Synergy can be found here with the other part of Refival‘s mission: ―to support 
and resettle refugees‖. The crucial point is that the envisioned rural educational 
structure, being individualized and built on community participation, is also very 
suitable to assist people to culturally adapt and mentally recover. Regardless of 
whether the ultimate goal is to qualify newcomers to join the European labor force or 
to educationally prepare people to return and rebuild their lives in their home 
countries, rural incubation would benefit both refugees and the community that hosts 
them. 
  
Refival therefore supports additional resettlements of displaced people to rural areas 
in the European Union from countries which cannot offer a future to them. However, 
Refival cannot achieve this alone. Your assistance or advice is crucial for improving 
the lives of many and is very urgently required. Please contact me if you are 
interested to engage in my initiative, or are aware of any sponsoring or project 
financing options. Together, we can make change happen. 
  
I wish you a happy holiday season and a healthy, mindful, thoughtful and fruitful 2021! 
 
 
November 2020: 

 
From Welfare to Work: Resettling Refugees to become European 
Citizens! 
 
A time bomb is ticking for the 6 million Syrian refugees in the neighboring countries of 
Syria. With political initiatives on the way to organize their ―voluntary return‖ and 
with Turkey, Lebanon and Jordan in turmoil, they may get trapped and feel forced to 
escape ―illegally‖ to Europe. 

https://www.pwc.com/us/en/services/consulting/technology/emerging-technology/vr-study-2020.html
http://www.openideo2017.refival.org/
https://balkaninsight.com/2020/11/04/from-bulgaria-connecting-refugees-to-remote-ai-jobs-around-the-world/
https://www.eyes-on-europe.eu/nobody-lives-here-rural-depopulation-in-the-eu-and-citizen-engagement-in-emptied-spain/
https://refival.medium.com/call-for-a-second-eu-migration-pact-revitalizing-rural-communities-via-refugee-resettlement-6d21d44c1e0
https://refival.medium.com/three-step-migration-improving-refugee-integration-e4ff448e969a
https://moderndiplomacy.eu/2020/11/25/inclusion-for-all-action-plan-on-integration-and-inclusion-2021-2027/
https://medium.com/p/world-refugee-day-addressing-mental-health-4583fbe793e9
https://refival.medium.com/managing-refugee-arrivals-an-eu-citizen-alternative-10173c5bf3b3
https://refival.medium.com/refugee-integration-the-point-of-no-return-ae4dcd879cd7
https://medium.com/p/from-welfare-to-work-resettling-refugees-to-become-european-citizens-3af44cecd3a6
http://cv.refival.org/
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/dursol_september2020.pdf
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/11/9/russias-putin-says-its-time-for-syrian-refugees-to-return-home
https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/11/17/russia-wants-to-trade-syrian-refugees-for-money/
https://english.enabbaladi.net/archives/2020/11/why-would-moscow-want-to-re-open-refugees-file-a-charade-conference-to-return-syrian-refugees/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/12/world/middleeast/12syria-refugees-assad.html
https://www.economist.com/europe/2020/04/23/as-turkey-locks-down-refugees-are-the-first-to-suffer
https://www.arabnews.com/node/1758911/middle-east
https://syriadirect.org/news/covid-19-pandemic-disproportionately-impacts-syrian-refugees-in-jordan/
https://www.schengenvisainfo.com/news/19-decrease-in-illegal-crossings-at-eus-external-borders-in-october/
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Although Europe absorbed about 1 million Syrian refugees from 2011-2017, in 2019 it 
received only 75,000 people, which is less than the number of Syrian babies born in 
Turkey during that year. 
  
Since the new EU migration pact proposal targets to further reduce or 
stop irregular migration, there is an urgent need for resettlements and 
complementary pathways as legal entry alternatives. However, looking 
at 30,000 family reunifications, 20,000 resettlements and a few thousand 
community sponsorships of Syrians in 2019, the numbers are far too low to cause any 
relief for Syria‘s neighbors. 
  
Currently, the Syrian asylum seekers who irregularly arrive at Europe‘s borders are 
more often male, young, entrepreneurial, and wealthy enough to pay smugglers. Their 
arrival after a dangerous journey is based on ―survival of the fittest‖ rather than on 
their vulnerability. For ―regular‖ refugee resettlements or arrivals to Europe via 
complementary pathways, a very different selection mechanism is used. Since Europe 
cannot help all 80 million displaced people worldwide, eligibility criteria are applied, 
after which selected people can safely and officially travel to Europe. 
  
An important contrast between those arriving irregularly and those to be potentially 
selected is a difference in mindset. Whereas irregular migrants usually exclusively 
target to reach their specific favorite destination in Germany or Sweden, most 
refugees presently residing in Syria‘s neighboring countries do not possess such clear 
aspirations. This means that they are much more open to relocating to EU areas that 
up till now have not received any displaced people. 
  
A related distinction is that irregular migrants often travel individually, whereas, in the 
case of relocation via complementary pathways, families mostly move together. This 
difference is important for transfers to and integration in more rural areas. Here, 
newcomers cannot count on already established compatriot communities and will thus 
socially have to rely more on their families. This does not have to be negative though, 
as a resulting stronger need for interaction with locals can facilitate integration. 
  
In respect to refugee adaptability in Europe, there are roughly estimated three 
segments of people: -1- Educated or entrepreneurial refugees (10-20%), -2- Refugees 
with interrupted education (30-40%) and -3- Relatively uneducated refugees (50%). 
The present ―general‖ experience is that on average it takes 5 years for the current 
mix of these three groups to culturally adapt and find employment. 
  
If people are well educated and already speak a foreign language or have sufficient 
qualifications and experience in a recognized profession, adaptation can often be 
achieved in as little as 1-2 years. For people with interrupted education and skills 
deficits, this usually takes longer, namely around 5 years. However, for non-educated 
refugees, it can take decades to adapt and in many cases, only their children will 
succeed. The uneducated, already adult, resettled parents will often remain 
disconnected from their host community. 

https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/01/29/where-displaced-syrians-have-resettled/
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Asylum_statistics#Citizenship_of_first-time_applicants:_largest_numbers_from_Syria.2C_Afghanistan_and_Venezuela
https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/security/reports/2019/03/13/467183/turkeys-refugee-dilemma/
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/migration-and-asylum-package-new-pact-migration-and-asylum-documents-adopted-23-september-2020_en
https://migrationdataportal.org/themes/irregular-migration
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/201912_delivering-on-resettlement.pdf
https://www.unhcr.org/complementary-pathways.html
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/databrowser/view/MIGR_RESFIRST__custom_210220/default/table?lang=en
https://rsq.unhcr.org/en/#xw6G
https://www.vuesdeurope.eu/en/brief/how-effective-are-existing-complementary-pathways-to-the-eu-for-meeting-protection-needs/
https://www.infomigrants.net/en/post/16902/private-sponsorship-refugee-resettlement-another-way
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Asylum_statistics#Age_and_gender_of_first-time_applicants
https://www.unhcr.org/information-on-unhcr-resettlement.html
https://www.unhcr.org/protection/resettlement/5d15db254/three-year-strategy-resettlement-complementary-pathways.html
https://www.un.org/press/en/2020/ga4308.doc.htm
https://www.unhcr.org/4a2ccf4c6.html
https://www.nrc.no/shorthand/fr/a-few-countries-take-responsibility-for-most-of-the-worlds-refugees/index.html
http://resettlement.eu/sites/icmc/files/SHARE%20publication_Resettlement%20in%20Small%20Towns%20and%20Rural%20Areas%20in%20France%202019_EN_0.pdf
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/future-development/2018/10/23/syrian-refugees-and-the-schooling-challenge/
https://www.iwkoeln.de/fileadmin/user_upload/Studien/Report/PDF/2017/IW-Report_2017_37_Education_Levels_of_Refugees.pdf#page=8
https://www.dw.com/en/germany-half-of-refugees-find-jobs-within-five-years/a-52251414%205
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Although it is very tempting to concentrate on relocating educated refugee families, 
these are actually not the most vulnerable group. Usually they face better employment 
possibilities compared to others, regardless of where they live. Further, these are the 
people who are often needed to support their local companions, and finally, they are 
also the ones that, after conflict is resolved, would be able to contribute to rebuilding 
their home country the most. Assimilation of this group in Europe can thus easily lead 
to brain drain for their communities. 
 
A focus on uneducated refugee families – on the other hand – often does not cause 
much relief. This group, in general, faces non-bridgeable gaps in adapting to a new 
culture. Both at their present location and at their country of resettlement, nothing 
more than shelter can be offered. Thus, as long as they are presently safe and their 
housing and medical support are appropriate, people are socially mostly (due to 
smaller cultural differences) better off in a country in the region of origin than in 
Europe. Improvement of their situation can be much more easily accomplished by 
enhancing their current living conditions, education opportunities and employment 
perspectives than by relocation. 
  
The middle group of refugees remains, namely those with bridgeable education and 
skills gaps. Serving this group adds the most value and comes closest to one of the 
UNHCR criteria for resettlement, more specifically, offering a durable solution at the 
resettlement destination country and replacing a lack of perspective in their existing 
situation. It means to offer refugees or refugee families the opportunity to adapt and 
economically participate in a new community instead of structurally staying welfare-
dependent where they are located right now. 
  
In order to help the above people, Refival proposes to create a new additional 
resettlement scheme named SPIRRIT (Sustainable Population Increase via Refugee 
Resettlement and Internet-based Transformation). SPIRRIT offers refugees with 
resolvable skills deficits the chance to rebuild their lives in Europe and obtain a route 
to improve their social and economic mobility. 
  
SPIRRIT considers refugees to be potential European citizens and 
therefore proposes, immediately from their arrival, to grant people the same freedom 
of movement rights as European citizens possess. This means that refugee families 
can freely move between EU countries as long as they are self-supporting and find 
formal employment at their destination. Following this European citizen logic, refugees 
could initially be placed anywhere, regardless of whether the EU host country 
is poor or rich, or their setting is urban or rural. 
  
SPIRRIT aims to use this initial geographical refugee location freedom to 
synergetically address demographics. Europe is ageing rapidly and faces a strong 
need for young people to replace those who retire, especially in its deprived or rural 
areas, where most of the youth has meanwhile left. 
 
  

https://www.businessinsider.com/a-clean-start-turkey-syrian-refugees-2020-11
https://www.unhcr.org/3d464e842.html
https://medium.com/@refival/three-step-migration-improving-refugee-integration-e4ff448e969a
http://www.spirrit.org/
https://medium.com/@refival/managing-refugee-arrivals-an-eu-citizen-alternative-10173c5bf3b3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economy_of_the_European_Union
https://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-living/rankings_by_country.jsp
https://eurocities.eu/stories/welcoming-cities/
https://medium.com/@refival/riaces-successful-rural-refugee-integration-model-threatened-289700c6341c
https://medium.com/@refival/managing-european-demographics-by-inclusion-sourcing-e6fc147dd58c
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demographics_of_the_European_Union
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SPIRRIT focuses on the integration of newcomers wherever they are welcome and 
needed. Technically, many types of education and employment can meanwhile 
be remotely executed via Internet. Incubation of refugees can thus be realized 
anywhere via distance learning, while necessary work-experience can be gained 
through performing Internet-based tasks or jobs in local co-working centers. By 
structurally combining these two elements, skills development on-demand can be 
facilitated and, cost-effectively, offered to or by companies. This way, for example, 
non-agricultural and non-handicrafts based activities can be added to a rural economy 
in order to regain self-sustainability. 
  
SPIRRIT is a multi-stakeholder approach. It requires EU or other public funding of the 
refugee‘s subsistence cost during their 5 years of adaptation. It demands from the 
receiving community to facilitate and be interactively engaged with the people arriving 
and assist them to successfully integrate. Finally, it asks the private sector to become 
intensively involved in the education of their future workers and to create the 
educational programs and apprenticeships needed. This way people are enabled to 
afterward achieve enrollment in stable employment, without anyone left behind. 
  
Having developed several detailed conceptual frameworks and passionately 
advocated these propositions since 2015, Refival is urgently seeking possibilities to 
implement its vision. Therefore, if you are aware of any potential participants or 
projects, please get in touch with me. Together, we can transform the lives of 
displaced people by providing resettlement and citizenship, shaping a sustainable 
future for refugees and for Europe. 
 
 
September 2020: 

Call for a Second EU Migration Pact: Revitalizing Rural 
Communities via Refugee Resettlement! 

This week‘s European Commission proposal for a ―pact on migration and asylum‖ 
focuses mostly on stemming irregular migration at EU borders. It thus 
largely forgets to address Europe‘s share in responsibility for the millions of refugees 
who cannot show up to ask for asylum there. A second "resettlement pact" is 
therefore urgently required to relieve pressure from countries 
like Turkey, Lebanon and many others, which currently take care of an unevenly high 
number of displaced people. Voluntarily relocating more refugees does not have to be 
a burden for Europe, it can actually create great synergy. 
 
A strong reduction of the share of agriculture in the economy and a lack of viable job 
alternatives for young people has left many smaller rural European communities 
depopulating and aging. To establish a new equilibrium, powerful diversification to 
non-agricultural activities is required. Meanwhile, Internet-based work options and 
tele-services offer such potential to stop and reverse rural decline, but without a next 
generation of people grabbing these opportunities, the current deterioration will 
continue. 

https://balkaninsight.com/2020/11/04/from-bulgaria-connecting-refugees-to-remote-ai-jobs-around-the-world/
http://www.n0117.refival.org/
https://medium.com/@refival/world-refugee-day-educating-refugee-children-3aeaa94c1182
https://medium.com/@refival/addressing-structural-inequality-7f3ac530e1a2
http://www.docs.refival.org/
http://cv.refival.org/
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frefival.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D202d47f907eb8ffcb763e5512%26id%3D7c5d5d9808%26e%3Dec2a3b0b2c&data=02%7C01%7Cfrizprg%40unhcr.org%7Cd9489c0690f34971863f08d862ce2483%7Ce5c37981666441348a0c6543d2af80be%7C0%7C0%7C637367984795124259&sdata=%2F4F%2BfuCP3zQy94cMP8KWHkyE6aw8Ia%2B1t%2F%2Fes7XFCJ8%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frefival.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D202d47f907eb8ffcb763e5512%26id%3D976353dfe0%26e%3Dec2a3b0b2c&data=02%7C01%7Cfrizprg%40unhcr.org%7Cd9489c0690f34971863f08d862ce2483%7Ce5c37981666441348a0c6543d2af80be%7C0%7C0%7C637367984795124259&sdata=GKKb8w1Sqv1lt4UXHlIcRLqMxbtHiKJ8DbPVBwv17mA%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frefival.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D202d47f907eb8ffcb763e5512%26id%3D0ae637e6fc%26e%3Dec2a3b0b2c&data=02%7C01%7Cfrizprg%40unhcr.org%7Cd9489c0690f34971863f08d862ce2483%7Ce5c37981666441348a0c6543d2af80be%7C0%7C0%7C637367984795134216&sdata=rKMpx%2FqQ%2FegG4ttHHLEe3DFif%2BiwyYDIEdJY6RKkAR8%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frefival.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D202d47f907eb8ffcb763e5512%26id%3D6143193e33%26e%3Dec2a3b0b2c&data=02%7C01%7Cfrizprg%40unhcr.org%7Cd9489c0690f34971863f08d862ce2483%7Ce5c37981666441348a0c6543d2af80be%7C0%7C0%7C637367984795134216&sdata=6lOTdD5gfjHH6l6b7whPR%2BImQaPaVYtWEfc871uCwFU%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frefival.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D202d47f907eb8ffcb763e5512%26id%3D19f986d0b3%26e%3Dec2a3b0b2c&data=02%7C01%7Cfrizprg%40unhcr.org%7Cd9489c0690f34971863f08d862ce2483%7Ce5c37981666441348a0c6543d2af80be%7C0%7C0%7C637367984795144172&sdata=EuQ1%2Bnk7flK7o%2BJM8dVCZp5XjQtzPF%2BybDQMHWlZDDQ%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frefival.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D202d47f907eb8ffcb763e5512%26id%3D3159467ca4%26e%3Dec2a3b0b2c&data=02%7C01%7Cfrizprg%40unhcr.org%7Cd9489c0690f34971863f08d862ce2483%7Ce5c37981666441348a0c6543d2af80be%7C0%7C0%7C637367984795144172&sdata=OjZNY7LdBYfqLNJq1MFQHEoAZEO5SNkEi0pIkfrPB2M%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frefival.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D202d47f907eb8ffcb763e5512%26id%3D37529daaad%26e%3Dec2a3b0b2c&data=02%7C01%7Cfrizprg%40unhcr.org%7Cd9489c0690f34971863f08d862ce2483%7Ce5c37981666441348a0c6543d2af80be%7C0%7C0%7C637367984795154128&sdata=wA7fjEM4jaSRbevI4Pbvd1ccdVOtX39jw6K6YHuiXAc%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frefival.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D202d47f907eb8ffcb763e5512%26id%3D7163f4e349%26e%3Dec2a3b0b2c&data=02%7C01%7Cfrizprg%40unhcr.org%7Cd9489c0690f34971863f08d862ce2483%7Ce5c37981666441348a0c6543d2af80be%7C0%7C0%7C637367984795154128&sdata=KxSx8dEw2HWHgn3QbSv4FlT8IH4meux5Hw8pMbvt6LU%3D&reserved=0
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Since 2015, Refival has therefore been exploring the synergy between rural 
revitalization and refugee integration. As a result, it advocates the interconnection of 
two groups of people: small rural communities of 500–5,000 inhabitants who are too 
far from urban areas to commute and refugee families with education deficits who will 
need about 5 years to adapt and find jobs in Europe. 
 
In order to optimize the refugees‘ economic mobility, Refival proposes to 
apply an EU citizen logic. It means that — after having been supported 
with education, upskilling and cultural integration — people can freely move upon 
finding employment anywhere in Europe. However, this also implies that investing in 
the refugees‘ adaptation should be collectively funded by all EU member states and 
not financed by those who supply the initial ―incubation‖ services. 
 
With small rural communities possessing ample cultural interaction capacity and low 
integration cost, there is a strong mutually beneficial situation to be achieved by 
receiving funding to welcome refugees and offering them the chance to participate in 
society. This will not only revitalize the local rural infrastructure for all its inhabitants — 
reestablishing economic and social sustainability — but also give refugees a new start 
in life. 
 
If you want to become part of this initiative, please contact me! 
 
 
July 2020: 

 
Refival seeks Partners and Funding to Revitalize Rural 
Communities 
 
A strong reduction of the share of agriculture in the economy and a lack of viable job 
alternatives for young people has left many smaller rural European communities 
depopulating and aging. To establish a new equilibrium, powerful diversification to 
non-agricultural activities is required. Meanwhile, Internet-based work options and 
tele-services offer such potential to stop and reverse rural decline, but without a next 
generation of people grabbing these opportunities, the current deterioration will 
continue. 
 
Since 2015, Refival has therefore been exploring the synergy between rural 
revitalization and refugee integration. As a result, it advocates the interconnection of 
two groups of people: small rural communities of 500–5,000 inhabitants who are too 
far from urban areas to commute and refugee families with education deficits who will 
need about 5 years to adapt and find jobs in Europe. 
 
 
  

https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frefival.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D202d47f907eb8ffcb763e5512%26id%3Db84d8a2490%26e%3Dec2a3b0b2c&data=02%7C01%7Cfrizprg%40unhcr.org%7Cd9489c0690f34971863f08d862ce2483%7Ce5c37981666441348a0c6543d2af80be%7C0%7C0%7C637367984795154128&sdata=KNPKhlIaGiVRiCDm1wGuHekYs8sUD3e5k%2B3pyxeBS1E%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frefival.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D202d47f907eb8ffcb763e5512%26id%3D108c6cc435%26e%3Dec2a3b0b2c&data=02%7C01%7Cfrizprg%40unhcr.org%7Cd9489c0690f34971863f08d862ce2483%7Ce5c37981666441348a0c6543d2af80be%7C0%7C0%7C637367984795164086&sdata=1Emnh1rrXbI1wARmPgD54TPOcbMGbNvTi2A7h8lQQno%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frefival.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D202d47f907eb8ffcb763e5512%26id%3D976f31df73%26e%3Dec2a3b0b2c&data=02%7C01%7Cfrizprg%40unhcr.org%7Cd9489c0690f34971863f08d862ce2483%7Ce5c37981666441348a0c6543d2af80be%7C0%7C0%7C637367984795164086&sdata=OpD6XCR4La5BpDVhU5Tb%2FOnGnQ3EurxD15KUEChf1NI%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frefival.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D202d47f907eb8ffcb763e5512%26id%3D750fcdc630%26e%3Dec2a3b0b2c&data=02%7C01%7Cfrizprg%40unhcr.org%7Cd9489c0690f34971863f08d862ce2483%7Ce5c37981666441348a0c6543d2af80be%7C0%7C0%7C637367984795174037&sdata=UEmtN%2BO7gmQpPqCHxV5lIK416IXNf49cSpcFtpvQbGE%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frefival.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D202d47f907eb8ffcb763e5512%26id%3D7741029318%26e%3Dec2a3b0b2c&data=02%7C01%7Cfrizprg%40unhcr.org%7Cd9489c0690f34971863f08d862ce2483%7Ce5c37981666441348a0c6543d2af80be%7C0%7C0%7C637367984795174037&sdata=W44kQXhvM1WJbfnawv1%2BYi76CEJCIfmSvVcAe%2FwtqIk%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frefival.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D202d47f907eb8ffcb763e5512%26id%3Df5f7ff4a5c%26e%3Dec2a3b0b2c&data=02%7C01%7Cfrizprg%40unhcr.org%7Cd9489c0690f34971863f08d862ce2483%7Ce5c37981666441348a0c6543d2af80be%7C0%7C0%7C637367984795183997&sdata=LVHO4gHG%2F6Z2WQsHd8RvXcK720FBCQ8jlgvqQvvBzu0%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frefival.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D202d47f907eb8ffcb763e5512%26id%3D6f4bb79bed%26e%3Dec2a3b0b2c&data=02%7C01%7Cfrizprg%40unhcr.org%7Cd9489c0690f34971863f08d862ce2483%7Ce5c37981666441348a0c6543d2af80be%7C0%7C0%7C637367984795183997&sdata=0hPWH9%2BK%2B5f01C%2BilaChmoF1LzK4Uk3i2BZJR6IeSsA%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frefival.us12.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D202d47f907eb8ffcb763e5512%26id%3D038def04cc%26e%3Dec2a3b0b2c&data=02%7C01%7Cfrizprg%40unhcr.org%7Cd9489c0690f34971863f08d862ce2483%7Ce5c37981666441348a0c6543d2af80be%7C0%7C0%7C637367984795193956&sdata=6SxeB%2FK9tW6Zj1H81nxqX3tffcerdGwS33kRtu%2B6NDo%3D&reserved=0
https://medium.com/@refival/addressing-structural-inequality-7f3ac530e1a2
http://www.refival.org/
http://www.docs.refival.org/
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In order to optimize the refugees‘ economic mobility, Refival proposes to apply an EU 
citizen logic. It means that — after having been supported with education, upskilling 
and cultural integration — people can freely move upon finding employment anywhere 
in Europe. However, this also implies that investing in the refugees‘ adaptation should 
be collectively funded by all EU member states and not financed by those who supply 
the initial ―incubation‖ services. 
 
With small rural communities possessing ample cultural interaction capacity and low 
integration cost, there is a strong mutually beneficial situation to be achieved by 
receiving funding to welcome refugees and offering them the chance to participate in 
society. This will not only revitalize the local rural infrastructure for all its inhabitants — 
reestablishing economic and social sustainability — but also give refugees a new start 
in life. 
 
If you want to become part of this initiative, please contact me! 

 
June 2020: 
 

Managing Refugee Arrivals, an EU Citizen Alternative 
 

Looking at the European agenda, controlling migration is still considered a high-
ranking topic; there is an unchanged pressure to further reduce the number 
of arrivals to the European Union. Currently, differences in the presence of asylum 
seekers between EU member states are huge. Greece, Italy and Spain, the few 
countries where most refugees arrive, are unable to provide adequate aid to all people 
showing up at their borders. This is the main reason why many refugees do not want 
to stay there and, instead, try to continue their journey to a small number of 
destination countries such as Germany and Sweden, where they expect to find a 
better future. But, since the arrival and destination countries would like to split their 
efforts of supporting refugees with the other EU member states, a new policy 
is expected to be introduced during the current Council of the European Union 
presidency of Germany. 

However, at the same time, Europe will have to find solutions to regularly welcome 
refugees as part of its global responsibility and cannot postpone their resettlement 
until irregular migration is curbed. Yet, the strong imbalances between EU member 
states will make it very challenging to spread people evenly. Therefore, Refival 
proposes an alternative solution for accepting newcomers, which is based on treating 
refugees as temporary European citizens rather than on organizing their equal 
distribution. 

Although details of the EU proposals are still unknown, it is very likely that the 
main priorities will address increased border protection, preliminary fast-track 
examination of asylum eligibility at or outside of the EU borders, strengthening the 
cooperation with countries of origin considered to be safe to return to, and addressing 
human trafficking criminality. All of these measures are intended to reduce the number 
of people entering Europe irregularly. 

https://medium.com/@refival/managing-refugee-arrivals-an-eu-citizen-alternative-10173c5bf3b3
https://medium.com/@refival/managing-refugee-arrivals-an-eu-citizen-alternative-10173c5bf3b3
https://medium.com/@refival/world-refugee-day-educating-refugee-children-3aeaa94c1182
https://medium.com/@refival/revitalizing-europe-from-irregular-migration-to-incubation-82a5240f5c71
https://medium.com/@refival/riaces-successful-rural-refugee-integration-model-threatened-289700c6341c
https://medium.com/@refival/an-alternative-to-universal-basic-income-universal-basic-employment-e4478373f313
http://cv.refival.org/
https://audiovisual.ec.europa.eu/en/video/I-192880
https://www.infomigrants.net/en/post/25713/germany-seeks-reform-of-eu-asylum
https://www.politico.eu/article/germans-favor-tougher-eu-asylum-policy-poll/amp/
https://audiovisual.ec.europa.eu/en/video/I-192908
https://audiovisual.ec.europa.eu/en/video/I-192880
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Nevertheless, as said before, reducing the number of migrants entering its borders 
does not free Europe from morally taking its fair share of responsibility for the millions 
of displaced people worldwide. It should therefore, for example, resettle substantially 
more refugees from Turkey or similar host countries which cannot sufficiently support 
people, especially when their economies are in turmoil. Related to this, the primary 
target of aid should not be limited to just offering shelter whilst purposelessly making 
people wait for years in refugee camps or letting them be exploited as cheap informal 
labor. The only acceptable goal, in Refival‘s opinion, is to offer refugees the chance to 
rebuild their lives and achieve a new sustainable future. 

A complicating factor for this is that EU member states differ greatly in their economic 
development and employment potential, which, in practice, leads to a situation where 
asylum seekers try to reach the more advanced, richer, European areas. The result 
is imbalance; a few areas attract far too many asylum seekers, while most others 
attract none. However, the privileged locations are usually having much higher living 
costs, which implies that supplying welfare to refugees at these places is significantly 
more expensive than elsewhere. Spreading people more evenly over all EU member 
states could thus strongly increase Europe‘s total capacity for refugee integration, but 
only if access to employment is also more equally spread. Thus, the question is 
whether there are options to better balance the presence of a larger number of 
refugees and optimize cost, without letting social support depending people 
concentrate in the most developed regions or having them placed in less advanced 
areas with no future. 

Refival proposes an alternative framework. It envisions that status holding refugees 
are considered potential future European citizens and therefore will, from the 
beginning, get the same freedom of movement rights as European citizens. This 
means that refugees can freely move between EU countries as long as they find 
formal employment at their destination. Following this European citizen logic, refugees 
could initially be located anywhere, regardless of whether the host country is poor or 
rich, or the setting is urban or rural. As long as newcomers get the chance and 
support to learn the skills needed to integrate and to find jobs somewhere, they would 
not get stuck and would acquire the potential to move from their initial geographical 
starting point to any location where they could optimally function in the European 
society. Such a position would be fully equal to that of native European citizens, who 
can also only relocate if they can find employment elsewhere. 

To implement the described logic, Refival proposes to separate three stages 
of refugee integration: Shelter, Adaptation and Participation. Upon arrival, Shelter 
would be a ―first-aid‖ stage in which provisional accommodation is provided. This 
stage should be kept as short as possible. Offering Shelter would be followed by an 
Adaptation stage, which currently takes 5 years on average and largely depends on 
the education and skills refugees already possess. Learning a new language is often 
one of the main challenges during this period. But also intensive interaction with 
and acceptance of basic European values are required as part of the process of 
becoming a temporary or permanent European citizen. Finally, Adaptation is expected 
to be followed by Participation, meaning that full connection with their new European 
environment has been established and refugees start to financially contribute to 
Europe‘s economy. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economy_of_the_European_Union
https://www.statista.com/chart/14473/share-of-refugees-in-europe/
https://medium.com/@refival/riaces-successful-rural-refugee-integration-model-threatened-289700c6341c
https://medium.com/@refival/world-refugee-day-educating-refugee-children-3aeaa94c1182
https://ec.europa.eu/eures/eures-searchengine/page/main?lang=en#/search
https://medium.com/@refival/three-step-migration-improving-refugee-integration-e4ff448e969a
https://www.dw.com/en/germany-half-of-refugees-find-jobs-within-five-years/a-52251414%205
https://www.infomigrants.net/en/post/25408/immigrants-in-germany-often-fail-language-tests
https://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/has-germany-done-this-a-look-at-the-refugee-crisis-five-years-later-a-68ebba7d-4521-4db0-8635-d0ef5cebedfe
https://www.migrationpolicy.org/research/integrating-refugees-asylum-seekers-germany
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Adaptation requires investment in people, whereas Participation is the return on this 
investment. If these two integration stages are geographically split and located in two 
different EU member states it is more correct to fund the Adaptation of refugees from 
a collective European budget than from the one of the host country. This means that, 
different from the currently practice, funding would be centralized and, instead of the 
host countries or communities, all EU members would collectively finance the facilities 
and services provided to refugees. 

The big advantage of such centralized funding is that for many deprived European 
areas, educating or reskilling people for an average period of 5 years could mean a 
reversal of the aging of their population. Whereas providing the above services to 
refugees would also bring a welcome diversification of economic activities. This can 
be a strong catalyst for regaining economic sustainability, especially in the case of 
small rural communities in need of structural revitalization or for other areas or 
countries from where too many young native people have migrated inside of the EU 
over the past decades. 

Regardless of whether refugees choose to stay at their initial location or move on to 
another European destination by learning the required language and skills, refugees 
being supported under this scheme would contribute and be part of the local economy 
for at least 5 years on average. Finally, being a financially attractive and beneficent 
proposition for economically deprived areas, the current resistance of a number of 
European member states to accept refugees may disappear and communities may 
actively start seeking to welcome refugees. This way, spreading asylum seekers over 
EU member states could become fully voluntary instead of forced by quota or 
―financial punishment‖. 

Having developed a number of detailed conceptual frameworks and intensively 
advocated these propositions since 2015, Refival is urgently seeking for possibilities 
to get involved in implementing its vision. Therefore, if you are aware of any potential 
stakeholders or projects, please get in touch with me. Together, we can transform the 
lives of displaced people by providing citizenship, shaping a sustainable future for 
refugees and for Europe. 

 
 
June 2020: 
 

World Refugee Day: Addressing Mental Health 
 
Stumbling upon lockdowns and closed facilities in the past few months, it became 
even harder than usual to seek shelter for displaced people. Around 60% of asylum 
seekers encounter traumatic events before, during, or following arrival, while the 
occurrence of clinically relevant psychological distress is 20-30%. Just for Post 
Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), refugees are up to 10 times more likely to develop 
this condition compared to the general population of their host countries. Therefore, 
our action to protect and help them is urgently needed. 
 
  

http://www.openideo2017.refival.org/
https://medium.com/@refival/riaces-successful-rural-refugee-integration-model-threatened-289700c6341c
https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2020/03/future-of-aging-populations-and-economic-growth-in-eastern-europe-petrakis.htm
https://medium.com/@refival/an-alternative-to-universal-basic-income-universal-basic-employment-e4478373f313
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/asylum/examination-of-applicants_en
http://cv.refival.org/
https://www.voanews.com/covid-19-pandemic/fear-hunger-grip-syrian-refugees-turkey
https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/06/05/greece-restarts-suspended-asylum-procedure
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010440X18301780
https://www.devex.com/news/how-to-support-displaced-populations-mental-health-during-lockdown-97114
https://horizon-magazine.eu/article/healing-refugees-mental-scars-could-help-them-build-new-lives.html
https://horizon-magazine.eu/article/healing-refugees-mental-scars-could-help-them-build-new-lives.html
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Processing trauma is the key to the successful integration of refugees and a 
prerequisite for their ability to adapt and rebuild their lives. With growing numbers of 
people seeking refuge, supporting their mental health and well-being has become 
more crucial than ever. Unfortunately, the Covid-19 crisis is expected to cause a 
global surge in demand for professional mental health assistance. With 
the existing services already being under pressure, there will probably be little to no 
capacity to take additional measures for refugees. 
  
Refival is focused on refugee integration in rural areas in Europe and limited access to 
specialist mental health assistance in the countryside has always been taken into 
account. Consequently, generic viable alternatives are equally considered. As a 
result, Refival primarily builds on community cohesion, but also intends to create rural 
facilities for trauma treatment in which professional mental health expertise is bundled 
with peer support. For refugees located in other rural and urban locations lacking 
these opportunities, a mixture of retreats and tele-counseling can be offered this way. 
Furthermore, in order to bridge the commonly occurring cultural and language gaps, 
Refival envisions educating and training refugees to become counselors. Finally, it 
has been actively exploring the use of new, technology-based, solutions that can 
potentially offer help and support to those in need. 
  
Due to the Covid-19 virus outbreak, Refival‘s original target to relocate Syrian war-
refugee families to European villages is unfortunately no longer feasible. Since rural 
communities dominantly consist of elderly people, this situation will likely remain until 
a cure or Covid-19 vaccines become readily available. However, if funding is 
obtainable, two existing collaborations Refival is currently involved with will continue 
developing support tools for mental health issues. 
 
The first collaboration of Refival is with the Coalition for Work With Psycho-trauma & 
Peace (CWWPP) in Croatia. Their Pragmatic Empowerment Training (PET) is a 
method focusing on increasing community-based assistance in mental health and 
peacebuilding. CWWPP trains ―barefoot-therapists‖ who offer supervised support to 
traumatized families and victims of war in former Yugoslavia. Using 25 years of 
experience, it has developed educational materials and it works with individuals and 
groups both in person and online. With some cultural adaptation, CWWPP‘s broad 
expertise can be applied to help refugees and the communities that are ―incubating‖ 
them. Finally, PET can be relatively easily scaled to reach more people or to be 
implemented in other geographical settings. However, project based funding is 
required to do so. 
 
Refival‘s second collaboration is with a multi-disciplinary group of innovators 
developing Tranxiety, a computer application aiming to use biofeedback to help 
handling and reducing anxiety. The software measures EEG signals via a Brain 
Computer Interface (BCI) and uses the real-time information it continuously gathers to 
interact with its users. Tranxiety teaches patients how to control anxiety triggers and 
regulate their fear-response. Different from already existing relaxation apps that use 
a BCI, it attempts to evoke stress before reducing it, an approach which has similarity 
with virtual reality assisted exposure therapy (VRET) for PTSD. Although a roadmap 

https://medium.com/p/three-step-migration-improving-refugee-integration-e4ff448e969a
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/refugee-integration-relocation-social-core-van-nieuwkerk/
https://www.dw.com/en/refugee-numbers-hit-record-high-in-2019-un-report/a-53852677
https://www.econstor.eu/bitstream/10419/217053/1/GLO-DP-0544.pdf
https://www.voanews.com/covid-19-pandemic/mental-health-problems-increase-amid-covid-19-pandemic
https://www.government.nl/topics/mhpss/funding-and-support-for-mental-health-and-psychosocial-support-in-crisis-situations/mhpss-worldwide-facts-and-figures
https://www.infomigrants.net/en/post/18192/long-waiting-list-in-germany-for-traumatized-migrants-and-refugees
https://ec.europa.eu/health/sites/health/files/state/docs/2019_companion_en.pdf#page=36
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20181015-how-one-bench-and-a-team-of-grandmothers-can-beat-depression
https://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/volume-31/may-2018/unlocking-social-cure
http://www.a1216.refival.org/
https://woebot.io/how-it-works
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/mar/22/karim-the-ai-delivers-psychological-support-to-syrian-refugees
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jun/04/spain-la-rioja-small-town-one-of-europes-worst-covid-19-hotspots
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title=Ageing_Europe_-_statistics_on_population_developments#Older_people_.E2.80.94_population_overview
https://www.cwwpp.org/
https://www.cwwpp.org/pragmatic-empowerment-training.html
https://www.cwwpp.org/supervision.html
https://medium.com/@refival/three-step-migration-improving-refugee-integration-e4ff448e969a
https://www.cwwpp.org/pragmatic-empowerment-training.html
https://www.emotiv.com/bci-guide/
https://choosemuse.com/
https://www.emotiv.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r7tY07QY66A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QCCWH_CNjM0
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is in place and a first proof of concept available, extensive clinical research will still be 
needed in order to meet safety requirements. It is currently estimated that it will take 2 
years for a team of 10 people to build a basic platform that is adequate for therapeutic 
application. After accomplishing this, ample potential to expand Tranxiety‘s treatment 
areas can be expected. The goal is to support refugees and let them become a vital 
part of our society. This can be achieved by creating a wide range of solutions for 
individuals and by determining therapies that can be applied in professionally 
facilitated group settings. The bottleneck is project-financing. In order to maximize the 
outreach, funding should preferably be obtained from public or not-for-profit sources. 
 
Imagination and passion are Refival‘s strength. Unfortunately, as structural solutions 
addressing the mental health of refugees are underdeveloped, Refival would find it 
disappointing to witness the already existing developments and successful initiatives 
to be hindered by the lack of funding, especially as their results could be applicable 
to other groups of vulnerable people and are an excellent financial investment in 
society as well. 
  
Your assistance or advice can be crucial for changing the lives of many and is 
therefore urgently required. Please contact me if you are interested in engaging in 
Refival‗s mission. If you are aware of any sponsoring or project financing options, 
please also involve us. Finally, support our vision by sharing my materials with people 
who may be interested in joining the project and see the refugee community 
transformed into a healthier one. 
 

June 2020: 
 

An alternative to Universal Basic Income: Universal Basic 
Employment 
 

As a response to my previous ―we are all refugees now‖ newsletter, I have received a 
number of requests to elaborate on what distinguishes Universal Basic Employment 
(UBE) from Universal Basic Income (UBI). This article is thus about addressing labor 
market disruption and unsustainability. It describes a possible social solution for the 
more than one in six young people worldwide, who have currently stopped working 
due to the Covid-19 crisis, but is equally relevant for the ongoing 4th Industrial and 
Artificial Intelligence Revolution, which will bring structural change to jobs and job 
offers for most of us. 
 
What is UBE? It is Refival‘s vision that ―everyone is entitled to contribute to society 
and to be financially rewarded for their engagement‖. In practice, this means to 
redefine the term ―employment‖. Instead of using it in the current very narrow sense of 
a ―paid job‖, Refival considers every positive contribution to society valuable and 
qualifying to be remunerated with income. Such compensation is earned regardless of 
whether the executed task is at the moment classified as entrepreneurship, work, 
volunteering, care for children/sickly/elderly, or any type of education leading to 
personal skills development. Participation in any of these activities gives people the 
right to a basic salary. In short, UBE is about engagement. 

https://www.bbc.com/news/video_and_audio/headlines/53067030/how-our-brains-are-processing-the-pandemic
https://www.government.nl/topics/mhpss/funding-and-support-for-mental-health-and-psychosocial-support-in-crisis-situations/mhpss-worldwide-facts-and-figures
http://www.cv.refival.org/
http://www.docs.refival.org/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/we-all-refugees-now-facing-new-reality-universal-van-nieuwkerk/
http://www.openideo2018.refival.org/
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/32677
https://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/newsroom/news/WCMS_745879/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2020/may/30/microsoft-sacks-journalists-to-replace-them-with-robots
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The fundamental difference between UBI and UBE is that UBI focuses on supplying 
an unconditional basic income to everyone; it considers this to be the primary 
empowerment factor and mainly uses an individual freedom based economic outlook. 
UBE instead takes the perspective of the right to participate in society as its starting 
point and dominantly uses a social community angle of view. 
 
Whereas UBI gives people money without any strings attached and supposes that this 
will lead to their self-fulfillment, UBE assumes that more is required than money alone 
and that a basic income as such does not guarantee any equal or balanced 
community involvement of people. UBE considers (free choice based) participation in 
society to be a basic human right. This is in line with the International Covenant on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) article 6 and the Charter of 
Fundamental Rights of the European Union article 15. Other than UBI, which mainly 
focuses on individual entitlement, UBE presumes a certain level of reciprocity 
between society and its members. 
 
UBE relates to a better sharing of the available economic resources and workload 
(inclusion sourcing) and focuses on optimizing every citizen‘s personal development 
and contribution potential to society. Like UBI, it does create a financial safety-net for 
everyone, but the offered income security is a consequence or outcome and not (as 
UBI promotes) the primary source of independence. 
 
Indirectly, this leads to another difference between the two: UBI requires solidarity for 
transferring ―no strings attached‖ tax-money to perceived potential ―non-participants‖, 
whereas UBE‘s goal to make everyone‘s contribution visible and transparent should, 
in turn, generate solidarity. A further related difference is that money given to people 
allocated for their contribution to society and personal development, can be more 
easily seen as a society‘s investment in its citizens, comparing it with ―free‖ money 
transfers. 
 
UBI and UBE also have a lot in common. Both target to empower people and give 
them agency over their own lives, respecting human dignity. Each of them creates a 
basic income for everyone, which should be sufficient to enjoy a decent quality of life. 
Both fully leave the incentive to earn more than the supplied basic income in place; 
economies remain market-driven. Both potentially facilitate life-long learning based 
retraining as a substitute for life-long employment stability and equip individuals with 
the freedom to improve their skill set and gain access to more satisfactory activities. 
The two require similar income redistribution mechanisms to be financially feasible. 
Last, but certainly not least, both address the issue of protection 
against exploitation by increasingly powerful and irregular employers. 
 
Especially in an almost fully transparent – Internet-based – gig economy, the supply of 
labor can easily surpass demand, eroding wages. Workers find themselves in 
unacceptable labor conditions, which they cannot refuse. UBI or UBE enable them to 
say no and offer thus a much more balanced position to negotiate. 
 
 

https://www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/cescr.aspx
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:12016P/TXT&from=EN
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/addressing-structural-inequality-johannes-cornelis-van-nieuwkerk/
https://theconversation.com/why-universal-basic-income-costs-far-less-than-you-think-101134
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/5/28/18638480/gig-economy-workers-wellbeing-survey
https://uberpeople.net/threads/saturation-earnings-erosion.190937/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-britain-entertainment-workers/gig-economy-is-extreme-exploitation-says-british-film-director-ken-loach-idUSKBN1X01VX
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Other than UBI, UBE attaches a string of social reciprocity. Refival considers a society 
to be more than the sum of its individual citizens. In this context, UBE is neither a 
social assistance based individual minimum income as Spain wants to introduce it, 
nor a public employment or job guarantee program, or a form of (restricted) 
participation income. 
 
Refival‘s approach is to supply a basic income to every citizen in exchange for a free 
choice of one‘s contribution(s) to the community. Instead of ―just‖ supplying or 
redistributing money to its members, the task of such a society is more advanced and 
includes the responsibility for democratically defining and generating a sufficiently 
wide and optimized/maximized spectrum of education and engagement opportunities. 
Oppositely, unrestricted freedom in the type of individual contribution could 
theoretically be granted, but in order to balance the interests of its citizens, the society 
would in that case have to clearly limit the activities it does not want to reward and 
would likely have to refrain from collective stimulation. Either way, all citizens should 
be enabled to participate in the future development of their community and at the 
same time be encouraged to maximize their skills and ―contribution satisfaction‖. 
 
Simultaneously, an engagement-based approach can likely prevent people from 
entering into an entirely ―virtual reality life‖ without any social connection, as this can 
already be observed with the more than 1 million Hikikomori in Japan. Only those who 
are disabled are exempted, for them, a welfare-based solution should be offered. 
 
An objection that is often made against UBE is that it would lead to an extensive 
bureaucratic monitoring and law enforcement system, whereas UBI would instead 
dissolve the burden of welfare allocation and administration. Although it is, of course, 
possible to create a classification system of activities and rewards, this is definitely not 
what Refival envisions. Its proposition is to use a fairly simple yearly tax return 
structure and – as this is already common practice in Scandinavian countries – to 
make the results transparent/public. Compliance is expected to be voluntary and 
based on satisfactory social engagement instead of guarded possible tax avoidance. 
UBE is about stimulation, not about regulation. 
 
UBE has its roots in Refival‘s frameworks for refugee integration in rural villages in 
Europe. With refugees being fully welfare dependent for an average of 5 years, and 
with social support structures in place to provide such financial assistance to them, 
the main hindrance for refugee integration is to facilitate their participation rather than 
to supply a minimum income. Instead of labeling refugees as deprived and non-active, 
providing UBE would emphasize their dignity and stimulate communities to welcome 
them and value their contribution. Adaptation would be part of the refugees‘ 
employment and newcomers would thus automatically become synergetic 
participants. 
 
Implementing UBE as a bottom-up method to reboot our economies after the Covid-
19 crisis could very similarly change the displacement of people into an embracement 
of their engagement. 
 

https://english.elpais.com/spanish_news/2020-05-29/spain-to-approve-guaranteed-minimum-income-scheme-for-vulnerable-families.html
https://www.ilo.org/global/topics/employment-intensive-investment/themes/pep/lang--en/index.htm
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1467-923X.1996.tb01568.x
https://www.nippon.com/en/japan-topics/c05008/japan%E2%80%99s-hikikomori-population-could-top-10-million.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oFgWy2ifX5s
https://theculturetrip.com/europe/norway/articles/norway-country-public-tax-returns/
https://wenr.wes.org/2019/08/the-state-of-refugee-integration-in-germany-in-2019
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April 2020: 
 

We are all Refugees now… Facing a new Reality… Universal Basic 
Employment as a Solution? 
 
Everybody is at the moment looking for a safe haven. Consequently, I have been 
reflecting on the past 5 years in which I developed several solutions for refugees. My 
preliminary conclusion is that Refival‘s three-step approach of shelter, adaptation and 
participation can add great value to address the current much wider crisis. 
  
To begin with, we will first need to do the obvious, namely to stop spreading the virus 
and take all necessary measures to avoid preventable infections and deaths by 
sheltering into isolation. We need to physically distance ourselves whilst providing 
social support to anyone in need. 
  
Our forced seclusion and its resulting economic fallout will likely have a traumatic 
impact, and many things will most probably never be the same again, afterward. 
Adaptation to such an altered reality will require both healing and collaboration; 
people will have to re-skill themselves and reconnect. The great challenge ahead is to 
avoid a split between winners and losers. Refival‘s ―Inclusion Sourcing‖ perspective, in 
which the privileged take responsibility for the inclusion of the deprived, would assist 
here well. 
  
The next and final step to establish a new normality will be to optimize the 
participation of everyone. Refival‘s ―Universal Basic Employment‖ proposition not 
only addresses a future with robots and artificial intelligence, but it also frees people 
from exploitation and offers us a road to both self-fulfillment and togetherness. It does 
so by redefining the term ―work‖. Instead of using it in the current very narrow sense of 
a ―paid job‖, it considers every positive contribution to society valuable and qualifying 
to be remunerated with a basic income. Compensation is earned regardless of 
whether the executed task is currently classified as employment, volunteering, care 
for children/sickly/elderly or education leading to personal skills development. This 
means that other than UBI‘s proposed unconditional income, UBE makes every 
individual‘s engagement visible, which generates solidarity. For the current 
crisis, implementing UBE would mean to create a bottom-up stimulus which 
would economically safeguard, empower and maximize the contribution to 
society of all its citizens. 
  
If UBE were introduced, companies would largely remain market-driven rather than 
becoming government subvention dependent. Instead of rebooting the economy 
exclusively top-down by entirely focusing on financing the indiscriminate restart 
of all previously existing businesses, UBE could play a substantial role in rebuilding a 
healthy economy and in matching the new reality‘s supply and demand. 
 
 
  

http://www.docs.refival.org/
https://medium.com/@refival/three-step-migration-improving-refugee-integration-e4ff448e969a
https://medium.com/@tomaspueyo/coronavirus-the-hammer-and-the-dance-be9337092b56
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/anila-noor_join-our-solidarity-call-activity-6645685420019499010-SVSe
https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-health-coronavirus-portugal/portugal-to-treat-migrants-as-residents-during-coronavirus-crisis-idUKKBN21F0MC
http://www.openideo2017.refival.org/
http://www.openideo2018.refival.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basic_income
https://medium.com/@refival/universal-basic-employment-7e0e474da869
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Applying a combination of inclusion sourcing and universal basic employment would 
prevent local social unrest and furthermore, on an international level, it would avert a 
strong increase in migration pressure. Supplying a safety net to all global citizens 
would make the World a better place to live. These inclusive goals can of course only 
be achieved by reciprocity, solidarity and by showing regard for each other. However, 
fighting a common ―pandemic enemy‖ will teach us to value these prerequisites and 
achieve convergence. 
  
On the more immediate practical level, Refival‘s original target to relocate Syrian war-
refugees to European countryside areas is no longer feasible. Since rural 
communities dominantly consist of elderly people, this will remain the case for as long 
as there is no medicine and corona vaccine readily available. I thus warmheartedly 
support Kilian Kleinschmidt‘s alternative to urgently build new sustainable settlements 
for displaced people. Such newly built villages can replace the 
current fully unsuitable refugee camps and offer proper longer-term shelter and 
efficient adaptation programs to them. 
 
Reviewing Refival, there are still some bottlenecks to be addressed and therefore I 
seek funding and partners for solving three urgent problems by new research & 
development projects: 
  
-1- People suffering from anxiety are in great need for treatment. However, not many 
of them have access to a professional therapist. Many individuals are as a result 
unable to properly contribute to society. TRANXIETY is a brain-computer 
interface/neurofeedback based relaxation tool, which very likely can be used to 
independently teach or train people to control their anxiety. It has the potential to 
become part of a trauma recovery methodology. The therapeutic instrument and its 
related user interface are fully intuitive and need little or no instruction. However, 
professional supervision may be required to guide eventual unpredictable relief 
results. 
  
-2- Individualized online learning is unavailable to many people and often comes at 
the price of a lack of social participation. IKNAL is an educational system based on 
personalized adaptive learning via the Internet in combination with community 
engagement and teaching compassion. It offers fully individualized knowledge transfer 
supplemented by fostering affinity and leadership. This enables flexible inclusion of 
disadvantaged students without limiting the progress of high performing ones. It thus 
offers access to education for all. Finally, the approach can handle multi-lingual, multi-
cultural and multi-age environments. 
  
-3- Fear of a difference in cultural and religious values has in Europe been a great 
hindrance to accept migrants. SAMADEUS targets to become a laity-driven, clergy-
supported, interfaith initiative. Its mission is to bring people from all traditions together 
in order to share their common values instead of focusing on differences in worship. It 
targets to address and reduce fear of religious otherness, which has been one of the 
main obstacles in absorbing more Islamic refugees in Europe. By improving reciprocal 
religious understanding, it wants to achieve spiritual convergence. 

http://www.m0120.refival.org/
https://medium.com/@refival/end-of-year-reflection-integration-is-our-european-way-of-life-ffac3c4981f2
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/solve-refugee-camps-solve-refugee-crisis-200316154815780.html
https://en.sosmoria.eu/
https://www.change.org/p/leavenoonebehind-prevent-the-corona-catastrophe-now-also-at-the-external-borders
https://medium.com/@refival/revitalizing-europe-from-irregular-migration-to-incubation-82a5240f5c71
http://www.a1219.refival.org/
http://www.a1219.refival.org/
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2221269-can-video-games-help-reduce-symptoms-of-mental-health-conditions/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r7tY07QY66A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QCCWH_CNjM0
https://medium.com/@refival/world-refugee-day-educating-refugee-children-3aeaa94c1182
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eHab0NvT8FQ
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Similar to ―Inclusion Sourcing‖ and ―Universal Basic Employment‖, Tranxiety, IKNAL 
and Samadeus can be universally applied far beyond their initial design in relation to 
Syrian war-refugees. Doing so, and as soon as they are fully operational, these 
Refival frameworks can substantially contribute to bottom-up addressing inequality 
and replacing fear by trust. With the World being in great turmoil at the moment, let us 
learn a lesson from this and grab the chance to revitalize our societies by establishing 
a more inclusive, convergent, global community and prevent any future need for its 
members to seek refuge. 
 
 
March 2020: 
 

Protecting Borders 
 
Regardless of the political aims of Turkey and the European Union, an 
estimated 4 million war-refugees currently live in Turkey. Additionally, in the Syrian 
Idlib province, almost 1 million internally displaced people are urgently looking for 
shelter. 
  
While European countries are reluctant to absorb their ―larger fair share‖ of refugees, 
Turkey (as mentioned in Refival‘s October newsletter) has been facing great difficulty 
to steadily facilitate the current numbers. Instead of protecting vulnerable people, in 
both cases, focus has been placed on protecting borders. 
  
Over the past 5 years and by applying a business development approach, Refival has 
proposed a number of practical solutions to effectively increase Europe‘s capacity to 
help or assist those in need. Refival‘s core message is to differentiate between the 
roles individual EU member states can realistically fulfill towards refugees, instead of 
just evenly distributing them. 
  
For offering short-term “shelter”, some EU countries (mostly external border ones) 
are optimally equipped. Other member states are better in contributing to 
the “adaptation” of people by supplying education and European cultural integration 
trajectories for some years, and thus link people to the labor market demand 
elsewhere (on average it takes 5 years for a refugee to adapt). Finally, there are 
economically strong countries that are in need of labor “participation” of people with 
matching skills, and only these countries can offer more permanent settlement options 
to refugees. 
  
Refival‘s three-stage incubation approach targets to optimize the refugees‘ wellbeing 
by seeing people as start-up companies in for them unknown markets, and to help 
them to succeed. Through sharing the required mentorship process by rich and poor 
EU member states and by urban and rural areas, much better synergetic refugee 
integration or a more appropriate preparation for their return could be achieved. 
  
 

 

https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/74104.pdf
https://www.un.org/press/en/2020/sc14132.doc.htm
https://medium.com/@refival/three-step-migration-improving-refugee-integration-e4ff448e969a
https://medium.com/are-you-syrious/ays-special-lesvos-well-beyond-the-brink-this-is-what-we-know-so-far-7c11873e12f8
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/statement_20_380
http://www.a1219.refival.org/
http://www.n0818.refival.org/
http://www.docs.refival.org/
https://medium.com/@refival/three-step-migration-improving-refugee-integration-e4ff448e969a
https://medium.com/@refival/three-step-migration-improving-refugee-integration-e4ff448e969a
https://wenr.wes.org/2019/08/the-state-of-refugee-integration-in-germany-in-2019
https://medium.com/@refival/three-step-migration-improving-refugee-integration-e4ff448e969a
https://medium.com/@refival/managing-european-demographics-by-inclusion-sourcing-e6fc147dd58c
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December 2019: 
 

End of Year Reflection: Integration is our European Way of Life 
 

Looking back on 2019, there is not much to celebrate for refugees. Neither the 
situation in Turkey and Greece nor the situation in Northern-Africa has improved and 
a great need for change remains. Refival therefore hopes that 2020 will bring a 
common European solution for accepting people in need of asylum. It further wishes 
that Margaritis Schinas, the new EU commissioner responsible for both ―promoting our 
European way of life‖ and coordinating the improvement of integration of migrants and 
refugees into society, will be successful. 
 
The question is, what ―our European way of life‖ actually means, because (although 
these are stereotypes) the direct Dutch, precise Germans, expressive French/Italians, 
proud Croats and silent Fins are very diverse and, at first sight, do not share that 
much. Although European values are clearly defined in the EU Charter of 
Fundamental Rights, the way various member states and their citizens interpret them 
differs substantially. 
 
The European Union has grown from a small group of countries that are historically 
strongly intertwined, to currently 28 member states, which have much less in common. 
Therefore, the risks that EU values get diluted and that the Union‘s members grow 
apart instead of closer become substantial. As such, diversity and starting-point 
differences are no hindrance to convergence. These variables reflect a status rather 
than a direction. However, if Europe wants to become more united from generation to 
generation, there is no space for going back into divergence. Refival, therefore, thinks 
that it is essential to guard the ―growing together‖ process and set clear standards. In 
the context of its ―microcosmos‖ refugee integration initiative for small rural European 
communities, it has therefore designed a European values matching framework to do 
so. 
 

Looking at the individual level, the direction should be to avoid ―the winner takes it all‖ 
type of maximized materialism. Currently, this principle generates inequality and 
threatens the ―have-not‘s‖ existence. Instead, the focus should be on personal 
freedom, independence, and self-reliance for everyone. This would reduce material 
inequality and the poorest people‘s often violent struggle to survive. It would replace 
daily hardship by coexistence founded in the principle of ‖live and let live‖. Approaches 
like Universal Basic Income and Refival‘s Universal Basic Employment could be 
catalysts to enable such individual convergence. 
 

https://medium.com/%40refival/three-step-migration-improving-refugee-integration-e4ff448e969a
https://www.thenewhumanitarian.org/news/2019/11/04/Greece-new-asylum-law-refugees
https://www.ecfr.eu/publications/summary/all_at_sea_europes_crisis_of_solidarity_on_migration
https://www.politico.eu/article/germany-sets-out-plan-for-automatic-relocation-of-asylum-seekers/
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/commissioners/2019-2024/schinas_en
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/commissioners/sites/comm-cwt2019/files/commissioner_mission_letters/president_von_der_leyens_mission_letter_to_margaritis_schinas.pdf
https://europeanvaluesstudy.eu/
https://www.dw.com/en/what-are-european-values/g-48531432
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Union
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/oct/24/western-liberalism-failed-post-communist-eastern-europe
https://medium.com/%40refival/eu-funded-refugee-incubator-villages-e66006ab006a
http://www.refival.org/
http://www.p1219.refival.org/
http://www.openideo2018.refival.org/
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From a group perspective, it is important to reduce tribalism and nationalism over time. 
Since both emphasize the borders between the group and others, local communities 
should instead focus on becoming more open via inclusion and on solidarity with non- 
members. The result would be learning from each other and social convergence. The 
EU‘s freedom of movement can play an important role in this. Those who permanently 
relocate between member states (being self-supporting) tend to become less 
nationalistic and share a more European or cosmopolitan identity. With its inclusion 
sourcing, refugee incubation, three-step migration, and education strategies, Refival 
targets to similarly stimulate the geographic, economic and social mobility of 
refugees/migrants and thus improve their integration into Europe. 
 
Finally, from a European governance point of view, there is a need for more direct 
citizen participation to achieve society level convergence. Misrepresentation, a risk 
which both autocratic and technocratic regimes embed, should be prevented. Long-
term harmonization can only be based on citizen consensus and cannot be forced by 
regulation. The above implies that if member state governments move away from the 
European values they subscribed to upon accession, this cannot be tolerated. Unless 
there is general consent about a change of these values, divergence must 
automatically lead to a compulsory termination of EU membership. Nevertheless, 
expulsion does not necessarily equal exclusion; since Europe can maintain good 
relationships with Russia, the USA and China, it can also do this with others. 
 
On a refugee integration level, a similar but reversed tension exists. Those whose aim 
is to return to their home country should in principle minimize assimilation because 
this will hinder their reintegration. Instead, they must try to retain their national identity 
and traditions. At the same time, they will have to balance this with necessary ―good 
guest behavior‖ and show respect for the rules of their host country. However, if over 
time their goal changes towards a permanent stay, this consequently implies the 
obligation to become convergent with European values. 
 
Other than the USA‘s concentration on the individual‘s rights to defend oneself, or 
China‘s focus on discipline, centrally set values and state control, the European 
alternative offers a very rich multi-layered social interaction between diverse 
communities. Since the main common denominator between people in this system is 
solidarity, Europe should strive to become the continent where people are willing to 
voluntarily give up their surplus for ―someone else who is in greater need‖, and thus 
optimize the sharing of available resources. In doing so, there will be room for new 
countries to join its society model and for refugees to become European citizens. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://events.ceu.edu/2019-11-27/what-kind-citizenship-eu-creating
http://www.openideo2017.refival.org/
http://www.openideo2017.refival.org/
https://medium.com/%40refival/revitalizing-europe-from-irregular-migration-to-incubation-82a5240f5c71
https://medium.com/%40refival/three-step-migration-improving-refugee-integration-e4ff448e969a
https://medium.com/%40refival/world-refugee-day-educating-refugee-children-3aeaa94c1182
https://www.sortitionfoundation.org/
https://medium.com/%40refival/refugee-integration-the-point-of-no-return-ae4dcd879cd7
https://fee.org/articles/more-people-use-a-gun-in-self-defense-each-year-than-die-in-car-accidents/
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/oct/26/china-technology-social-management-internet-social-credit-system
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/retreat-western-liberalism-john-bruton/
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For the past four years, I have managed to privately finance and dedicate myself full- 
time to Refival. At the same time, I, unfortunately, have not been able to bring the 
needed stakeholders together in a pilot or demonstration project. With my personal 
funds being depleted, I have currently no other choice than to put Refival‘s activities 
on hold until external funding is realized. Since my commitment to rural revitalization 
and European refugee integration has not changed, I hope to be able to find a new 
role in one of these fields. If you are aware of any suitable job or project opportunity for 
me, I would be very grateful to get introduced. 
 

October 2019: 
 

Three-Step Migration, Improving Refugee Integration 
 
The support Turkey can offer to Syrian refugees is clearly reaching its limits at the 
moment. The country hosts 4 million displaced people whilst facing 
a contracting economy. It is thus high-time for others, such as Europe, to take more 
responsibility and voluntarily welcome extra refugees from Syria‘s neighboring 
countries. Without doing so, an uncontrolled wave of migration, as faced in 2015, could 
easily reoccur. Alternatively, refugees will likely be forced to return ―home‖ without 
much of an outlook on a future there. 
  
If Europe had taken-in a comparable ratio of refugees like Turkey has done since 2011, 
this would total 26 million people, which is more than the entire Syrian population. 
Instead, Europe has meanwhile created a strong focus on border protection and on 
sending people back. Although it financially contributes to alleviating Turkey‘s crisis, 
this is no more than 10-20% of the financial burden that the country faces. 
  
The above does not imply that Europe is not engaged. It may relatively accept fewer 
people, but does on average invest much more in them. Whereas refugees in Turkey 
are mostly unemployed or limitedly participate in the informal economy, most of the 
people with refugee status in Europe are formally employed or being prepared for it. 
Still, Europe‘s focus on integrating people in its labor market is not without problems. 
  
The ability to labor-wise absorb refugees in an EU member state strongly depends on 
the availability of work. Whereas Northern and Western Europe 
have strong economies, other EU areas are much weaker. The result is that most 
refugees currently target countries such as Germany and Sweden. However, also in 
these countries, it takes on average 5 years of adaptation before refugees become 
employed. This implies that the process of connecting people to the labor market is 
very costly. Since a majority of the not-yet-employed refugees are currently staying on 
welfare in the most developed cities – Europe‘s highest living-cost locations – their 
adaptation expenses are, from a European perspective, rather maximized than 
minimized. 
  

http://www.cv.refival.org/
http://www.cv.refival.org/
https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/security/reports/2019/03/13/467183/turkeys-refugee-dilemma/
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/71511.pdf
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-turkey-economy-poll/turkeys-economy-to-contract-in-2019-limited-growth-ahead-reuters-poll-idUSKCN1UC0Z6
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-14571-2017-REV-1/en/pdf
https://vimeo.com/354813764
https://www.voanews.com/middle-east/turkish-president-eyes-syrian-refugee-return-quell-public-discontent-economic-malaise
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demographics_of_Syria
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20190211IPR25771/stronger-european-border-and-coast-guard-to-secure-eu-s-borders
https://medium.com/@refival/refugee-integration-the-point-of-no-return-ae4dcd879cd7
https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/news_corner/news/eu-facility-refugees-turkey-%E2%82%AC56-billion-out-%E2%82%AC6-billion-now-allocated-support_en
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-syria-security-turkey/turkeys-erdogan-says-will-discuss-syria-with-trump-at-u-n-idUSKCN1VS0LM
https://www.delorsinstitut.de/2015/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/20180315_Two-years-into-the-EU-Turkey-Deal_Walter-Franke.pdf
https://tradingeconomics.com/turkey/unemployment-rate
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2019/09/11/syrian-refugees-in-turkey-need-jobs/
https://reliefweb.int/report/turkey/refugees-turkey-livelihoods-survey-findings-2019
https://www.tagesschau.de/wirtschaft/migration-arbeitsmarkt-101.html
https://wenr.wes.org/2019/08/the-state-of-refugee-integration-in-germany-in-2019
https://www.statista.com/statistics/268830/unemployment-rate-in-eu-countries/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_sovereign_states_in_Europe_by_GDP_(PPP)_per_capita
https://www.statista.com/chart/14494/germany-is-home-to-the-most-refugees/
https://www.statista.com/chart/14494/germany-is-home-to-the-most-refugees/
https://wenr.wes.org/2019/08/the-state-of-refugee-integration-in-germany-in-2019
https://wenr.wes.org/2019/08/the-state-of-refugee-integration-in-germany-in-2019
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Refival thinks that the effectiveness of supporting refugees in Europe can be strongly 
improved. To do so, it proposes a clearer split between the three stages of refugee 
integration, which it considers being: 1. Shelter, 2. Adaptation and 3. Participation. 
Further, it proposes to optimize every stage from a European instead of from a member 
state perspective and to allocate the required budgets accordingly. Refival is convinced 
that many issues with the current Dublin arrangement can be solved this way and that 
Europe‘s capacity for accepting refugees can thus be substantially increased. 
  
– Shelter – means offering ―first-aid‖ to refugees: people are housed in tents or 
containers in refugee-camps or live in squats or other shared accommodation in cities 
and are given food in order to survive. The quality of this type of aid varies widely; it 
ranges from disastrously overcrowded non-inhabitable camps on Greek islands, to well-
developed asylum centers in rich European countries. Common is nevertheless that 
sheltering does not offer any future to the people it houses. Therefore, it should be 
seen as an ―as temporary as possible‖ measure. Unfortunately, this is often not the 
case at the moment. For example in Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan and Greece many 
people have already been provided with ―shelter‖ for years. 
  
– Adaptation – of a refugee is to establish a new perspective on their future and regain 
agency. For the host country, it means creating a path to culturally and functionally 
connect people to their new living place (or to help them prepare for a return home). 
Refival names this assistance process incubation and it targets establishing 
individualized incubator facilities for refugees. Since many refugees are lacking the 
language knowledge and professional skills required by the European labor market, 
their adaptation in practice takes several years. Whereas incubation is currently almost 
exclusively organized in urban areas in the more developed EU member states, it can, 
in principle, be offered at any location within the EU via the Internet. Providing 
incubation is thus neither related to the strength of the local economy nor depending on 
whether the host community is urban or rural. Refugees would strongly benefit if their 
welfare costs were optimized and less could be spent on subsistence and more on their 
education and work experience. As long as proper housing and education facilities are 
available, people can – fully identical to any local EU citizen – prepare themselves for 
an eventual next step of becoming a contributing participant to the European economy 
at any destination of their choice. 
  
– Participation – means using the European labor market‘s chances and resettling 
where one finds employment. This is a right all EU citizens possess and something that 
could be easily extended to refugees. Based on successful incubation and non-
discrimination, refugees should obtain an equal chance to find work anywhere in 
Europe. In case there is a labor shortage, the same incubation logic (followed by 
organized resettlement) can also be applied to economically motivated migrants. 
However, this group can almost always be more efficiently incubated in their country of 
origin than in Europe and such incubation at home can prevent irregular migration. 
Finally, special attention concerning incubation is required for refugees who are not 
able to adapt longer-term. In this case, one should consider where their wellbeing is 
optimized and where people can contribute the most to their community. 
  

https://www.euractiv.com/section/justice-home-affairs/opinion/why-are-we-not-reforming-the-dublin-regulation-yet/
https://theconversation.com/more-refugees-arrive-on-greek-islands-amid-overcrowding-and-water-shortages-123494
https://blogs.worldbank.org/dev4peace/how-many-years-do-refugees-stay-exile
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/refugee-integration-relocation-social-core-van-nieuwkerk/
https://medium.com/@refival/end-of-year-reflection-from-refugee-camp-to-incubator-village-6b5494532a4c
https://www.iwkoeln.de/fileadmin/user_upload/Studien/Report/PDF/2017/IW-Report_2017_37_Education_Levels_of_Refugees.pdf
https://medium.com/@refival/world-refugee-day-educating-refugee-children-3aeaa94c1182
https://medium.com/@refival/revitalizing-europe-from-irregular-migration-to-incubation-82a5240f5c71
https://medium.com/@refival/universal-basic-employment-7e0e474da869
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From the European point of view, a three-step migration approach has substantial 
advantages. It enables all member states to equally contribute to refugee integration in 
different ways. Whereas first-reception countries can mainly offer brief shelter, others 
can concentrate on the temporary incubation of refugees, whereas strong economies, 
in turn, can dominantly focus on employing people. By dividing the shelter and 
incubation costs and by sharing the revenues of available/matched educated labor, 
member states can be made accountable for their contributions or received benefits. As 
a spin-off, those deprived economic areas which house or incubate refugees can be 
rewarded accordingly and can this way revitalize. Demographically weak, depopulating 
areas can especially benefit from this approach. Educating new residents can be a 
catalyst for the development of diversified economic activities. 
  
As my resources are fully depleted after four years of full-time and self-funded 
advocacy, to continue with Refival, I urgently need stakeholders to join me for a pilot-
project or to find a larger and more established organization willing to embed and 
finance my activities. If you are aware of any opportunities in this respect, I would be 
very grateful for your help. 
 
June 2019: 
 

World Refugee Day: Educating Refugee Children 
 
June 20 marks the 19th World Refugee Day. I would like to use this occasion to ask 
attention for the millions of refugee children who face interruption of their education 
and to propose practical solutions to limit the lifelong damage this causes. 
 
It is estimated that out of the world‘s 25 million refugees, 13 million are under the age 
of 18 and that their lack of access to education is disturbingly high. Whereas 
worldwide 8% of children do not attend primary school, 39% of refugee children stay 
without any opportunity to receive basic education. These figures get even worse for 
secondary education, where instead of 16% general non-participation, 77% of refugee 
children do not go to secondary school. Finally, whereas 63% of children – as a 
worldwide average 
– do not enroll in higher education, this figure is a stunning 99% for refugee children. 
The refugee education pipeline is collapsing and this needs to be addressed with 
urgency. 
 
Just in Turkey, an estimate of 400,000 refugee children are not attending school and 
out of the 27,000 refugee children in Greece, 15,000 (56%) are currently not receiving 
formal education. These figures are of course primarily a result of the local crisis 
situation and, luckily, there is ample room for immediate improvement if the enormous 
funding gap is filled. 
 
Many refugee children arrive to Europe with discontinued education and their cognitive 
levels within the same age group may be very heterogeneous. Additionally, they 
originate from different countries and have diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds, 

https://medium.com/@refival/world-refugee-day-educating-refugee-children-3aeaa94c1182
http://www.cv.refival.org/
https://www.unicef.org/turkey/media/7091/file/UNICEF%20Turkey%20Humanitarian%20Situation%20Report%20-%20Jan-March%202019.pdf
https://www.unicef.org/eca/sites/unicef.org.eca/files/2019-02/Refugee%20and%20migrant%20children%20in%20Greece%2031%20Jan%202019.pdf
https://www.unicef.org/eca/sites/unicef.org.eca/files/2019-02/Refugee%20and%20migrant%20children%20in%20Greece%2031%20Jan%202019.pdf
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which further complicate their enrollment in the ordinary education systems of host 
countries. Refugees who already completed secondary or higher education in their 
country of origin can often adapt reasonably well to their receiving communities. 
However, refugee children (and adults) who have faced interrupted primary or 
secondary education, encounter great difficulty in catching up with their non-refugee 
peers. Despite possessing the cognitive potential that would make entering higher 
levels of education possible, they predominantly end up in low level vocational 
training and low paid jobs. 
 
European member states and their teachers undoubtedly try to do their best to absorb 
all newcomers through welcome classes and other measures. Nevertheless, results 
of integration are rather mixed, mainly because the common age/grade-based school 
systems have not been designed to bridge language, skill or larger knowledge gaps. 
 
A related issue is that the current ―focus of integration‖ is on acquiring the host 
country‘s language competence first, often followed by targeting labor market 
participation as quick as possible. Both goals are mostly prioritized over connecting to 
the potential of refugees via already at home achieved or future education. Yet, 
European countries primarily face a shortage of skilled workers and the levels of 
expertise required by the labor market will only increase over time. Thus, unless their 
education levels are optimized, refugees who face ―interrupted education‖ are in great 
danger to be left behind. The unemployment figures actually indicate that this may 
already be the case. Again, it is primarily a result of the crisis people went through, 
but the question remains whether there is room for change. 
 
Looking at the above, Refival doubts that solutions can be found within the current 
teaching systems, even if these are or would be extended with modern blended 
learning tools. Therefore, it suggests an innovative, more disruptive, approach for 
educating refugees and a strategy which also addresses some additional factors. The 
political agenda in Europe meanwhile targets to as soon as possible return labor-
market-wise non-contributing refugees, whilst, at the same time, large groups of 
others are still in need of asylum and are waiting to enter Europe. Refival consequently 
intends to increase the capacity for offering vulnerable people the chance to rebuild 
their lives at safe locations. 
 
Having incubation in low-cost countryside areas in Europe as its starting point or 
transition stage, Refival envisions to optimize the education and integration of 
refugees. In a rural setting, it wants to offer fully personalized learning and partially 
individualized curricula to students. 
 
For its knowledge transfer component, Refival‘s learning approach is entirely built on 
personalized Internet education. Pupils develop understanding via monitored 
computer- based training and in case personal support is required, this is provided via 
remote peer learning assistance. Such type of Internet education is knowledge goal 
driven and its speed of learning is fully determined by each individual student. On the 
primary school level, a comparable system has been partially implemented at 
Stevejobsschool, whereas Kahn academy is a good example of the availability of 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13085/germany-skilled-migrants
http://www.bamf.de/EN/Willkommen/DeutschLernen/Integrationskurse/integrationskurse-node.html
https://tcf.org/content/report/germanys-syrian-refugee-integration-experiment/?session=1
https://www.welt.de/print/die_welt/politik/article174108470/Fuer-viele-Fluechtlinge-wird-die-Schule-zur-Sackgasse.html
https://www.welt.de/print/die_welt/politik/article174108470/Fuer-viele-Fluechtlinge-wird-die-Schule-zur-Sackgasse.html
https://www.al-fanarmedia.org/2017/11/germany-sees-mixed-results-refugee-education/
https://www.euractiv.com/section/justice-home-affairs/news/german-immigration-law-will-be-adopted-despite-disagreements/
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13085/germany-skilled-migrants
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/future-of-work/skill-shift-automation-and-the-future-of-the-workforce
https://www.bamf.de/SharedDocs/Anlagen/EN/Publikationen/Kurzanalysen/kurzanalyse1-2019-fortschritte-sprache-beschaeftigung.pdf?__blob=publicationFile
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blended_learning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blended_learning
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/refugee-integration-point-return-johannes-cornelis-van-nieuwkerk/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/end-year-reflection-from-refugee-camp-incubator-van-nieuwkerk/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/revitalizing-europe-from-irregular-migration-van-nieuwkerk/
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/apr/07/uk-businesses-using-artifical-intelligence-to-monitor-staff-activity
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/apr/07/uk-businesses-using-artifical-intelligence-to-monitor-staff-activity
https://www.scoolsuite.com/algemeen-en/from-method-oriented-to-learning-goals-oriented-education/?lang=en
https://www.scoolsuite.com/algemeen-en/from-method-oriented-to-learning-goals-oriented-education/?lang=en
http://www.avalons.co.za/
https://www.khanacademy.org/
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educational materials for it. Following this path, the school curriculum can also be 
differentiated and rather based on the native language of refugees, whereas the host 
country‘s language can be simultaneously taught as an obligatory second language. 

 
Attending school is about much more than only gathering knowledge though. Besides 
the added value of a stimulating and structured learning environment, it is the exposure 
of children to subject-matters, cultures and the points of view of others, which generates 
affinity and empathy. Collaboration, the initiation of ambition and leadership, and the 
development of compassion and respect do on top of this also assume personal 
interaction. Refival expects the education of these more relationship based aspects – 
which reflect various types of natural inequality in communities – to be less age, 
knowledge and language sensitive and it therefore proposes a Jena Plan-like 
methodology to teach them. This means that an entire education pipeline can be built 
by establishing six three-year age range education groups: pre-school (3-5 y.o.), lower 
primary (6-8 y.o.), higher primary (9-11 y.o.), lower secondary (12-14 y.o.), higher 
secondary (15-17 y.o.) and finally tertiary/higher/adult education (18 y.o. and above). 
 
The target of Refival‘s approach is to create a revitalizing educational system with a 
seamless Internet based connection between remote learning and remote working 
within small rural communities (500-5,000 inhabitants). A system that enables to 
bridge knowledge and cultural gaps, absorb or integrate newcomers, and facilitate 
lifelong learning. 
 
If you are supportive of the goals Refival stands for, willing to contribute or aware of 
organizations that could fund its projects, please share this newsletter or contact me. 
 
 

March 2019: 

 

Refugee Integration, the Point of No Return 
 

The basic principle of asylum is to offer displaced people shelter until they can safely 
return home. Unfortunately, for people coming from war-zones, this can in practice 
take many years or often even decades. Mostly not seeing any perspective at their 
places of origin, such long residency logically generates expectations. Refugees 
anticipate that they are entitled to stay indefinitely in their host country and try to 
rebuild their lives and create a better future for their children there. 
 
The current political developments in Denmark and Austria show the opposite 
tendency though; there is a clear shift from a focus on integration to one of return. 
Further, also in other EU member states, family reunification is hindered or people are 
outright deported to clearly unsafe areas. 
 
Despite the fact that European countries can demographically and economically 
benefit from migration and from allowing refugees to contribute to their societies, 
offering the newcomers permanent residency or citizenship currently fully depends on 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/refugee-integration-point-return-johannes-cornelis-van-nieuwkerk/
http://www.pg0319.refival.org/
http://www.oecd.org/education/ceri/DEU.THU.003.%20Finalwihcover.pdf
http://www.pa0319.refival.org/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/refugee-integration-via-internet-based-revitalization-van-nieuwkerk/
http://www.samasource.com/
http://www.cv.refival.org/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/culture/2018/12/millions-spend-decades-as-refugees/
http://refugees.dk/en/focus/2019/february/the-massive-danish-discrimination/
https://www.respondmigration.com/blog-1/2019/3/1/detention-and-containment-on-the-rise-in-austria
https://www.euronews.com/2019/02/22/a-european-race-to-the-bottom-human-rights-defenders-criticise-denmark-s-new-immigration-b
https://www.infomigrants.net/en/post/15400/germany-family-reunification-figures-picking-up
https://www.dw.com/en/the-man-whose-deportation-elin-ersson-tried-to-prevent/a-44841129
https://www.alaraby.co.uk/english/indepth/2018/8/1/sweden-proves-no-safe-haven-for-afghan-refugees
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/managing-european-demographics-inclusion-sourcing-van-nieuwkerk/
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the individual country‘s willingness to do so. However, even without legally binding 
international obligations, involuntarily sending people back after they have become 
long-time contributing members of a society is from a moral perspective unacceptable. 
This implies that if policies change towards targeting the return of people, measures 
must be taken to facilitate this process, making it as smooth and as voluntary as 
possible. 
 
The paradox is that the ―better‖ refugees are assimilated in their host country, the 
more difficult it will be for them to re-integrate in their ―home‖ country. The wider the 
gap between the culture of origin and the host country is, the younger the refugees or 
their children were upon arrival and the longer their stay has been, the more 
problematic returning becomes. A good illustration is a situation in The Netherlands, 
where some children of asylum seekers grew-up for nearly a decade before their 
asylum applications were rejected. 
 
The current confusing blend of ―integration and return‖ is detrimental for everyone 
involved; permanent insecurity is the last thing vulnerable people need. Regardless of 
political climate, host countries must define clear paths for refugees. This means to 
either focus on integration and grant citizenship or to target return, implying active 
preservation of the refugees‘ culture of origin and accepting ―non-assimilation‖. Ideally, 
refugees should have a choice between the two alternatives and optimize both their 
personal development and their contribution to society this way. 
 
Preservation of one‘s own culture does not exempt anyone from the need and 
obligation to learn the host‘s language and to behave as respectful guests though; 
―non- assimilation‖ does not equal segregation. Consequently, the refugees‘ wait 
abroad includes tasting the host‘s culture and develop affinity with it. Not assimilating 
may at first sight seem to be contradictive and limit the refugees‘ contribution to a host 
country society. However, besides the fact that granting asylum is not based on one‘s 
labor market potential, ample measures can be taken to avoid exclusion and stimulate 
participation. 
 
On average, it currently takes five years of welfare dependency before refugees can 
connect to their European host country‘s labor market. Spending these years residing 
in high living cost urban areas often limits the host country‘s investment budget in their 
education. Refival therefore proposes to incubate refugees in lower-cost rural 
communities and invest in their personal development instead of spending huge sums 
on urban housing. Once connected, people can move to cities, stay in the countryside 
or over time return home. Since many European rural areas face decline, as a spin-
off, there is clear synergy to be achieved between hosting refugees and countryside 
revitalization. 
 
Other than cities, where segregated parallel societies easily flourish, smaller 
communities possess intensive natural levels of interaction and thus offer better 
chances for cultural participation. Although rural populations may seem conservative 
and frequently consider outsiders to be intruders, they at the same time highly value 
contributions to their community and quickly accept people who engage as members. 

http://refugees.dk/en/facts/legislation-and-definitions/permanent-residence/
https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/immigration/news/2019/02/11/466081/know-immigrants-temporary-protected-status/
https://www.ecre.org/dutch-to-re-examine-700-childrens-pardon-cases-but-scheme-will-be-scrapped-for-future-applicants/
https://www.traileraddict.com/the-wait-documentary/trailer
https://econtent.hogrefe.com/doi/pdf/10.1026/2191-9186/a000405
https://econtent.hogrefe.com/doi/pdf/10.1026/2191-9186/a000405
https://eacea.ec.europa.eu/national-policies/eurydice/sites/eurydice/files/integrating_students_from_migrant_backgrounds_into_schools_in_europe_national_policies_and_measures.pdf
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/end-year-reflection-from-refugee-camp-incubator-van-nieuwkerk/
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2018-12-01/sweden-s-anti-immigration-wave-is-based-on-a-failure-to-integrate
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The now halted successful rural village revitalization example of Riace in Italy clearly 
shows the social feasibility of Refival‘s refugee incubation approach. 
 
Since the sustainable rural development advocated by Refival is strongly Internet 
education and Internet employment driven, there are many options to allow ―non- 
assimilation‖. Hybrid learning can include a fully individualized curriculum and can, if 
needed or opted for, be dominantly or entirely taught in the native language of the 
refugee. Students can freely optimize their personal targets. Remote, Internet based, 
employment is further also not dependent on geographical location and can thus be 
initiated from anywhere, often including the ―broader regions of origin‖ of refugees. 
Finally, ―rural globalization‖ is not based on working or studying from home. It is the 
community rather than the individual that should be connected and included. Physical 
schools are an essential part of hybrid learning, whereas co-working centers can be 
strong catalysts for employment type job-creation. 
 
Refugee participation is of course not a one-way street; it requires openness and 
mutual adjustment from refugees and their host‘s society. Key to successful inclusion 
is to fight dissociation and segregation, both at a society as well as at a personal level. 
However, developing empathy does not require assimilation; it is based on the 
―opposite‖ ability, namely to understand and respect differences between people. As 
long as there is willingness to interact and to stimulate each other and as long as 
common languages are learned, a society can remain multi-lingual and multi-cultural. 
 
Refival is urgently seeking for equal-minded people to replicate and further improve 
the achievements of Riace by developing structural personal development solutions 
for refugees in synergy with economically sustainable rural revitalization in Europe. If 
you are passionate about the ideas Refival stands for and are willing to contribute or 
are aware of organizations that could fund projects, please contact me. 
 
 

December 2018: 
 

End of Year Reflection: From Refugee Camp to Incubator Village 
 

Having decreased in number again this year, 135,000 irregular migrants came to 
Europe in 2018. At first sight a decline may seem positive but, looking deeper, this is 
not the case. For example, in Turkey alone, where 3.3 million Syrian war-refugees 
were already staying, their number increased by more than 200,000. This means that 
Europe has successfully defended its ―fortress‖ but has insufficiently shared 
responsibility. 
 
Large numbers of desperate people arriving to Europe, regrettably, induced a 
sentiment of insecurity to its societies and populist politicians have handily used this 
opportunity to generate a political narrative of fear. Those opposing their message 
unfortunately did not counter this development. Instead of creating an alternative 
narrative of trust, they mostly generated their own story of fear, namely to fear 
populism. 

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/02/italys-pro-refugee-mayor-riace-faces-charges-190218081450594.html
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/riaces-successful-rural-refugee-integration-model-van-nieuwkerk/
http://www.pg0319.refival.org/
http://www.pe0319.refival.org/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/universal-basic-employment-johannes-cornelis-van-nieuwkerk/
http://www.pa0319.refival.org/
http://www.cv.refival.org/
https://migration.iom.int/europe?type=arrivals
https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/syria/location/113
https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/syria/location/113
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/jun/10/sunday-essay-how-we-colluded-in-fortress-europe-immigration
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-14571-2017-REV-1/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-14571-2017-REV-1/en/pdf
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jun/19/hungary-anti-immigration-plans-ngo-tax-orban-bill-criminalise-aid
https://www.vpro.nl/programmas/tegenlicht/kijk/afleveringen/2017-2018/compassie-als-oplossing.html
https://www.vpro.nl/programmas/tegenlicht/kijk/afleveringen/2017-2018/compassie-als-oplossing.html
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The outcome is a refugee policy which strongly focuses on reducing the pull-factors of 
migration by offering deplorable reception conditions, hindering family reunification 
and by sending vulnerable people back home. This is completed by an ongoing 
―discussion‖ about ―regional disembarkation platforms" and "controlled centers" to 
prevent a further influx of migrants. 
 
From the perspective of advanced rich European final destination countries, it is 
indeed very expensive to integrate the many newcomers who lack the skills the labor 
markets require. This implies that, whenever possible, educating migrants in their 
country of origin would mostly be a better option than to do this after their arrival in 
Europe. 
 
However, allowing only educated people to migrate from poorer countries embeds the 
risky shadow-side of brain-drain. Still, for war refugees there is only one option 
available, namely to help them and optimize their integration or their preparation for a 
future return. 
 
Looking at Greece where, as opposed to Italy and Spain, mostly war refugees instead 
of economically motivated migrants seek asylum, the circumstances look very dim. 
Only one-third of the 80,000 residing migrants currently live in permanent 
accommodation such as apartments. Most others live in refugee camps, face 
extremely limited employment chances and (since the Balkan Route is closed) have 
no option to travel onward. This means that, beyond finding temporary shelter, there 
currently is no future perspective for them. Nevertheless there are more people 
entering every day, partly because the Turkish economy is slowing down. As a result, 
it is to be expected that also next year, once again, substantially more asylum-
seekers will arrive in Greece. 
 
Europe is at the same time aging rapidly and in numerous places (especially rural 
ones) attracting additional (preferably young) people is becoming vital for their 
existence. 
Furthermore, widely available Internet technology does meanwhile allow the relocation 
of education and employment to almost anywhere. This means that bridging the 
refugees‘ skills-gap to the requirements of the European labor markets and their 
adaptation to European cultural values can potentially be done in any environment 
where extra people are welcome. By giving refugee families the choice to relocate 
from refugee camps to low-living-cost ―incubator villages‖ and by maximizing the 
investment in their education and work experience, great synergy can be achieved. 
 
Rural incubation represents a narrative of trust. It is based on participation in 
and contribution to small, personal-interaction driven communities. The 
example of Riace, although recently attacked by the new Italian government, proves 
that this can be harmonious and feasible. Unlike separated urban parallel societies, 
rural populations focus more on personal integrity than on individualism, they expect 
empathy and solidarity instead of exclusion, and finally they in general prefer 
reciprocal acceptance and compassion over dominance. 
After three years of developing fear, it is high time for Europe to rebuild trust and take 

https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2018/sep/13/greece-refugees-lesbos-moria-camp-funding-will
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its responsibility. Only this way can it reverse fragmentation and become united. There 
is a great opportunity for Europe‘s rural ―grassroots‖ communities in exploring refugee 
incubation and creating a more sustainable future for themselves. I therefore hope that 
2019 will bring such light instead of more darkness. 
 
 
October 2018: 
 

Riace's Successful Rural Refugee Integration Model Threatened 
 

Last week, Riace‘s mayor Domenico Lucano was placed under house arrest on 
―suspicion of abetting illegal migration‖. The arrest follows his hunger strike in August 
and earlier suspension of a TV show about his community by Rai, the Italian public 
broadcaster. 
 
It seems ―politics‖ has forgotten the extraordinary revitalization success of the small 
Southern Italian town, Riace, due to Lucano‘s policy ―to welcome and help refugees‖. 
His scheme, which was implemented more than ten years ago, has resulted in 
fascinating long-term accomplishments. 
 
Today the town has about 1500 inhabitants, up from around 500 in 2004, and 35% of 
its population has a refugee background. These migrants peacefully live alongside 
many former inhabitants who emigrated and are now returning to their newly 
rejuvenated town. Over the years, additional, 6,000 refugees found temporary shelter 
in Riace. 
 
Since in Europe there are thousands if not tens of thousands small towns and villages 
with decreasing populations similar to Riace, replicating Riace‘s results would be 
highly desirable. The main bottleneck seems to be that the achieved revitalization has 
been structurally financed by public funds and that Riace‘s economical self-
sustainability up until now has only been re-established very partially. 
 
However, Lucano‘s policy has not been more costly than other ways of offering 
government funded shelter to refugees. Rural revitalization may be a welcome spin-
off, but 10 comparable small projects could nevertheless possibly solve the current 
poor refugee reception conditions in Bosnia and 100 similar projects those of Greece. 
 
In principle, multiplication of the Riace model could rapidly and substantially improve 
humanitarian conditions for the many refugees who currently stay in Europe‘s refugee 
camps at no extra cost. Simultaneously it could significantly enhance the living 
circumstances for part of the 100 million people still residing in Europe‘s declining rural 
areas. The unanswered question remains as to how to improve the long-term 
economical rural self-sustainability after ―externally financing‖ the revitalization of 
countryside communities. 
 
Worldwide and especially in the United States, the percentage of people working 
remotely is rapidly increasing and is expected to keep growing in future. In the US 
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43% of the people now telecommute part-time, 8% full-time and 2-3% work entirely 
from home. Therefore a vast number of Internet-based tasks can potentially be 
relocated to rural areas, which will create a stable income potential. 
 
Training of capable refugees for Internet labor market demands via individualized 
Internet-based education and at the same time offering them hands-on experience 
in executing Internet based jobs at rural co-working centers will optimize the 
synergy between their local presence and rural revitalization. This way necessary 
non- agricultural and non-handicrafts based activities can be added to the rural 
economy‘s portfolio in order to regain self-sustainability. 
 
From a European Union perspective, rural refugee incubation is likely a much better 
option than the currently proposed embarkation platforms. Rural refugee incubation 
would supply job matching candidates to the shortages facing future European labor 
market. If you believe in exploring this alternative further, please contact me. I am 
seeking for like-minded partners to undertake pilot-projects together. 
 
 
August 2018: 
 

EU Funded Refugee Incubator Villages 
 

From its very beginning, three years ago, Refival has advocated a shared European 
approach for the allocation and integration of refugees. Up till now, the distribution of 
asylum seekers has been very unequal and the ―burden‖ has almost entirely been 
borne by some ―refugee preferred‖ rich destination countries and a few countries with 
an external EU sea border like Spain, Italy and Greece. 
 
An important new EU policy shift is the emergence of a common European strategy 
for establishing migrant and refugee reception centers for controlled processing within 
the EU as well as disembarkation platforms outside of the EU. This is a first step in 
collectively handling migration issues. 
 
However, as long as countries of origin refuse to take back economically motivated 
migrants who are declined entry into the EU, and as long as many EU countries are 
unwilling to voluntarily accept additional asylum seekers/refugees, a strong demand 
for further pan-European solutions remains. This need goes far beyond registering 
and administratively processing people. The newly proposed fast acceptance or return 
selection thus requires a centrally organized overflow mechanism. To address this, 
Refival designed and proposes an intermediate incubation phase for refugees, which 
can be implemented immediately after their admission has been approved. Basic 
integration upon initial reception would this way become a common European 
responsibility and no longer that of each single member-state. 
 
Refugees either need to be prepared for a future life in Europe or for their return 
home. Since this process on average takes five years, in my opinion it makes a lot of 
sense to house newcomers with deficits in their chance of employment (especially 
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families) at selected low-living cost (often rural) locations during their incubation 
period. The related welfare based funding can this way be much more efficiently 
invested in their education and well-being, instead of having it spent on high 
subsistence expenses. Being a transitional and temporary solution, it would be fully 
logical to fund such incubation from EU budgets. Doing so, the related cost would be 
proportionally shared by all member- states. 
 
As long as central governments do not object, local rural communities could volunteer 
to incubate refugees by servicing them with EU financed Internet-based education, 
work experience and social interaction. At the same time, this would synergistically 
revitalize the village whilst improving the refugees‘ connection to the labor market. 
Those refugees who will permanently stay in Europe, will (equal to any other EU 
citizen) be able after incubation to apply for jobs elsewhere. However, being 
incubated, their final destination countries will receive tax-payers instead of welfare-
recipients. 
 
In spite of great challenges faced, I have an unwavering passion to continue with 
Refival. However, having personally funded three years of full-time engagement, my 
financial limits have been fully stretched. In order to continue with my mission, I will 
either need external sponsoring or income out of related employment. If you are aware 
of any matching job or project funding opportunity, I would be very grateful if you could 
introduce me. Every contribution towards achieving Refival‘s goals of improving 
refugee integration and revitalizing rural villages is wholeheartedly welcome and much 
appreciated! 
 
 

June 2018: 
 

World Refugee Day / Incubator Villages + UBE for Refugees? 
 

Preventing refugee arrivals seems to be a trend in Europe‘s politics and many of its 
leaders are currently celebrating lower numbers of newcomers as victories. Compared 
to 2017, in the first half of 2018, the amount of refugees and migrants reaching 
Europe by sea dropped by more than 50%. Furthermore, starting from August, the 
right to family reunification for subsidiary status holders in Germany will be maximized 
to 1000 people per month, meaning that family members – depending on the estimate 
– may on average have to wait between 2.5 and 12.5 years before they can live 
together again. 
 
With Europe proclaiming to be an open society and with an unchanged high number of 
refugees worldwide, the present situation – speaking from a moral and humanitarian 
point of view – is shameful and catastrophic for refugees seeking asylum, it therefore 
cannot remain as it is. However, in order to solve the existing objections, a number of 
issues must be addressed. 
 
The political reality is that member states can actually not be forced to accept 
refugees and that, in the current system, refugees cannot be effectively obliged to 
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settle in countries where they do not want to go. In practice, this means that within the 
EU the allocation of refugees has been very unequal and that the ―burden‖ is almost 
entirely on a few preferred rich destination countries where everyone wants to reside 
and a few countries with an external EU sea border like Spain, Italy and Greece where 
at the moment nearly everyone enters the continent (and where refugees often get 
stuck and live in fully inacceptable conditions). 
 
Most refugees lack the skills to immediately join the European labor force. Thus, for an 
average of 5 years upon their arrival to Europe, they are unemployed and fully 
dependent on social benefits. Yet, this is not caused by an absence of willingness to 
work. Many refugees have high debts due to (borrowed) payments to human 
traffickers and till reunification, their families abroad often greatly depend on their 
remittances. 
 
This means that most refugees in Europe are highly motivated to seek employment 
and earn an income. 
Since general wage levels vary among EU members, it is logical that nearly all 
refugees currently target the most prosperous countries – with high income potential – 
as their preferred destination to live. But, these countries – not entirely coincidental – 
also typically have the best developed welfare systems and offer the highest benefits. 
This situation leads to two undesirable consequences. Firstly, one has to realize 
that free movement of citizens inside of the European Union is not as free as it may be 
advertised. Despite EU citizens being allowed to work in any EU member state, they 
are initially only entitled to unemployment and welfare benefits in the country of their 
origin. In practice this means that if a person does not straightaway find a job and 
housing in another EU country and has no other source of income, he or she cannot 
move there. 
 
Since social security levels substantially differ among member states, welfare 
systems of countries with higher standards are this way protected from attracting ―free 
riders‖ from other EU countries. However, since refugees – despite lacking the skills 
needed to enter the labor market – in practice often get the opportunity to – welfare 
supported – live, work and integrate in the ―prosperous country of their choice‖, many 
refugees become privileged over European citizens. Secondly, from a macro EU 
perspective and due to the high living standards at the preferred destinations of 
refugees, their integration costs are often maximized instead of minimized. 
 
Addressing these issues, Refival proposes to implement two of its conceptual 
frameworks. The first solution offered is to create Incubator Villages in low cost rural 
areas of Europe where, using an Internet based Inclusion Sourcing approach, 
refugees can be prepared for and connected to the European labor market (or for the 
future labor market in their country of origin). The second recommendation is to 
replace welfare payments to refugees by Universal Basic Employment (UBE) in order 
to optimize the contribution of refugees to their hosting society and speed-up their 
integration. By implementing these two schemes, the solidarity between refugees and 
their hosts can be expected to increase reciprocally. 
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Compared to cities, rural areas are usually low-cost and with ample space. 
Mechanization of agriculture and a lack of non-agricultural job opportunities have lead 
to strong out-migration of young people over time and have resulted in demographic 
ageing of the remaining population. However, with collaboration tools available and 
with the amount of Internet based jobs growing, the possibility to structurally revitalize 
countryside areas by enabling remote working there, has meanwhile been established. 
 
Rural areas therefore offer the chance to allocate urban welfare funds for refugees 
differently. More precisely, by offering voluntary relocation to the countryside to 
refugees, the difference between urban and rural living cost may be invested in their 
education, remote apprenticeship programs and other types of skills development. 
Besides, the countryside offers better quality (more spacious, affordable and less 
stressful) conditions for living and family reunification, which potentially strongly 
increases the refugees‘ well-being. Finally, because of the absence of larger groups of 
compatriots, there is no possibility for refugees to establish parallel societies; villages 
offer a more direct interaction with the local European culture, which in turn speeds-up 
refugee integration. 
 
Refival estimates that currently 80% of the refugees in Europe reside in high living-
cost urban locations. The refugees‘ assumption is often that connecting to their 
compatriots‘ network will give them rapid access to employment, but instead statistics 
unfortunately show very high welfare reliance levels. Depending on the rural locations 
and EU countries selected to establish Incubator Villages, vast savings are achievable 
based on cost differences between urban versus rural life-style and geographical 
location. Refival therefore expects that implementing its approach would be much 
more cost effective than the currently applied one and would substantially speed-up 
refugee integration and the refugees‘ access to the labor market. In this way, there is a 
clear win-win for all stakeholders involved. 
 
Optimally, funding of the envisioned incubator villages for refugees should be a 
common European responsibility. This would share the financial burden of refugee 
integration (or of the preparation cost for their return) much more equally among 
member states. Along with this, it would finance the revitalization of the European 
countryside – Europe‘s weakest economical area. Besides reallocation of funding and 
settlement of refugees, a structural approach to relocation of skills developing 
education and Internet based jobs to rural areas is needed. This is exactly what 
Refival targets to achieve with its Inclusion Sourcing proposition and where it is 
looking for involvement of the private sector. 
 
In Refival‘s opinion and separate from the above incubation process, receiving 
welfare is probably not the best way to generate reciprocal acceptance between 
―them‖ (refugees) and ―us‖ (local community). Integration should be based on mutual 
understanding and on equal social participation of refugees in the receiving 
communities. Welfare dependency easily induces an atmosphere of inequality with 
providers on one side and debtors on the other. Reducing such imbalance is not only 
important in relation to refugees. In the near future, anyone may face a very similar 
situation by becoming unemployed due to the 4th industrial revolution‘s robotization. 
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To address this issue, Refival developed and proposes to implement Universal Basic 
Employment (UBE), a conceptual framework to replace social benefits (or in other 
cases Universal Basic Income (UBI) payments) by a guaranteed minimum wage. 
 
UBE‘s principle idea is to redefine the term ―work‖. Instead of narrowly using this term 
for employment which is paid (paid job), Refival believes that every positive 
contribution to society is and should be considered valuable and to be remunerated. 
With UBE, compensation can be earned regardless of whether the executed task is 
currently classified as a ―paid job‖, volunteering, care for children or elderly, getting 
educated and much more. In case of incubator villages, Refival believes that, besides 
the above involvement, paying refugees a minimum wage will give them agency and 
that this will substantially speed-up their integration as well as their connection to the 
labor market and the communities they live in. Being properly connected, they can 
then continue to grow further, achieve higher income levels, and become regular tax-
payers. 
 
UBE should not be confused with public work schemes as imposed on unemployed in 
some countries. Refival‘s concept is to supply a guaranteed universal minimum wage 
in exchange for one‘s freely chosen contribution(s) to the wellbeing of the society and 
its members. Instead of ―just‖ supplying income – as Universal Basic Income (UBI) 
proposes – the task of society would – in Refival‘s opinion – be to define and generate 
a sufficiently wide and optimized spectrum of engagement opportunities (= a mix of 
regular jobs, volunteering and skill development types of tasks). As a result, the value 
of contributing and belonging to one‘s community should be reestablished. This way, 
people will be able to freely participate in the economic and/or social future of their 
society and, at the same time, maximize their ―contribution satisfaction‖ and self- 
fulfillment. 
 
In Refival‘s incubation proposal, refugees would be treated fully equal to European 
citizens in regard to their freedom of movement. As soon as they can find employment 
and housing elsewhere and no longer depend on receiving social benefits, they would 
be totally free to resettle in any country in the European Union. By then the 
countryside should have been vitalized enough to be able to fill-in the open positions 
they leave, either with other refugees or with locals. However, it can be expected that 
not everyone who acquired skills and got integrated will leave rural areas for urban 
jobs. If life-quality in the countryside shows to be a positive experience, many will likely 
want to stay and work remotely from rural areas. In this way the countryside could be 
revitalized structurally. 
 
For Refival‘s mission to succeed, cooperation between refugee families, welcoming 
rural communities, educational institutions and employers from the private and/or 
public sector is needed. Ideally, such partnerships should be funded by a European 
scheme for refugee assistance to which all EU member states contribute. This way 
refugee support and eventual integration can be humanely managed and the 
available synergy with European interests fully exploited. Wir schaffen das! will then 
become an achievement instead of the fear of insecurity. 
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Regardless of supportive feedback and a high level of positive interest, Refival has, 
being a one-man self-financed initiative and working in the current political climate of 
Europe, so far failed to bring the required participants together in a pilot-project. 
Therefore, unfortunately, it is forced to put its activities on hold at present, until 
external funding is realized. Refival‘s current legacy is three years of concept 
development and research, with results of which I hope that – looking at issues 
Europe faces and cannot escape from – they will be applied soon. For the moment, I 
thank everyone for their interest and feedback. I especially want to thank Éva K. Déli, 
Barbara Guttman and Vesna Strika for their relentless editorial support. Personally, I 
will in the interim shift focus and undertake additional employment or project 
challenges; if you are aware of any profile matching opportunities, please let me know. 
 
 
May 2018: 
 

Universal Basic Employment 
 

When I started Refival in 2015, Europe was absorbing large numbers of refugees and 
showing great compassion. Watching the stream of people coming, my first thought 
was that this would not only create a humanitarian problem of being able to offer 
sufficient shelter, but that in the coming years providing a future to those who cannot 
go home would bring great business development type challenges as well. This was 
the primary reason to initiate Refival and to design innovative solutions that would 
optimize refugee integration and explore synergy between their arrival and Europe‘s 
needs. 
 
Today – almost three years later – the political sentiment has changed. The current 
agenda is focused on returning people to their countries of origin and on preventing 
more people from coming to Europe. A good example is the latest measure taken by 
the new German government concerning 250,000 refugees who have been granted 
subsidiary protection status. The decision is to limit their right to family reunification to 
1,000 people per month who will be allowed entry to Germany for this purpose. 
Depending on the different estimates, it implies an average additional waiting time of 
between 2.5 and 12.5 years for the expected 60-300,000 reunification applicants. 
 
The fundamental problem Europe faces is that rapid unregulated change brings 
uncertainty; which naturally scares people. Out of such fear, instead of sharing 
available opportunities or resources with others, people start to seek protection or to 
fence their personal interests. Although many individuals have been volunteering and 
helping refugees, a majority of politicians meanwhile represent the voice of the 
growing insecurity of the general public and are thus failing to address longer term 
refugee integration. Instead of leading their countries towards a structured and secure 
future via a ―Wir schaffen das!‖ mentality, governments and European institutions 
meanwhile follow their population‘s sentiments and address symptoms rather than 
fight causes. 
 
 

http://www.docs.refival.org/
http://www.cv.refival.org/
http://www.docs.refival.org/
http://www.bamf.de/SharedDocs/Anlagen/DE/Publikationen/Flyer/flyer-schluesselzahlen-asyl-2017.pdf?__blob=publicationFile
http://legal-dialogue.org/subsidiary-protection-instead-full-refugee-status-complicates-family-reunification
http://www.dw.com/en/germanys-bundestag-votes-to-expand-refugee-family-reunifications/a-42394927
http://doku.iab.de/forum/2017/forum_19.10.2017_Bruecker.pdf
https://www.ft.com/content/d97cdc92-8e40-11e7-a352-e46f43c5825d
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wir_schaffen_das
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The above attitude of ―fencing oneself out of fear of change‖ is strongly influencing 
societies and the currently observed lack of cohesion is certainly not restricted to 
migration issues. With full employment very likely no longer being available to 
everyone in the near future, solidarity will however be crucial to prevent social 
disconnection of  the large group of people who may face inequality by becoming 
jobless. Automation and robotization are meanwhile rapidly becoming dominant 
production factors. To structurally address the effects of the 4th  industrial revolution, it 
is essential to share much more evenly and redistribute the remaining available 
―workload‖ and its related economic rewards. Without doing so, there will no longer be 
fair participation chances for everyone in a future society. Communities will become 
fully split into ―haves‖ and ―have-nots‖. 

As part of its refugee integration framework, Refival has developed Inclusion 
Sourcing. It is based on affirmative action and it stimulates redistribution of economic 
activities to where they are needed the most. Its main principle is to relocate 
geographically independent (primarily Internet based) jobs to rural areas where there 
are insufficient alternative employment options. This can prevent ―forced‖ migration. 
Beyond rural revitalization, Inclusion Sourcing can also be used to better balance 
economical and demographical developments, like in case of Northern and Western 
Europe versus Southern and Eastern Europe. 

Although Inclusion Sourcing can thus contribute to a better division of the existing 
available European ―workload‖, it offers only a relatively specialized partial solution for 
assigning labor activities within an economy. If, in future, structurally much less 
employment is available, far more rigorous equalizing measures must be 
implemented to properly redistribute the total available national income(s) and the 
related responsibilities or necessary citizens‘ obligations. Currently, one of the 
predominantly proposed general solutions is to provide everyone with a Universal 
Basic Income (UBI) so that elementary standards of living are guaranteed and 
employment becomes a matter of free choice rather than an imperative to survive. 

Looking at past experiments with UBI, the results have been quite positive. There has 
not been any feared great withdrawal or decline in labor participation. In cases where 
people worked less, this was mostly done in order to improve care for their children or 
to obtain more education. Also in developing countries the effects of providing UBI 
have generally been very positive. However, in a society which lacks solidarity, people 
are afraid that they will have to contribute and work more, whereas others will 
contribute and work less. With politicians and labor unions representing such 
sentiments of their ―members‖, political support for introducing UBI is still insufficient. 
Present UBI implementations experiments therefore dominantly focus on increasing 
the labor participation of unemployed, for example by incentivizing people to 
additionally accept low paying and/or low productivity jobs. The real “universal” 
benefits of UBI are mostly excluded from the ongoing experiments. These 
include basic protection against exploitation by increasingly powerful and 
irregular employers and the freedom to develop one‟s personal skills better and 
gain access to more satisfactory professional activities. By receiving UBI, 
employees have the possibility to say no if working conditions are inacceptable and 
are thus in a more balanced position to negotiate with employers. 

http://wir2018.wid.world/files/download/wir2018-full-report-english.pdf
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Future_of_Jobs.pdf
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/digital-mckinsey/our-insights/four-fundamentals-of-workplace-automation
https://medium.com/%40Brookings/what-robots-mean-for-the-future-of-work-c05b3e85d162
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/addressing-structural-inequality-johannes-cornelis-van-nieuwkerk/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/addressing-structural-inequality-johannes-cornelis-van-nieuwkerk/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/managing-european-demographics-inclusion-sourcing-van-nieuwkerk/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basic_income
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basic_income
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2016/06/20/why-dont-we-have-universal-basic-income
http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/a-new-approach-to-aid-how-a-basic-income-program-saved-a-namibian-village-a-642310.html
http://www.dw.com/en/german-trade-unions-strictly-against-basic-income-concept/a-43589741
https://www.worldcrunch.com/culture-society/universal-basic-income-5-experiments-from-around-the-world-1
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/07/20/opinion/finland-universal-basic-income.html?_r=0
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As an answer to the current absence of cohesion, Refival proposes to use an 
alternative approach to UBI, which it names Universal Basic Employment (UBE). 
Instead of income it defines employment to be a basic right. This means that 
“everyone is entitled to contribute to society and to be financially rewarded for 
their engagement”. Such a guiding principle is generating solidarity rather than 
requiring it because the right on a (derived) basic income is rooted in one‘s 
contribution instead of in unconditionally receiving cash transfers. What UBE 
fundamentally addresses or changes is the definition of employment. Instead of using 
the current very narrow ―paid job‖ definition, it considers every positive contribution to 
society to be an occupation which should be remunerated. Compensation is earned 
regardless of whether the achievement is a classical ―paid job‖, care for children or 
elderly, voluntary work or education leading to personal skills development (which 
UBE considers to be an investment in quality improvement of a community member‘s 
future potential). 
 
Financially, one option to implement UBE is a negative income tax system in which 
some activities are rewarded as tax credits and others as wages. If the tax credits are 
higher than the income-tax to be paid, people will receive funding instead of pay taxes. 
Using this approach, a welfare level, a ―tax-free‖ minimum wage level and progressive 
taxing can in principle be smoothly combined. The main difference between UBE and 
UBI here is that if the ―contribution sum‖ of tax credits and wages of people is below 
their required minimum UBE contribution level, people will receive less income than if 
they would in a comparable UBI approach. However, since there should be enough 
possibilities to contribute, this situation would be self-imposed and people would likely 
be living off their savings in that case. 
 
By no means does UBE target to become a forced labor program directed towards 
unemployed people as this is currently, mostly poorly paid, implemented instead of 
welfare in some countries. Refival‘s concept is to supply a Universal Basic Income to 
everyone in exchange for an as free as possible choice of one‘s contribution(s). 
Instead of ―just‖ supplying or redistributing income, the task of the society is more 
advanced and becomes to define and generate a sufficiently wide and optimized 
spectrum of engagement opportunities (= a mix of regular job, volunteering and skill 
development types of tasks). All people should this way be able to participate in the 
economic and/or social future of their community and at the same time maximize their 
self-development and ―contribution satisfaction‖. Regardless of the type of 
contribution, a minimum wage based income should be guaranteed and welfare 
should be dismantled, except for those being disabled. Such approach simultaneously 
prevents currently ―potentially unemployable‖ people from starting to live an entirely 
virtual, media based, life without any proper connection or attachment to their ―real‖ 
local social environment. 
 
UBE is hereby neither socialism nor communism based. Although it can be 
implemented in such political environments, it can be equally applied in a capitalistic 
supply and demand driven society. Practically, this means that the community 
democratically defines what type of contributions it expects from its members. All such 
tasks can in principle be financially valued and their fulfillment can be driven by 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Negative_income_tax
https://budapestbeacon.com/work-or-starve-hungary-to-phase-out-unemployment-assistance-by-2018/
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/may/08/virtual-reality-religion-robots-sapiens-book
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competition. If a society for example requires art, not everyone learning or mastering 
to draw will automatically be considered an artist, but those with sufficiently matching 
skills will be enabled to exhibit their work and be rewarded accordingly. Exempted of 
contribution are only those who are disabled to be involved because of illness, 
handicaps or by being too young or too old to participate. Important to keep in mind is 
that the right to contribute is based on more evenly sharing the ―workload‖. It 
optimizes the future division between required necessary participation in the 
―workforce‖ and leisure time. Time-off can, of course, also be used for education and 
personal development, but in this case learning does not have to be in relation with 
any goal of a future contribution to society. 
 
Refival strongly believes that Inclusion Sourcing and Universal Basic Employment can 
promote a return to solidarity and a growth of compassion in communities. However, 
such change can only be accomplished by the involvement of all stakeholders and 
requires social engineering pilot-projects to achieve optimization. For Refival, which is 
a self-funded single person initiative, the chances of achieving its goals have in the 
volatile climate of the past three years been diminishing. Unless the initiative can be 
merged with a larger organization or I personally can, employment-wise, derive 
income from refugee or rural revitalization related projects, I will soon be forced to 
stop my activities. 
 
Neither having lost interest nor passion, nor currently seeing any alternative structural 
solutions implemented, it would be a pity to see Refival halted by a lack of funding. 
Your assistance or advice is therefore urgently required and if you are aware of 
any partner, project or related job opportunity please support me. Finally, 
please share my materials with people who may be interested to participate or 
contact me if you are interested to become engaged in Refival„s mission 
yourself. 
 
 

April 2018: 

Managing European Demographics by Inclusion Sourcing 

 
The most critical threat to economical development in the European Union is its 

demographic trends occurring over the past 40 years. On the one side, people live 

longer and the population is getting older, on the other, insufficient children are born to 

replace the elderly who die. This emergency has hardly been entirely acknowledged 

by politicians, while tangible action is needed without any further delay. 

 
Europe‘s native population is currently slightly decreasing and is, without 

countermeasures, expected to start shrinking more rapidly over time. It is estimated 

that by 2050 25% less people will be available as a workforce in Europe. This will 

have direct financial impact on the entire government sector and will, for example, 

limit its ability to provide pensions and healthcare to Europe‘s greater share of elderly. 

https://www.vpro.nl/programmas/tegenlicht/kijk/afleveringen/2017-2018/compassie-als-oplossing.html
http://www.cv.refival.org/
http://www.docs.refival.org/
http://www.cv.refival.org/
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Decline-of-the-total-fertility-rate-TFR-and-population-Popul-Trends-in-TFR-left_fig1_316241850
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Population_and_population_change_statistics
https://www.economist.com/blogs/graphicdetail/2017/07/daily-chart-6
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In the more distant future, the continent‘s relative global importance will also be 

reduced because Europe‘s projected share in the world population will be smaller than 

today. 

 
Strategically, there are currently three main scenarios to prevent or address ageing of 

a population: 

• increase fertility 
• stimulate inward migration of young people 
• adapt to a decline in population by increased use of technology 

 
Seeking inequality reduction, Refival developed Inclusion Sourcing, a conceptual 

framework to improve economic equality via relocation of geographically independent 

jobs to where they are needed the most. Moving employment substantially influences 

demographics. This ―long read‖ will therefore examine the interaction between the two 

domains from a European economical perspective. Potential solutions for arising 

problems – as these are proposed by Refival – will be elaborated upon. 

 
Increasing Europe’s Fertility – Life-Work Balance and Affordable Housing 

 
The average number of children estimated to be born to a woman over her lifetime 

(Total Fertility Rate, TFR) in the EU was 1.6 in 2015, which is well below the 2.1 TFR 

needed to target a stabilization of the European population. The trend of a low TFR is 

the outcome of several factors, one of them being increased living cost and a change 

in housing standards, which in turn have mostly not been offset by higher earnings. 

These circumstances make it more difficult to afford larger families and, since most 

people are nowadays not willing to compromise on their living conditions, dependency 

on dual income participation in the labor-market is inevitable. 

 
Not all European countries face equal fertility. France, for example, shows a higher 

birthrate than most other EU members (2.0 TFR in 2015). However, compared to 

women with a migration background, the fertility rate of women born in France is on 

average 0.4 TFR lower. Therefore, some part of the high fertility rate may be related to 

(past) migration. At the same time, France‘s public spending on family benefits (2.9% 

of GDP in 2013) and the availability of childcare facilities are far more important 

factors, as they allow parents to stay employed and reduce disruption of their careers. 

Optimized work-life balance options stimulates both women‘s labor participation and 

their TFR. A similar pattern is noticed in Sweden, where the TFR was 1.9 in 2015. 

 
Looking into more detailed regional differences and comparing urban and rural fertility, 

the first impression is that in rural areas fewer children are born. However, if examined 

more carefully, the age composition of people living in an urban environment is, on 

https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/figures/regional-shares-of-world-population
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/addressing-structural-inequality-johannes-cornelis-van-nieuwkerk/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demographics_of_the_European_Union
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sub-replacement_fertility
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/11360819/Average-cost-of-raising-a-child-in-UK-230000.html
https://www.gesis.org/fileadmin/upload/forschung/publikationen/zeitschriften/isi/isi41-NollWeick-English.pdf
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/apr/14/generation-child-career-afford-house-prices
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/2995521/7898237/3-08032017-AP-EN.pdf/b17c1516-faad-4e65-b291-187826a7ac88
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demographics_of_France
https://data.oecd.org/socialexp/family-benefits-public-spending.htm
https://data.oecd.org/socialexp/family-benefits-public-spending.htm
https://www.thecut.com/2016/06/france-has-more-babies-than-everybody-in-europe.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/mar/21/france-population-europe-fertility-rate
https://www.thelocal.se/20160316/swedes-are-europes-third-best-baby-makers
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/2995521/7898237/3-08032017-AP-EN.pdf/b17c1516-faad-4e65-b291-187826a7ac88
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average, younger and because of this, urban crude birthrates generally higher. Yet, 

this does not imply that the rural fertility is lower. The very opposite is actually true. 

 
Rural fertility rates have traditionally been substantially higher than urban ones, 

though, over time, the gap between them has become smaller, mainly due to 

improved levels of education and modernization of the rural life-style. Nevertheless 

even today many rural areas show about 0.3-0.4 higher TFR than urban ones. In 

Refival‘s opinion, this advantage is most likely due to the availability of affordable and 

spacious quality housing in combination with a ―norm‖ of a slightly larger family size. 

 
This higher European rural TFR is mostly hidden. Decades of poor economic outlook 

caused by a lack of good non-agricultural job opportunities in countryside areas, have 

resulted in strong out-migration to urban areas. Excessive depopulation of women in 

childbearing age has even lead to the appearance of ―nonfertility‖ areas. 

 

Revitalization of rural areas through improvement of their economic outlook by 

relocation of Internet based jobs and inward migration of young people – as 

suggested by Refival –, would likely have a side effect of elevating the rural TFR by 

an additional 0.1-0.2. Though this increase may not seem significant, combined with 

the general higher TFR of rural areas (1.8-1.9), it would actually mean that the 

countryside would structurally reach a 0.4-0.6 higher average TFR than urban areas. 

Therefore, moving jobs and people to rural areas would result in a TFR of 1.9-2.1 

for the countryside, the exact numbers needed for a stable population 

replacement in Europe. Since 25% of its citizens still live in rural areas and with a 

potential to stimulate 5-10% of the population to migrate from city to countryside, this 

can make a real difference for the fertility rates of the European continent. Besides, if 

the pressure created by a severe shortage of urban housing is reduced, it would make 

housing cost in cities more affordable and would, in turn, likely initiate a raise in urban 

fertility as well. 

 
Internal EU Migration – a Sustainable Forestry Proposition 

 
Successful economic areas in Western and Northern Europe have been attracting 

large numbers of relatively young educated people from Eastern and Southern 

Europe. When people have less or insufficient opportunities for economical 

development at their place of origin and when better chances appear elsewhere, they 

are tempted to move and adjust to a new, presumably better environment. Relocation 

is expected to increase their quality of life or to create a better possibility to support 

their families which stayed in their native country. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Birth_rate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Total_fertility_rate
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1040260814000021?via%3Dihub
https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/indicators/total-population-outlook-from-unstat-3/assessment-1
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title=File%3AShare_of_urban_and_rural_populations%2C_1950%E2%80%932050_(%C2%B9)_(%25_of_total_population)_Cities16.png
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/aug/23/europe-rural-urban-migration-threat-countryside
http://www.a1016.refival.org/
http://www.a1016.refival.org/
http://www.a1016.refival.org/
https://www.demographic-research.org/volumes/vol29/4/29-4.pdf
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.RUR.TOTL.ZS?page=1
https://www.housing.org.uk/blog/is-there-a-housing-crisis-in-europe/
https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/sdn/2016/sdn1607.pdf
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/italy/9993171/Southern-Europes-brain-drain-over-the-Alps-to-Germany.html
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/italy/9993171/Southern-Europes-brain-drain-over-the-Alps-to-Germany.html
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For the European Union, internal migration has substantial demographic effects since 

all countries are at a similar stage of demographic transition and therefore also have 

similar TFR levels. Due to the fact that, in case of living standards being better, 

migrant women usually give birth in their ―destination‖ country and not at home, their 

place of origin becomes ―disadvantaged‖ and is left behind with lowered fertility and a 

disproportionally ageing population. Following the same principle, but at a more local 

– largely rural – level, industrialization and urbanization have been depopulating 

villages for decades. 

 
Although the EU freedom of movement is a catalyst, its internal migration is 

predominantly based on pull-factors. Before relocation, people need to match 

qualification requirements, find jobs and obtain housing. If they do not manage to 

settle, they are ―forced‖ to return to their place of origin, because only there they are 

entitled to receive social benefits. 

 
Push-factors also exist and are mainly caused by a lack of economic development and 

attractive local work chances. The majority of internal migrants have ample work-

experience prior to their resettlement, although unemployment plays a role in 

migration. Still, they are rather driven to other countries by economic improvement 

than by joblessness. Their move can be considered mostly as voluntary, since without 

opportunities elsewhere, people would likely stay at home. 

 
From a macro EU perspective, the internal economical unbalance and demographic 

effects resulting from it deserve much more attention. There is an urgent need for a 

more even division of the existing economic workload and its financial rewards in 

Europe. At the same time, sharing the workload should not block chances for 

migration- based upward social mobility of European citizens. 

 
Internal EU migration is in principle advantageous for all involved as long as those 

who move from one place to another are substituted by others and do not leave 

unfilled job spots behind. When such replacement is lacking, the increase in economic 

prosperity of one area can easily cause underdevelopment or deprivation of another. 

Furthermore, if existing jobs – even though less attractive – vanish due to out-

migration, direct as well as indirect employment may get permanently lost. The 

conditions for sustainable migration are very similar to those of sustainable forestry: 

one can cut trees as long as one plants and grows new ones; without doing so the 

forest soil erodes. 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demographic_transition
https://theconversation.com/who-will-breathe-life-back-into-europes-dying-villages-58942
https://theconversation.com/who-will-breathe-life-back-into-europes-dying-villages-58942
https://www.economist.com/news/europe/21734391-bulgarias-population-shrinking-fast-and-its-people-are-reluctant-welcome-immigrants-if-hell
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Financially, remittances of internal EU migrants can generate part of the local 

investments needed to prevent decline. However, circular or inward migration – 

compensating the human outflow – is crucial to fill up the local labor force deficits and 

prevents a vicious downward economic spiral. 

 
If people and funding are available, the strategic goal should rather be improvement or 

revitalization of the local economy as well as preventing out-migration. Sharing the 

available European workload more evenly can contribute to achieving a more 

balanced economy within the EU. To address this, Refival proposes to implement 

Inclusion Sourcing and, wherever possible, to relocate jobs instead of people. 

 
Outside Migration Pressure – Population Growth at Europe’s Borders 

 
The trend of having low fertility rates – typical for Europe‘s demographics – looks 

quite different beyond its borders. With the exception of Turkey, Tunisia, Lebanon 

and Iran, the TFR of Middle Eastern and Northern African (MENA) countries is – 

though mostly steadily declining – around 3.0, or in other words, on average one 

child per woman above replacement level. The Sub Saharan African countries (SSA), 

being even in an earlier stage of demographic transition, are facing a high and 

relatively slowly declining TFR of around 5.0. In combination with a decline in child 

mortality and an increase in life-expectancy, these fertility levels imply a strong 

population growth, which further on creates great challenges to educate a surging 

number of young people and develop job opportunities for them. Although this stage 

of demographic transition generates by itself the labor capacity required for economic 

progress, it comes with the necessity to capitalize on this labor potential by providing 

jobs. 

 
Lack of utilization of human capital can easily create pressure to migrate to locations 

with supposedly better economic perspectives (such as the EU in case of MENA and 

SSA). Due to a surplus of forcedly inactive (non-employed) people, absence of such 

destinations can, in turn, cause political instability and turmoil, as this was the case in 

the Arab spring. 

 
Looking at history, there has been a number of ways to handle ―explosive‖ population 

growth. When the United States went through its transition ample space in its sparsely 

populated interior was still available and capable to accommodate all the "excess" 

people. Not much later the industrial revolution happened, that lead to technological 

progress and creation of large numbers of new types of jobs, which in turn generated 

a strong demand for labor. In Europe of that time, there was significantly less physical 

space for its population growth, which led to waves of substantial emigration. Luckily, 

continents like North and South America still had capacity to absorb an extra number 

https://www.economist.com/news/europe/21734391-bulgarias-population-shrinking-fast-and-its-people-are-reluctant-welcome-immigrants-if-hell
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/addressing-structural-inequality-johannes-cornelis-van-nieuwkerk/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/addressing-structural-inequality-johannes-cornelis-van-nieuwkerk/
https://www.uni-bamberg.de/fileadmin/uni/fakultaeten/sowi_lehrstuehle/bevoelkerungswissenschaft/Publikationen/DiscussionPaper/mena_2017-08-01_DDP_20-2017.pdf
https://www.mgi.online/content/2017/10/3/total-fertility-rate-in-the-mediterranean
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/22036/9781464804892.pdf?sequence=3&amp;isAllowed=y
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/SPDYNTFRTINSSA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demographic_transition
https://worldview.stratfor.com/article/youth-unemployment-middle-east-teen-jobless
http://www.makingitmagazine.net/?p=6094
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_emigration
https://teacher.scholastic.com/activities/immigration/pdfs/by_region/region_table.pdf
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of people, though return migration was high as well. In Asia the demographic transition 

came more recently. Here, creation of export oriented jobs produced many additional 

work opportunities and it also established the savings potential needed to invest in 

upgrading the local economies. Alongside this, in 1979, China introduced a restrictive 

one child birth control policy in order to regulate its population growth and gain more 

economic prosperity for its future generations. 

 
A strongly growing population automatically creates a bigger demand for food, housing 

and other basic necessities. However, under today‘s economic prerequisites, such 

increased demand is far from enough to generate hundreds of millions of extra decent 

jobs needed to employ the future workforce in MENA and SSA. In order to achieve 

creation of sufficient jobs and connect to advanced global development and prosperity 

levels, huge investments in infrastructure, education and business development are 

compulsory in these countries. Such investments should then lead to an optimized 

exploitation of natural and human resources. However, since the required investment 

capital is not available locally, countries of MENA and SSA must – among other things 

– attract sufficient Foreign Direct Investment (FDI). 

 
Compared to the past, it seems that availability of a vast low-cost labor force has 

become a less crucial development and investment factor, while automation, 

robotization and artificial intelligence have become alternatives by now. Furthermore, 

due to globalization and Internet, labor competition and greater transparency from a 

cost perspective has become a world-wide phenomenon. Finally, related to this and 

despite of increasing labor productivity, real wages have been stagnant and the share 

of GDP paid for labor has been declining in many countries. 

 
This global complexity creates certain dilemmas in developing countries. In order to 

be able to compete in an open market, traditional agriculture needs to be modernized 

and industrialized. At the same time, reduces agricultural industrialization the amount 

of labor required, which then does not contribute to solving the unemployment issues. 

Therefore, to be able to connect currently developing countries to globalization, one 

needs not only additional, but also different types of jobs. However, looking at the 

current employment issues in MENA and SSA , a problem is evident, as the creation 

of such jobs does not match its population surge. 

 
An alternative to ―explosive job creation‖ is to speed-up the demographic transition 

and to rapidly reduce fertility. Since MENA and SSA have a substantial gap between 

(higher) rural and (lower) urban fertility, it is advisable to primarily focus on rural areas 

instead of on urban ones to achieve this. 

 
  

https://www.futurity.org/history-immigrants-norway-1547582-2/
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In case of Europe, Refival proposes increase in fertility via rural revitalization. 

However, if similarly – but with a focus on general employment instead of on Internet 

based jobs – the same Inclusion Sourcing approach would be implemented in 

developing countries, it would, very likely, quickly decrease the fertility rates. Due to 

improved education and increased non-agricultural employment, women would likely 

opt to give birth to fewer children. Implementing Inclusion Sourcing could thus, in 

principle, reduce population growth and – over time – the number of jobs required for 

full employment. Therefore, creating rural jobs in the present can prevent a surplus of 

births and can maximize future economic prosperity of the regions. The outcome 

would be partially similar to what happened in the exceptional demographic transition 

of Iran. 

 
To conclude: generating large amounts of jobs under the current globalized 

economical prerequisites is unfortunately rather difficult for MENA and SSA. Therefore 

the growth of employment in these countries is currently lagging behind their 

population growth. In many countries this results in political instability and outward 

migration pressure. In order to address these issues, substantial investment in job 

creation and/or a faster decline in birthrates must be realized. 

 
Absorbing Migrants – Humanitarian and Skills Based Entries 

 
Although migration pressure from MENA and SSA currently leads to substantial 

irregular migration into the EU, it offers neither a safe nor a sustainable passage for 

people to relocate. Meanwhile, the external European border control has been 

tightened and economically motivated migrants entering this way are denied access to 

the European labor market and sent back. Shamefully and unacceptably, the present 

situation leads to a lot of human suffering and inhumane treatment of people. It means 

that there is a lot of room for improvement and an obligation for the European Union to 

urgently get organized better. 

 
Being much more specialized and having reached both a high GDP and labor 

productivity per capita, Europe is globally no longer competing on the basis of low 

labor cost. Its production advantage is based on capital and/or knowledge intensity. 

In order to preserve this advantage, Europe‘s economical structure is unable to 

generate millions of extra labor opportunities which would be required if it is to absorb 

all migration pressure from outside of its borders. In addition, next to having a high 

population density, the European Union already faces difficulties to offer sufficient 

decent and matching employment opportunities to all of its own citizens. 
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The above does not imply that Europe, being rich in comparison to the developing 

world, cannot or should not contribute to the progress of other countries outside of its 

borders. Naturally, it is able to provide development-aid or fulfill its moral obligations 

towards refugees by helping a reasonable number of people and provide temporary 

shelter or permanent resettlement. Welcoming a small percentage of newcomers 

every year does not represent a crisis situation. It, nevertheless, requires a substantial 

welfare budget. Due to a high percentage of mismatches between the general 

refugees‘ educational background and the required skills of the European labor 

market, refugee integration comes at high cost. On average, it takes a long time 

before refugees are able to financially contribute to the European economy. However, 

this should not be a criterion for offering asylum to people in need. Different from 

migrants who are driven by economic opportunity, refugees have no other choice than 

to seek refuge. Therefore Europe has a moral obligation to help them to its best ability. 

With social budgets and integration capacity available, Europe can handle a fair but 

limited influx of people. 

 
The amount of time a refugee needs to adapt to European circumstances can vary. 

For those who need a longer period of time, Refival proposes to optimize integration 

cost and maximize the investment in the refugee‘s skills development. By relocating 

non- agricultural jobs to rural areas and offering people improved startup chances, 

these low- living-cost areas can be revitalized and can synergistically offer refugees a 

more effective basis for labor market connection. Further on this solution can provide 

them with chances for upward economic mobility and facilitate their eventual internal 

European migration. 

 
What Europe cannot offer, without compromising its economically advanced position 

and its related structure of social security, is to unconditionally open its doors to 

millions of economically motivated migrants who are looking for a better future. 

Economic migration in a capitalistic environment needs to be in balance with the 

demand of the labor market and it can certainly not rely on welfare structures. To 

allow people to freely move to the most prosperous economic areas, without providing 

matching employment to them, would cause a burden on the existing social structures 

and would also cause strong competition between internal EU migrants and those 

from outside of the EU. In the end, it would result in a lower GDP per capita caused 

by the presence of additional unemployed people. Since this cannot be considered a 

valid economic target from a European perspective, it should be avoided. 

 
The above neither means that there are no reciprocal benefits to economic migration 

nor that nothing can be done to stimulate it. In the near future, Europe will need to fill in 

many of the positions of its retiring workforce. With its current TFR under replacement 

level, it will likely be able or even be forced to employ a substantial amount of migrants 

http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/products-eurostat-news/-/EDN-20170817-1?inheritRedirect=true
https://www.georgesoros.com/2016/07/19/this-is-europes-last-chance-to-fix-its-refugee-policy/
http://www.dw.com/en/report-germany-to-spend-94-billion-euros-on-refugees-in-next-five-years/a-19258420
https://wenr.wes.org/2017/05/lessons-germanys-refugee-crisis-integration-costs-benefits
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/refugee-employment-call-action-johannes-cornelis-van-nieuwkerk/
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from outside of the EU. However, in order to have added value, these migrants must 

be qualified in advance and possess skills required by the European labor market. 

Besides, external migration must not cannibalize the internal upward mobility chances 

for EU citizens, as this could increase economic disconnection and stimulate 

deprivation of Europe‘s less developed areas. Finally it is Important that these 

migrants are neither under- nor overqualified for the needs of the EU labor market, 

since also over- qualification could hinder local mobility. 

 
With labor requirements becoming more and more specialized and dynamic, 

developing skills to match job requirements should no longer be exclusively a 

migrant‘s or worker‘s responsibility. Companies will have to train their future workers 

before employing them, as well as to continuously educate and re-train them. Refival 

proposes to use a remote apprenticeship approach for this purpose. Implementing this 

approach would enable companies and migrants to create a proper competence 

match beforehand. Besides this, it would offer a solution for replacement of irregular 

migration by a relocation scheme based on structured skills and work-experience 

development. 

 
Such a remote apprenticeship path leads to migration, but not necessarily to 

settlement in the richest areas of Europe. In Refival‘s opinion, many job opportunities 

based on matching skills can be created by revitalizing Europe‘s less prosperous 

areas and this may actually require the majority of apprentices from outside of the EU. 

Continuous development of one‘s skills and possibly to relocate several times in case 

chances for upward mobility become available, can result in a fluid multi-step 

adaptation. The first step of relocation may be to ―upgrade‖ from a pressure situation 

outside of Europe to a job in a less developed European country. From this position 

one can then prepare oneself for the next move within the EU. 

 

Besides, the above remote apprenticeship model could also be helpful and be 

implemented between rural and urban areas within the countries of MENA and SSA. 

With skill requirements likely being lower at a local level, this could be the first – 

internal migration based – adaptation step, and prepare rural migrants to eventually 

continue their later way to Europe. Connecting rural areas in developing countries to 

regulated migration would open the door for everyone and would leave no-one behind 

– regardless how remotely he or she has been born. As a result this would create 

labor- market and upward mobility opportunities for all people. 

 
In respect to the general expectation that external migrants need to adapt to basic 

European values, Refival thinks that this can be facilitated with greater success if 

relocation to rural areas instead of urban ones is the first-step provided to migrants. A 

village life-style is normally less anonymous in comparison to the urban one. 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/internet-based-apprenticeship-new-paradigm-rural-van-nieuwkerk/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/internet-based-apprenticeship-new-paradigm-rural-van-nieuwkerk/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/upward-mobility-social-inclusion-johannes-cornelis-van-nieuwkerk/
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Therefore the countryside offers a much more intense opportunity for interaction with 

local people and their cultural values. Gaining such experience is important for the 

reciprocal cultural understanding and can, upon an eventual further move to urban 

areas, be very useful for the migrants. 

 

Migrants originating from countries with a high TFR face a fertility adjustment process. 

The TFR of the first generation of migrants is usually significantly higher, while 

(almost) full adaptation is achieved within one or two generations after them. If 

carefully planned, the extra fertility of the first generation can be used to fill up birthrate 

gaps at locations within the EU areas where the TFR is below replacement level. 

However, this is not a structural solution, since this option would mean that survival of 

the European society and economy will – unless the European native population 

works longer or retires later – be in constant dependence on a permanent stream of 

young migrants arriving from other continents. 

 

Robotization – More with Less? 
 

A third strategy to cope with the ageing and declining population in Europe is to rely on 

increased automation and robotization. It means producing the same or even a higher 

GDP with a smaller workforce. Besides using a technology based approach for 

production, it can also be used in public services, as this is, for example, envisioned in 

Japan in case of robots being used to assist in the care of elderly. 

 

One challenge with such approach is how to derive ―income tax‖ from robots so that 

they contribute to overall public funding and not exclusively to the income of a small 

number of individuals who own or operate them. Closely related to this is the 

importance of making sure that the general population has enough disposable income 

left for consumption. Without their spending power, a decline in demand of goods and 

services, resulting in a shrinking economy, will occur. 
 

Last but not least, the population in MENA and SSA is expected to grow from 1.2 

billion people in 2010 to 2.5 billion by 2050. This brings the question whether a 

declining, relatively rich but ageing European population will be able to protect its 

borders against (potentially) billions of people who may wish to flee from the 

developing countries, seeking for a better place to live. Compared to today‘s 

European population, these migrants would accept and be more than satisfied to 

receive much less than the average income current European citizens do. Therefore, 

their arrival would likely lead to strongly reduced average living and social security 

standards. Europe would – economically speaking – become part of the Middle East 

or Africa. 
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Although an uncontrolled number of outside migrants entering Europe – without any 
ability to connect to the European labor market – would result in them living in relative 
poverty, this still will not make Europe a less attractive destination for those who have 
significantly lower living standards and no job prospects in their native countries. At the 
same time it would likely destroy accomplished EU welfare structures and possibly 
mean an abrupt end to the nation state based European societies as we know them 
today. Refival targets towards preventing such a decline by structurally addressing 
inequality and proposing Inclusion Sourcing access to prosperity for everyone. 

 
Refival – Relocating Jobs to Reduce Inequality 

 
The principle thought behind Refival is to relocate geographically independent, 

primarily Internet based, jobs to areas and people who suffer from limited employment 

options and therefore need them the most. Starting from executing simple tasks – 

whilst incorporating distance learning into distance working – job complexity can 

gradually grow and enable their upward social mobility and migration. 

 
Refival is a conceptual framework developed to facilitate business and project 

development. Though it uses a wide range of academic study results to verify its 

ideas, Refival itself is not an academic research project but a practical scheme that 

can be easily implemented for various socio-economic problems. It therefore seeks 

private sector and government stakeholders to join its activities. 

 
After conducting a theoretical analysis on its feasibility, Refival is now ready to 

practically apply its Inclusion Sourcing approach to a number of social experiment- 

based pilot projects. 

 
Please contact me if you are interested to participate in the mission of  Refival. 
 
 

January 2018: 
 

Addressing Structural Inequality 
 

―Everyone is different but equally valuable‖ became my long-time motto after 
experiencing diverse cultures during my two-year World trip, thirty years ago. This 
guiding principle inspired me in 2015 to develop Inclusion Sourcing, a conceptual 
framework that can be used for improving the economical participation of deprived 
rural areas or disadvantaged groups of people. 
 

The basic thought behind Inclusion Sourcing is to relocate geographically independent 
Internet based jobs to those places and people who suffer from limited employment 
options and who therefore – in comparison with others – need them the most. Starting 
from executing simple Internet based tasks – whilst incorporating distance learning 

http://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/apr/05/demise-of-the-nation-state-rana-dasgupta
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/addressing-structural-inequality-johannes-cornelis-van-nieuwkerk/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/addressing-structural-inequality-johannes-cornelis-van-nieuwkerk/
http://www.cv.refival.org/
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into distance working – job complexity can grow and enable upward social mobility. 
The type of affirmative action Inclusion Sourcing proposes, creates a catalyst to 
escape depression, reduces urbanization pressure and restores local economical 
sustainability. 
 
Depending on political priorities, there are different ways to implement Inclusion 
Sourcing. For example, it can be used to: 
• prevent or regulate economically motivated migration in or between 

countries 
• revitalize deprived or rural areas 

• improve the connection of disadvantaged minorities 

• help to incubate refugees by either optimizing their preparation to return home or 

by enabling integration in their host country 

• facilitate and simplify the reunification of refugee families. 

 
In case of the Refival initiative, Inclusion Sourcing is used to exploit the synergy 

between revitalizing rural Europe and refugee integration. Although rooted in 

solidarity, Refival‘s mission focuses on a better spending of the existing welfare 

budgets with the primary target to accelerate labor force participation of refugees. In 

addition, Refival aims to strengthen the refugees‘ bond to their host society and 

enhance social mobility. This kind of improvement is achieved by offering displaced 

people the choice to settle in low-cost countryside areas instead of expensive cities 

whilst using the urban versus rural integration cost difference to invest in their 

wellbeing, education and workforce inclusion. By being able to spend more on the 

refugees‘ social engagement, their welfare dependency period should be shortened, 

which in turn would generate new (re)investment budget. Since this refugee 

settlement approach enlarges the economically active population of the countryside, it 

– as a spin-off – also creates fresh job opportunities for the current inhabitants. 

 

Besides helping refugees and revitalizing rural areas, Refival‘s longer-term goal is to 

build a better matching – more cost-effective – workforce and deal with both under- 

and over-qualification of workers. It ultimately targets to prepare the European society 

for an increasingly robotized future in which many current jobs will drastically change 

or disappear. Assuming that private and public sector employers accept social 

responsibility by investing in on-demand education of their future employees, 

deficiencies and inequalities in human resources can be addressed and labor-related 

migration regulated. This ambition implies offering remote apprenticeship to and 

inclusion of disadvantaged groups, as well as creation of sufficient adequately 

matching job opportunities for more highly skilled workers. If proper jobs for the latter 

category are lacking, a situation is created where overqualified employees occupy 

workplaces which would otherwise be perfect opportunities for the less skilled 

workforce. This not only limits the highly skilled in utilizing their real potential, but it 

http://www.refival.org/
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also blocks the upward mobility of the others. Refival‘s approach of Inclusion Sourcing 

is mutually beneficial for both involved companies and their personnel. Eventually it 

optimizes the equal sharing of the available future workload and its related prosperity 

among Europe‘s citizens. 

 
Under influence of progressing capabilities of artificial intelligence, the outsourced 

―Internet based inclusion‖ tasks will inevitably become more specialized in future. 

Even though this imposes a demand for increasingly complex knowledge and skills – 

which in principle is a negative threat to rural inclusion – this type of change can likely 

be offset by the opportunity to decentralize manufacturing. Different from work in non-

automated factories, which require a large workforce at one concentrated – hence 

urban – factory site, robotized production can, as long as logistics are coordinated, be 

decentralized and located almost anywhere in Europe. By addressing the immediate 

urgency of halting rural decline and initiating countryside revitalization, Refival 

prepares currently deprived areas and disadvantaged groups of people for future 

involvement in renewed sustainable economical development. This relieves the 

pressure which causes forced migration to cities – presently often resulting in severe 

urban overcrowding – and preserves or widens the range of human life-style 

alternatives. 

 
Refival seeks partners to join its mission. It is – after researching the theoretical 

feasibility – ready to practically apply its Inclusion Sourcing approach to a number of 

pilot-projects. Please contact Refival if you are interested to become part of its 

Inclusion Sourcing activities. 

 

December 2017: 

 

End of Year Reflection / European Hospitality 
 

It is exactly thirty years ago, in December 1987, that I started packing my Toyota 
Landcruiser at my native village of Soesterberg, The Netherlands. In front of us lay 
100,000 kilometers and a two-year journey across Northern Africa, the Soviet Union, 
the United States, Mexico, Central America, Japan and Southeast Asia. I was thrilled 
as I was anticipating a World trip filled with exotic places and adventures. However, 
two years later and back home, I realized that I received insight in something far more 
valuable. Meeting people from different cultural backgrounds and encountering – 
without exception – respect, warm hospitality and friendliness, brought me a deep  
sense of gratitude for the openness and willingness of people to share their personal 
experience with me and to allow me to become part of their lives. 
 
Nevertheless, when the ―refugee crisis‖ started in 2015, I found myself helplessly 
watching many cases of European countries and government structures failing to 
show the level of respect I had witnessed during my World trip. Out of compassion for 

http://www.cv.refival.org/
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the refugees and driven by the wish to utilize my thirty-five years of expertise in 
working on innovation and business development, I decided to take another sabbatical 
to address the emerging situation and devote all my time and energy to generating a 
comprehensive – out of the box – business strategy. The result is an initiative named 
Refival, which goes beyond direct humanitarian aid and targets offering long term 
structural support to refugees by welcoming them in rural areas in Europe and by 
caring for them in a manner which either prepares them to safely return home or 
which helps them to stay more permanently and integrate. By locating Internet based 
non- agricultural jobs, it at the same time also synergistically revitalizes the European 
countryside. 
 
For Refival, 2017 was a successful year, as I managed to stretch my budget and 
finalize designing and researching the feasibility of a Refival pilot-project. This year, 
my greatest inspiration for refugee integration came from Angela Merkel (April) and 
Pope Francis (August). I also continued advocating and publishing about Refival 
throughout the year and I attended lectures of and discussed my concepts with many 
international scholars who work on refugee related topics and who were visiting the 
Central European University in Budapest. Furthermore, at the end of June, I 
participated in the ―Business- led collaboration for refugees and migrants‖ workshop 
organized by The European Business Network for Corporate Social Responsibility in 
Brussels. Finally, my monthly newsletters, which now reach more than 1,000 decision 
and policy makers, academic researchers and humanitarian organizations, covered 
perspectives like: remote collaboration, rural inclusion, social engineering, managing 
migration, rural  revitalization, refugee incubation , remote apprenticeship, family 
reunification and upward mobility. 

 

Observing the change of direction in the political climate of Europe, I can only 
conclude that preserving our cultural values of respect and hospitality is challenged. 
More than ever, we are therefore in need to find tangible solutions for our ―solidarity 
crisis‖. Refival is now ready to start implementing its framework in practical pilot-
projects and to show that it is possible to escape deprivation and create added social 
value by helping both the rural hosts and their refugee guests. To make this happen, 
Refival needs to create a connection among governments, private sector employers, 
deprived villages and refugees and find a solution to thoughtfully allocate – mostly 
already existing – funding for this purpose. If you are interested in collaboration, I 
encourage you to contact me and discuss further options to adopt Refival. I hope that 
– similar to my first Interactive Television approach, which was successfully realized 
upon the return from my sabbatical thirty years ago – the coming year will provide me 
with the chance to see a first implementation of Refival and to show people in need 
the warm hospitality and friendliness they deserve. 
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November 2017: 
 

Upward Mobility and Social Inclusion 
 

After two years spent on researching, developing and deploying advocacy for Refival, 
my self-funded sabbatical period is nearing its end. In order to remain working on the 
project I will need your support, either by receiving funding or by finding a larger 
organization willing to adopt the initiative and thus enabling me to continue. The 
project is now ready to enter its next stage. I am looking for cooperation with private 
sector partners willing to engage in systematic education of deprived groups of people 
in disadvantaged areas and in outsourcing Internet based tasks to them. Building a 
better matching and cost effective workforce, which is specifically trained for or by 
employers, can be clearly beneficial to both the private sector and the workers. 
 
Refival has been designed to assist rural revitalization and the integration of refugees 
in Europe. Based on solidarity and on a better spending of available welfare budgets, 
the project targets improvement of the refugees‘ connection to the European labor 
market by locating people in low-cost countryside areas and carefully invest the 
difference between urban and rural living costs in their education and social mobility. 
An elaboration on the wider importance of this approach follows below. 
 
By enabling participation in the dynamics and flexibility of international trade, 
globalization has helped many underprivileged people to escape poverty. At the same 
time, others – living in more developed countries – paid a price for this because of a 
downgrade of their activities or unemployment. On average positive results may have 
outweighed the negative ones, however, this can by no means be an excuse for 
exchanging the improved economic connection of one group by the detachment of 
another. Whereas downward adaptation can, in Refival‘s opinion, be a healthy 
stimulus for renewal, disconnection from the labor market needs to be prevented and 
access to upward mobility must remain available to everyone. 
 
In order to address this issue, Refival suggests connecting or reconnecting 
disadvantaged – often rural – areas with help of deprived groups – such as refugees 
or unemployed – and proposes implementation of its Internet based ―inclusion 
sourcing‖ approach to maximize investment in people. Its strategy is based on 
solidarity with the underprivileged and it concentrates the execution of those Internet 
based tasks which can be delivered independent from ―geographical location‖ in 
places where they are needed the most. In other words, based on a lack of alternative 
employment options, it prioritizes rural over urban locations and needy over privileged 
workers for outsourcing its – mostly non-specialized – Internet based jobs. 
 
Despite the differences, my assumption is that all people as well as the diverse places 
they live in can positively contribute to society and can therefore be equally valuable 
elements and serve as a basis for Refival‘s approach. In defiance of this, the most 
educated people or the most developed areas are currently, in general, cherry-picked  
by companies because there is ample supply of overqualified or overdeveloped 

http://www.docs.refival.org/
http://www.cv.refival.org/
https://www.cnbc.com/2017/07/12/fed-chair-janet-yellen-technology-is-killing-the-middle-class.html
http://www.a1216.refival.org/
http://www.a1216.refival.org/
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candidates. This phenomenon results in positions at call-centers or in back-offices 
being filled with university graduates who are coming from and living in urban areas, 
whereas people from the rural areas or smaller towns, who often are less educated 
but equally capable of doing these jobs stay out of work. Inclusion sourcing intends to 
change this attitude and preferably selects those candidates who equally fulfill job 
criteria but who are ―not overqualified‖ and are located in underdeveloped, 
disadvantaged, areas. 
 
Looking at the 4th  Industrial Revolution and at developments in artificial intelligence, 
both occurrences will likely soon lead to a major and structural decline in many types 
of employment. It is therefore essential to share the available workload more equally 
and prevent an increasing division in ―employment haves and have-nots‖. By avoiding 
over- qualification one can better focus on the real challenge, which is improving the 
fit between available human skills and a new demand for expertise derived from 
exploiting the potential of a developing society and/or companies. Such optimization 
means to match higher skill levels with innovation. This requires investment in 
generating more advanced job tasks or in the personal development of people beyond 
their labor market participation. A better match between the qualities people possess 
and their activities will expectedly lead to improvements in their job and life 
satisfaction. 
 
To achieve the above, Refival envisions a strong need for integration of permanent 
education with job execution. More precisely, facing rapidly changing skills 
requirements, companies would greatly benefit if they continuously and actively 
trained their current as well as their future workforce. For the rurally employed groups, 
which are the primary focus of Refival, ―remote apprenticeship‖ is proposed. This 
upskilling process targets prevention of forced migration and provides a local upward 
mobility path. 
 
This kind of prioritization does neither imply subsidization nor planned-economy-like 
policy measures. As long as overqualified people and more developed areas can 
make use of their better skills and exploit their productivity advantage by earning 
more, deprived areas and disadvantaged people will possess the economic benefit of 
being available at lower wage or cost levels. Opposite to the current trend of 
decreasing the average income, the kind of inclusion Refival proposes is forward-
looking and contains a clear stimulus for upward mobility. Finally, its ultimate goal is to 
provide decent work to everyone. 
 
Despite Internet being one of the main factors for making this kind of inclusion 
possible, its transparency and lack of clear borders can create new challenges. As 
soon as there is any surplus in availability of labor (something which can be widely 
expected in the near future), this can easily cause underpayment of workers and 
unsustainability of many ―free-lance‖ business models. While most gig-economy jobs 
do offer great flexibility to workers and employers, they are at the same time often 
very poorly paid. 

  

http://www.a1216.refival.org/
http://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/newsroom/news/WCMS_597065/lang--en/index.htm
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/internet-based-apprenticeship-new-paradigm-rural-van-nieuwkerk/
http://www.ilo.org/global/topics/decent-work/lang--en/index.htm
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Particularly in case of crowd-sourcing environments, where one can for example 
access graphical design skills of many competing designers, the cumulative ―free‖ 
labor invested by all designers in generating ―design concepts‖ mostly substantially 
exceeds the price paid for the ultimately selected design. The final result of this type of 
competition is that both the output quality and the reward for using the skills of people 
suffer. Looking at these aspects, there is a need for protecting individual workers in 
relation to the current disruption of the economy; there clearly is a renewed demand 
for labor unions as a force to represent the interests of vulnerable workers. 
 
Another challenge Refival needs to address is the economic development stage and 
living or labor cost disparity between different countries. Whereas globalization of 
agriculture and low cost manufacturing is mostly compensated by the export of higher 
value and more specialized products or services via a trade balance between 
countries – in principle trade partners specialize in what they are good at. Such 
compensation options are less clear in case of outsourcing Internet based services, 
therefore unbalance may easily occur. At first sight outsourcing to lower wage areas 
seems to be beneficial for companies and their competitiveness, however, if the 
resulting structural welfare payments to unemployed people is taken into account a 
problem arises: the total cost for a society may actually outweigh the company‘s 
savings. In case the outcome of relocating Internet based jobs to other countries is 
long-term unemployment and permanent welfare dependency of others, wage 
differences between countries are – looking from a macro point of view – irrelevant. 
 

The above implies that, unless outsourcing is considered to be development-aid, an 
exchange between participants is required. Outsourcing remote Internet jobs to 
developing countries is thus a one-way street, unless it is – similar to other types of 
globalization – balanced. If such compensation is unlikely, one is economically forced 
to limit Internet outsourcing to one‘s own local social and economical zone. This is the 
reason Refival proposes to currently outsource Internet based activities to deprived 
areas and disadvantaged people within European countries (or within the European 
Union). This way, areas and people in Europe can reconnect, escape unemployment 
and access upward mobility by applying ―remote apprenticeship‖. If other economical 
areas like India, China or Africa use the same mechanism inside their own particular 
economical zones and if they – as suggested for Europe – revitalize their rural areas, 
over time, trade of Internet based services can be expanded and ultimately reach a 
global level, equally serving everyone. 
 
To continue developing Refival, your assistance and active support is greatly 
appreciated. I need help in funding of project cost or in finding a larger, more 
established, organization that is willing to adopt the initiative and thus enable me to 
keep working on the synergy between refugee integration and rural revitalization. In 
return, being ready to be rapidly implemented as a pilot-project, Refival can deliver 
immediate results to and address urgent social issues for its stakeholders. If you are 
passionate about the ideas Refival stands for and are willing to contribute or are 
aware of organizations that could fund or team up with it, please contact me. 

  

https://www.givework.org/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/internet-based-apprenticeship-new-paradigm-rural-van-nieuwkerk/
http://www.cv.refival.org/
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October 2017: 
 

Refugee Integration, Relocation of the Social Core 
 

Driven by their determination to survive, today‘s 22.5 million refugees left everything 
behind and fled their countries. The human need for safety is so elementary that we 
are capable of taking enormous risks and are willing to sacrifice almost anything we 
possess to preserve it. Those who escaped war became homeless, not only 
materially but above all socially and for this reason rebuilding their lives has turned 
into a complex struggle. The proverb ―home is where the heart is‖ implies that an 
emotional center of living is a prerequisite for stability. Hence, in case of refugees, in 
order to achieve successful resettlement, their social core has to be relocated with 
them. 
 
Human solidarity is essential to achieve this resurgence. In times of crisis, refugees 
are fully dependent on other people‘s willingness to help them by donating food and 
shelter, which mends only the emergency for physical security. A question remains 
though whether our moral duty and responsibility extends beyond this level and if we 
should temporarily or permanently host and sponsor the refugees‘ re-establishment? 
Ultimately, if returning to their place of origin is not a feasible short-term option, 
refugees will still have to live somewhere. Therefore the issue remains where and 
how to re-settle them. 
 
Refugee support should ideally be determined by the probability and expected time 
needed till people can return to their countries of origin. Those who will stay 
indefinitely, obviously, need to fully integrate into the society of their hosting country, 
but also those who are staying for an extended period of time – waiting to go back – 
are required to establish a much deeper level of connection to the recipient‘s 
community than just an ―emergency based‖ temporary host-guest relationship. Types 
of assistance – beyond the refugee camp survival – consequently almost always 
require investment in skills of refugees. Whereas, on one hand, mastering the (often 
foreign) language of their host country is key to successful integration, preparing for a 
―future return‖ may, on the other hand, need prioritization of different abilities. 
Therefore, from the very beginning a clear estimate about the length of each refugee‘s 
stay has to be made and related policies have to be developed and implemented 
accordingly. The education offered and work experience obtained will thus have to 
match the selected ―stay or return‖ scenario. 
 
Full integration is the only viable option in case of permanent resettlement. This 
requires a continuous interaction between the absorbing society and refugees. 
Refugees will need to adapt and accept realistic assumptions about their, frequently 
missing, understanding of the host‘s job market requirements and the disadvantages 
they are usually starting with. The host society will from their part need to embrace 
tolerance for cultural differences in order to create conditions which will enable 
refugees to ―relocate their heart‖. Both sides need to be willing to make concessions 
and show openness and flexibility towards each other. 
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Looking at the current European refugee ―integration‖ process, there are still dilemmas 
on both sides. Integration requires immense financial resources. Just as an example, 
for the 2016-2020 period the German government plans to spend nearly a 100 billion 
Euros on refugee related cost. In spite of this, most of the refugees stay unemployed 
and remain fully dependent on welfare for an average of five years. Refugees – 
although supposed to partially assimilate into their host‘s society – do frequently try to 
avoid interaction with locals and attempt to primarily rely on a network of compatriots, 
especially when they have the possibility to join a ―parallel society‖ in big cities. Such 
attitude is not very beneficial for their integration chances and results in rising tensions 
regarding each other‘s expectations. 
 
As a reaction and in order to limit welfare cost, the German government has 
meanwhile started to postpone family reunification, neglecting to notice that family 
bonds are essential for the refugees‘ wellbeing and their successful relocation. 
Although many refugees traveled to Europe alone, they did so under the assumption 
of being able to more safely reunite with their family within a short period of time. 
Delaying privileged reunification for people with subsidiary status – 35% of those who 
apply for asylum in Germany at the moment – does substantially hinder refugees to re-
establish their social core and successfully integrate. Further on, making it relatively 
hard to later marry a partner from outside of the EU and bring this partner to Germany 
is, for many refugees, creating a serious obstacle to start and live a family life in 
Europe. Since ―first generation refugees‖, due to cultural differences, are less likely to 
marry European partners, this is a vital issue. It is also important to notice here that for 
example half of all asylum seekers in Germany in 2016 were between age 16 and 30 
and three quarters of this group were male. 
 
Speeding up the conventional integration process would require even more short-term 
investment and it is very doubtful if the German or European solidarity is strong and 
willing enough to finance this. The question is whether eventual alternative solutions, 
offering lower cost and/or faster results, could be available. If less investment is  
required per refugee, additional people could be helped within the same budget. 
Refival thinks such ‖other‖ option exists and proposes to improve the current practice 
by incubating more refugee families in rural European areas and to increase their 
integration speed by creating Internet -based-jobs and education. Although refugees 
are currently evenly spread over the German population, this nevertheless implies that 
a vast majority receives welfare while residing in big cities which, comparing to the 
countryside, have significantly higher living cost. By disproportionately locating more 
refugees in countryside areas (which offer substantially lower housing cost) and by 
investing the achieved cost difference between urban and rural integration in family 
reunification, education and gaining work experience, relocation of the refugees‘ social 
core would receive more acknowledgement and attention. This, naturally, cannot be 
achieved without increasing rural job opportunities beyond agricultural labor. By 
moving Internet based employment to villages, the quality of refugee integration can 
be enhanced though, while at the same time rural areas can be revitalized. 
 

  

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-europe-migrants-germany-costs/german-government-plans-to-spend-93-6-billion-euros-on-refugees-by-end-2020-spiegel-idUSKCN0Y50DY
http://www.dw.com/en/refugee-family-reunification-in-germany-what-you-need-to-know/a-40449409
http://www.dw.com/en/germany-refugee-limit-legally-sound-ethically-questionable/a-40878066
http://www.asylumineurope.org/reports/country/germany/content-international-protection/family-reunification/criteria-and
http://www.bamf.de/EN/Migration/Arbeiten/Familiennachzug/familiennachzug-node.html
https://www.bamf.de/SharedDocs/Anlagen/DE/Publikationen/Broschueren/bundesamt-in-zahlen-2016-asyl.pdf?__blob=publicationFile
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/refugee-incubation-johannes-cornelis-van-nieuwkerk/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/internet-based-apprenticeship-new-paradigm-rural-van-nieuwkerk/
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Since the 100 billion Euros spent by the German government on refugee related cost 
also can be regarded as a strong economic stimulus and since it in addition creates 
many jobs for the local population, the question rises where – geographically speaking 
– this type of investment is needed most. Looking at unemployment figures and 
demographics of ageing, it is clear that such an incentive can be better located in rural 
than in urban areas. From a European perspective, it is questionable whether the 
already very powerful German economy needs such a stimulus package at all, 
because this can widen the gap between the stronger and the weaker European Union 
economies. In order to counter such unbalance and find solutions for their own ageing 
populations, it would likely be beneficial for other European countries to follow the 
German example. In the same time, if Europe truly strives to become more united and 
since integration costs differ more between than within countries, a pan-European 
refugee settlement approach could create great synergy. Finally, from a refugee 
perspective, an open mind is required to accept the fact that rural, Internet jobs based 
integration can be a beneficial alternative and would increase investment in their future 
and thus would lower the threshold of finding employment. Better connection to the 
European labor market would give refugees improved access to upward mobility, 
whereas without such ―first entry‖ their European dream of prosperity will never come 
true. By proposing its inclusion sourcing approach Refival challenges refugee labor 
market disconnection. At the same time, being with their families and being fully 
interactive with the local rural population should enable refugees to create a new 
social core and hopefully feel home again. 
 
I need your help; my self-funded sabbatical period which was used to develop Refival 
is meanwhile nearing its end. To continue working on the project I will either need to 
receive funding or become employed in relation to refugee integration or rural 
revitalization. In order for Refival to succeed, the initiative needs to achieve its next 
step: cooperation with private sector partners who are willing to educate people and 
outsource tasks to them. This step needs to be supported by government policies and 
funding, and needs to be aligned with refugees and rural communities. If you are 
passionate about the ideas Refival stands for and are willing to contribute or are 
aware of organizations that could fund Refival, please contact me. 

 

September 2017: 
 

Refugee Employment, a Call for Action 
 

Two years ago, in September 2015, when hundreds of thousands of Syrian war- 
refugees were walking through the Balkans and Hungary on their way to Western- 
Europe, I felt embarrassed about our inability to prevent their suffering. I then decided 
to take a sabbatical from my consulting work to fully devote my time and energy to find 
strategic options for helping these people. While being aware of the complexity of the 
integration process Europe will face and in the same time strongly believing in the 
possibility of creating synergy between host countries and new-arrivals, I spent the 
next two years researching, designing and planning detailed structural solutions based 
on my concept- and business-development experience. 

http://www.a1216.refival.org/
http://www.cv.refival.org/
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The result of my efforts is Refival.org, a personal initiative which proposes incubation 
of the 35% refugees in Europe who have basic but insufficient education and who lack 
the work experience required to find jobs. Refival targets to improve these refugees‘ 
connection to the European labor market and to speed-up their integration by locating 
people in low cost countryside areas and carefully investing the differences between 
urban and rural living costs in them. It is important to stress that disconnection from 
the labor market is not solely a refugee related issue. Economic activity and growth 
are unequally spread worldwide and there are many examples of disadvantaged 
areas and deprived groups of people who could benefit from investing in them. A 
related aspect is that economic deprivation is a main cause of rural migration, which in 
turn drives urbanization. 
 
The above occurrences are – in my opinion – neither inevitable nor desirable. 
Investment in labor market participation of disadvantaged areas can avert ―involuntary‖ 
relocation and can reduce the excessive flow from countryside to cities, enhancing the 
balance between urban and rural development. This can create both an increase in 
local employment and improve the upward mobility chances for economically deprived 
people. Matching potential migrants with urban labor market demands in advance 
would result in rural migration becoming more self-regulating. 
 
Currently, people migrating to cities do not automatically find jobs and their higher-
than- average unemployment rates are – from a macro economic perspective – 
expensive. 
 
Living costs of the jobless, which significantly increase after their relocation, are – in 
case of developed countries – mostly funded from general social security budgets. 
Welfare dependency is at the same time a strong barrier for successful integration, on 
average resulting in social deprivation of migrants. 
 
Unlike people motivated by economical deprivation, war-refugees have no other 
realistic option but to flee to any safe area. Once there, finding an optimal place to 
resettle remains a major challenge. Social and labor market integration in rural areas, 
which generally offer much lower living cost, could be a good alternative to urban 
integration for the majority of refugees in Europe. Significant funding can be saved 
from the difference of the amount needed to support the living cost of refugees in 
urban versus rural areas. This collected budget could then be redirected to their 
education and to the creation of primarily non-agricultural starting jobs, allowing them 
to gain relevant work experience. With such redirection, refugees will have a higher 
chance to enter the job market. Therefore, settling of refugees in rural areas instead of 
urban ones in combination with an increased budget for their integration, could be 
beneficial for both the refugees and the hosting countries. 
 
The above scenarios are only possible if education facilities and sufficient jobs are 
created at countryside locations. Today‘s Internet infrastructure enables exactly this. 
For example, training for many service sector employments could be done via 
distance learning, and since many Internet based tasks do not depend on location, 
jobs for refugees could be easily allocated to rural areas. This is what Refival calls 
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―remote apprenticeship‖. It is part of an integrated lifelong learning and successive 
employment process in which individual growth and upward mobility chances can be 
optimized. At the same time employers can also clearly benefit from a better matching 
workforce that is educated more specifically and potentially continuously. 
 
Implementing refugee incubation is not something that can be done independently by 
NGOs. Due to the multilateral complexity of incubation, Refival‘s role can only be an 
intermediary one and it is governmental engagement that is strongly needed to 
reallocate existing welfare budgets. Besides this, the private sector is required to 
extend their definition of ―corporate social responsibility‖ and position some tasks at 
locations where they can create the highest added value for society. Refival names 
this approach ―inclusion sourcing‖. Finally, rural communities need to be willing to 
receive newcomers while refugees will be required to embrace the opportunities 
offered to them. Potentially, there is great synergy for all stakeholders involved, but 
incubation does not occur automatically; it requires honest evaluation and rethinking of 
the effectiveness of many current practices. 
 
After two years, my self-funded sabbatical period is unfortunately nearing its end. In 
order to continue working on the Refival project, I will either need to receive funding or 
to become employed in relation to refugee integration or rural revitalization. Despite 
very positive feedback from many sides on my by now almost one thousand 
influencers reaching newsletter, it has not yet been possible to establish the 
partnerships needed to start implementing a pilot-project. At the same time, there is no 
fundamental improvement in the situation of refugees in Europe: the vast majority 
lives on welfare, mainly in the bigger cities, whereas others are currently stuck under 
embarrassing conditions in Greece and Italy. The failure of the current approach is 
quite evident and there is clearly no future for it. On the other hand, there seems to be 
fear of changing practices and taking innovation risks. Refival offers an in detail 
researched alternative, which – in my opinion – deserves to be tested and evaluated. 
However, in order to succeed, the initiative needs to make the next step: cooperation 
with private sector partners who are willing to educate people and outsource tasks to 
them. This step needs to be supported by government policies and funding, and 
needs to be aligned with refugees and rural communities. 
 
To continue with my work I need your help. If you are passionate about the ideas 
Refival stands for and are willing to contribute or are aware of organizations that could 
fund Refival, please contact me. 
 

August 2017: 
 

Refugee Incubation 
 

Last week Pope Francis released a very inspiring spiritual message in which he 
advocates: ―Welcoming, protecting, promoting and integrating migrants and refugees‖. 
Furthermore he reminds World Leaders about their decisive action promise made at 
the UN summit of September 2016, which should lead to two Global Compacts, one 
for refugees and the other for migrants. 

https://www.vaticannews.va/en/pope/news/2017-11/pope-message-world-day-of-migrants-and-refugees.html
http://refugeesmigrants.un.org/declaration
http://www.unhcr.org/584689257.pdf
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Fortunately for the refugees and migrants, there are sufficient safe, economically 
developed and stable countries on global level. If there is enough solidarity and 
political will, their reception and protection can thus be easily achieved. However, 
promoting human potential and integrating people via cultural exchange (as Pope 
Francis advocates) are lengthy processes; as in practice, they require tuning of mutual 
perspectives between hosts and guests. This is exactly where Refival can contribute. 
 
Although some educated refugees have the expertise and experience required to be 
relatively easily absorbed anywhere, a great majority of the newcomers lack such 
abilities and face difficulties to find employment. Even (mutual) cultural respect and the 
migrant‘s full willingness to adapt are insufficient if matching jobs are not available. In 
order to be employable, many refugees and migrants first need to develop new skills. 
Therefore, similarly as in case of startup companies, Refival proposes to incubate the 
newcomers. This means that in order to improve their ―labor-market readiness‖, 
thorough education and intensive mentorship need to be provided. 
 

Concurrently, Refival observes that there are many economic activities which are at 
the moment unequally distributed. For example in Europe, the countryside population 
is rapidly declining due to ageing. Although it would seem a logical step to provide 
living space to migrants at such shrinking but economically relatively well developed 
locations, the reality is more complex. Rural areas have insufficient non-agricultural 
jobs available, making it very hard for anyone to settle there. 
 
On a global level the above unequal urban rural distribution causes a continuous 
pressure for further urbanization. It leads to a general worldwide split in over- and 
under-populated areas and makes the cost of living in urban areas substantially higher 
than in rural ones. Refival thinks that much can be gained by actively redistributing 
labor tasks which do not require urban type of specialized interaction. Relocating such 
activities in order to help disadvantaged areas or deprived groups of people can 
revitalize rural communities and reconnect their citizens to the mainstream economy. 
Refival names this approach ―inclusion sourcing‖. 
 
Technically, many labor tasks can meanwhile be remotely executed via Internet. Also 
incubation of refugees or migrants can very often be realized via distance learning 
while necessary work-experience can be gained through performing Internet based 
tasks or jobs. By structurally combining or integrating these two elements (resulting in 
lifelong education) skills development on-demand can be facilitated and, cost 
effectively, offered to or by companies. Since such an Internet based inclusion 
approach is no longer depending on the location, the incubation and Internet based 
jobs for newcomers can be situated in the lower cost countryside environment. 
Furthermore, in case of primarily economically motivated migrants, their incubation 
can even be located at home. 
 
Achieving reduced cost levels, in most cases, can lower the threshold for labor 
participation and increase self-sustainability. 
 

  

http://www.refival.org/
http://www.refival.org/
http://www.p0717.refival.org/
http://www.p0717.refival.org/
http://www.p0717.refival.org/
http://www.a1216.refival.org/
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From employers‘ perspective, the above implies that via developing remote 
apprenticeship programs, in which dedicated tasks are taught and work-experience is 
gained via Internet, they can improve the skills matching of their (current and future) 
workers and promote their workforce‘s upward social mobility. In addition they can 
contribute to the revitalization of deprived areas and finally they can cost-wise 
optimize the spending of their company‘s education and/or of public welfare budgets. 
 

Your support is much needed. In order to succeed with its vision on refugee 
incubation, Refival urgently seeks for a larger organization interested in hosting the 
initiative. This would enable it to fully focus on implementing practical pilot-projects. If 
you are a potential private or public sector partner who is willing to cooperate, please 
contact me. 
 

July 2017: 
 

Internet Based Apprenticeship, a New Paradigm for Rural 
Revitalization 
 

A worldwide phenomenon of young people being pressured to resettle from the 
countryside to cities has been emerging for quite some time. Due to imbalance 
between natality and mortality rates, stagnation or decline of agricultural employment 
and in the absence of other economical alternatives, rural sustainability is lacking. By 
targeting upward social mobility, migrants arriving from the countryside to the city try 
to find a way to escape rural poverty. Ultimately, this results in overpopulation of cities 
and rapidly shrinking and ageing countryside communities. 
 
Following their relocation, many migrants succeed to improve their initial living 
standards. However, despite this, a majority still lives under dehumanizing conditions. 
Experience shows that only 50% fit the job availability and skills requirements of the 
urban labor market. This means that, unless welfare is available, the other 50% is 
forced to return to their native villages. 
 
Although most predictions for urban growth do not expect reduction in migration, an 
alternative to ―compulsory‖ resettling is available. Refival believes that, thanks to a 
growing number of Internet based tasks on the labor market, jobs that can be 
executed independently of a specific location are progressively becoming a feasible 
option. A worldwide fundamental paradigm shift has been rapidly taking place. 
 
Furthermore, Refival assumes that – in case of having proper economic opportunities 
– many people would prefer the ―calm space‖ benefits of living in the countryside to 
coping with the overcrowded and rough conditions of megacity outskirts. This implies 
that concentrating Internet based jobs in rural areas could reduce or eliminate rural-
to- city migration and offer people an additional life-style alternative. 
 

  

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/internet-based-apprenticeship-new-paradigm-rural-van-nieuwkerk/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/internet-based-apprenticeship-new-paradigm-rural-van-nieuwkerk/
http://www.cv.refival.org/
http://arrivalcity.net/
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Within Europe, one single Internet-based job resettled from city to countryside can on 
average generate economic sustainability for an estimate of four people (one direct 
job, one indirect job and two supported inactive persons). With a current labor market 
of 150 million service industry positions, every percent relocated to the countryside 
represents 1.5 million jobs. Hence, there is a huge potential to economically revitalize 
rural areas and improve the living conditions of the 100 million European citizens 
currently inhabiting them. 
 
Relocating ―urban jobs‖ neither implies entirely stopping migration nor isolating 
people. It means creating a better structured and less disruptive alternative, being 
―migration on demand‖, through providing ―education on demand‖ and ―work 
experience on demand‖. As a result of participating in a planned and gradual ―rural to 
urban‖ career path based on Internet, potential rural migrants will be locally incubated 
for more specialized urban labor. 
 
From an urban perspective, more gradual and better structured migration equally 
makes sense. Since rural living costs are significantly lower, preparing people for the 
specialized urban labor market requirements is more cost-effective in a rural than in an 
urban setting. As a policy instrument, it can therefore be used both inside the EU to 
integrate refugees or unemployed (financed out of the existing welfare budgets), as 
well as a way to regulate economic migration pressure from outside the EU (financed 
out of development aid budgets). 
 
The main bottleneck is the fact that countryside areas are less organized and have 
little political voice. Therefore, policy wise, national or international empowerment is 
required to achieve the proposed rural-urban balance. The current view sees rural 
living as marginalized, backward and primitive. This attitude needs to change to one 
where both countryside and city lifestyles, although fundamentally different, are seen 
as equally valuable and feasible alternatives. 
 
―Internet based apprenticeship‖ – as the above approach proposes – is part of 

Refival‘s ―inclusion sourcing‖ strategy which focuses on active inclusion of deprived 
areas and/or disadvantaged groups of people such as refugees or unemployed. In 
order to help people to successfully connect to the labor market and stimulate their 
social integration, it deploys a mixture of Internet based working and learning facilities. 
 

I need your support! If you know organizations to which my approach could be of 
interest, especially if you are aware of companies that could be willing to outsource 
Internet based tasks to refugees in a pilot project, I would be very interested in getting 
in touch with them. 

  

http://www.a1216.refival.org/
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June 2017: 

Refugee Welfare 
 

Today is World Refugee Day, a time to reflect on the past year. It seems that in 
Europe the year was marked by an escalating tendency of people to dissociate 
themselves from refugees. Instead of being compassionate and welcoming, Europe 
closed borders and people were even forcibly sent back to unstable regions. It is, 
perhaps more than ever, challenged to defend human equality and to restore its care 
for the importance of every single life. 
 
Although there is an obvious necessity to regulate borders and control the flow of 
―incomers‖, Europe must also be aware of its moral duty to offer asylum to those in 
need. Equally, there is a limit on the number of ―prosperity driven‖ economic migrants 
Europe can accommodate. The key is to offer safe passage to everyone who is legally 
entitled to come and to avert entrance of all others. If realized, there would be less 
incentive for people to put their lives at risk and human smuggling would diminish. 
 
Based on solidarity, protection has traditionally been granted to anyone fleeing 
persecution. It entitles to refugee status and to reception of welfare. In order to 
efficiently use public funds, either integration or future return is set as a target. To 
optimize reaching such goals, Refival proposes a rural incubator approach. 
 
In contrast to refugees, (for as long as Universal Basic Income is not introduced 
worldwide) economic migrants cannot rely on limitedly available social benefits. They 
will need to be able to support themselves and their options to relocate will hence 
primarily depend on job availability. 
 

With the Balkan route closed and the Libyan route open a problem arises. A majority 
of migrants arriving to Italy is neither entitled to refugee protection nor can be easily 
employed, while those who deserve asylum are facing a closed Turkish-Greek border 
and are no longer able to apply. Furthermore, facing substantial gaps in economic 
development inside of the European Union and between the EU and its neighbors, the 
question emerges what could be offered to people who want to improve their living 
standards by resettling to more prosperous areas and reasons to allow this. 
 
A few examples to put European migration into perspective: Each year, solely in case 
of Germany, freedom of movement within the borders of the European Union means 
an additional absorption of 300-400,000 people relocating from other EU countries. – 
In 2015, 2.5 million non-EU citizens applied for an EU residence permit without 
necessarily moving to the most prosperous countries. – As part of this, Poland granted 
residence permits to 500,000 Ukrainians to replace its own workforce, who left for the 
UK. 
 
Looking at the European demographics and taking into account the scale of the 
internal migration, Europe will nonetheless likely need to continue to externally 
compensate for its ageing population. Perhaps, this is where economically motivated 

http://www.a1216.refival.org/
https://www.iom.int/sites/default/files/press_release/pictures/med06132017-1pbn.jpg
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http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Residence_permits_statistics
http://www.worldaffairsjournal.org/blog/hannah-thoburn/ukrainians-find-economic-refuge-poland%E2%80%94-now
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migrants from outside of the EU may be of great use to the Union. At the same time, 
to achieve this, their reception cannot be random, but will need to be matched with the 
demand for increasingly specialized labor at the European job market. 
 
Investment in training the potential workforce outside of the European Union can 
simultaneously improve local economical perspectives as well as generate a base of 
sufficiently qualified people available for the European labor market. In this way, 
economically motivated, irregular migration can be more efficiently controlled. 
 

Managing migration is not just a government task. Due to increasing and more 
dynamic job requirements, the private sector would benefit from switching from cherry 
picking employees to pro-actively developing its workforce. Businesses will need to 
invest in people via ―on demand‖ skills development. Refival expects companies to 
accept greater Corporate Social Responsibility via strategically outsourcing tasks to 
deprived areas or disadvantaged people and via offering digital apprenticeship to 
future employees from abroad. Using this logic, Refival proposes to improve the 
balance between urban and rural Europe. It wants to revitalize deprived areas via 
―inclusion sourcing‖ and offer an equal upward mobility path to all disadvantaged 
people. 
 
Your support is much needed. In order to succeed with my refugee integration 
initiative, I currently seek for a larger organization interested in hosting Refival. If you 
are a potential private or public sector partner who is willing to cooperate, please 
contact me. 
 
 

May 2017: 
 

Refugee Research & Development 
 

With more than two million refugees arriving to Europe in 2015 and 2016 and with at 
least 50% given a protection status, a minimum of one million extra people need to 
join the European labor force. (This number does not include family reunification, so 
the actual need is even higher.) Based on past experience, it is estimated that in five 
years around 50% of the refugees will manage to get employed. This implies that an 
average of 750,000 people will fully depend on welfare during their initial five years of 
stay. 
 
Addressing such an extreme situation requires thinking out of the box, prototyping or 
social experiments and fast iteration of pilot-projects rather than fairly slow, currently 
prevailing, academic research based development of new policies. Despite elaborate 
and plentiful scientific research on almost any integration aspect, it seems that politics 
lacks the ability to timely implement its conclusions. Instead, applying strategic 
business logic may generate more efficient direct results and help a larger number of 
people sooner. 

http://www.p0317.refival.org/
http://www.a1016.refival.org/
http://www.a1016.refival.org/
http://www.a1216.refival.org/
http://www.a1216.refival.org/
http://www.cv.refival.org/
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-europe-migrants-germany-survey-idUSKBN13A22F
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Refival is a project initiative focused on generating investment in refugees via 
revitalization of deprived areas in Europe. It proposes to use a practical integrated 
model to reduce welfare dependency by increasing economic self-sustainability of 
refugees via relocation of jobs to rural areas. Its main target is to bring private and 
public sector partners together in order to deploy a business-development approach 
for improving social inclusion and quality of life. 
 
Most private initiatives currently assist the top 10-15% of better educated or more 
specialized refugees, a group which in comparison to others needs less than average 
help to successfully integrate. Instead, Refival focuses on backing the 30-35% of 
lower educated refugees who face a bigger labor market mismatch. It improves their 
inclusion via a combination of distant working and learning. Although fully based on 
using Internet, Refival is not technology centered; it offers a holistic, human potential 
optimization based, ―incubation‖ vision. 
 
Looking at European demographics and coming ―skilled labor‖ requirements, 
incubating future employees by investing in their connection to the labor market is 
synergistic for employers and refugees. In addition, by using revitalization of deprived 
areas as a catalyst, available workload sharing and urban versus rural progress can 
be positively rebalanced. Finally, instead of aiming full integration, the Refival program 
can be adjusted to prepare temporarily protected status holders and refugees for 
returning home when the situation in their home countries improves. 
 
Refival needs your support in order to succeed with its European revitalization project. 
If you are a potential private or public sector partner who is willing to cooperate, 
if you represent a rural community interested in revitalization or if you want to help 
funding the startup-cost required to support refugees until they become self- 
sustainable, please contact me. 
 
 

April 2017: 
 

Innovating Refugee Inclusion 
 

―Many (refugees) say: ‗I want to go to the big cities‘‖ – Chancellor Angela Merkel 
recently said, ―However, obtaining housing is often particularly difficult there. And so I 
advise, also remain in rural regions, where not so many people live and where at first 
glance it may be a little less interesting. Because people (in rural areas) often can 
take better care of refugees and can better integrate them.‖ 
 
Not only do I fully agree with the above statement, but I have been addressing this 
topic since September 2015. However, my conclusion is that – in order to make rural 
inclusion a real success story – some conditions have to be met. Without government 
policies on rural employment, education and social mobility in place, there is a high 
risk for refugees to become trapped in a declining ―little less interesting‖ rural 
environment. This has to be absolutely prevented. 

http://www.a1016.refival.org/
http://www.a1216.refival.org/
http://www.p0317.refival.org/
http://www.p0517.refival.org/
http://www.cv.refival.org/
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Most refugees are now located in big city areas and face high living expenses. This 
leads to substantial cost disparity between urban and rural refugee integration. If this 
difference was invested in rural refugee education and employment, area 
revitalization would be a synergistic outcome at no extra cost. For refugees there is a 
lot to win: family reunification is simpler and the threshold for economic self-
sustainability and upward mobility is much lower in rural areas. 
 
Refival targets rural refugee integration and uses a business development approach to 
achieve this. Other than most initiatives it neither focuses on providing aid nor on 
doing scientific research. It proposes to practically implement a well defined rural 
innovation strategy. Presently, it is trying to establish collaboration with a larger, 
established, organization willing to adopt and staff its project. In this way, funding for a 
pilot/startup stage could be more easily obtained. 
 
Refival is, in more detail, based on relocating Internet based job-tasks to 
disadvantaged (mostly rural) areas and to deprived people. It currently focuses on the 
35-40% of refugees who, although they possess basic education, are labor-market-
wise not able to directly connect with their host‘s economy as they do not match the 
higher skills requirements. By integrating Internet based work and education, a 
starting/incubation point can be created, which enables them to truly participate. 
 
The bigger the living cost difference between a ―bridged‖ advantaged and 
disadvantaged area is, the more resources can be saved and the more can be 
invested into people, their integration and their upward mobility. Especially if one also 
considers European transborder options, the social effects could be maximized. 
 
Refival needs your support in order to make this happen. More precisely, it seeks 
private sector and government partners who are willing to outsource tasks, it seeks 
rural communities interested in revitalization, it seeks funding for the education and 
startup- cost until refugees become self-sustainable. If you would like to join the 
Refival team or are aware of others that could be interested, please contact me. 
 
 

March 2017: 
 

About Cobots and Cobeings 

It is more than 30 years ago when I developed and implemented my first collaboration 
tool at The Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research (TNO). 
Telesearch allowed scientific researchers at private sector companies to remotely 
access our TNO team of online information specialists. Three decades later, ICT 
assisted cooperation is a common practice. One can electronically share part of the 
economy‘s workload without facing geographic boundaries. 
 
Since remote collaboration technology is readily available, Internet based economic 
inclusion and equal social participation of disadvantaged people like rural citizens, 
unemployed and refugees is now achievable. Furthermore, the current and future 

http://www.a1016.refival.org/
http://www.p0317.refival.org/
http://www.a1216.refival.org/
http://www.cv.refival.org/
http://www.telesearch.refival.org/
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effects of job losses caused by the 4th Industrial Revolution can be balanced by 
spreading the remaining activities. ‖Inclusion sourcing‖ prevents deprivation because it 
keeps people connected to innovation. 
 
Although very useful as an instrument for inclusion, today‘s business process 
outsourcing (BPO) and shared services organizations (SSOs) predominantly focus on 
job-relocation rather than on reorganizing (micro) activities. In the near future, 
however, it is not entire positions but specific tasks that will be robotized. Therefore 
splitting-off activities from today‘s jobs and moving them to socially deprived areas 
can be an advantageous approach to integral workplace reorganization. 
 
Collaborative Robots (Cobots) and A.I. based assistants, working jointly with people, 
have become a fast growing phenomenon. Surprisingly, improving the alternative of 
human based backing is significantly less explored. Sharing of available labor via 
Internet, by teaching and handing-over less specialized jobs or tasks to more cost- 
effective Collaborative Human Beings (named Cobeings by Refival), is nevertheless a 
realistic alternative to machine based support. 
 
The benefit for people turning-over activities is a stronger focus on specialization. 
Their roles become more unique and this generates an increase in added value and 
competitiveness. For the disadvantaged groups, executing ―micro-working‖ tasks can 
be easily merged with carrying out ―micro-learning‖ tasks and enables them to 
continuously learn while working. Refugees or unemployed thus gain access to social 
mobility and are offered a way out of welfare dependency. 
 
Refival urgently seeks partners for its ―Internet based rural revitalization‖ pilot-project, 
which focuses on practically implementing refugee integration in a rural setting. If you 
are interested in cooperation or know people who could be, please contact me. I am 
grateful for any support offered! 
 

January 2017: 
 

A Path to Inclusion 

Watching freezing refugees, listening to worldwide dissent and observing the impact of 
rapid change surrounding us, my question became: how to create a stable solidarity 
based road to the future? 
 
This year‘s World Economic Forum‘s Global Risks Report predicts that rising income 
inequality and societal polarization could deepen global risks. The authors‘ conclusion 
is that urgent action targeting to create more inclusive societies has to be taken. 
 
Unequal sharing of revenues of technological progress and globalization is the main 
source of growing division within industrialized countries. Economical restructuring has 
left many people behind, both financially and labor participation wise. 

http://www.a1216.refival.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_process_outsourcing
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Already in 2015 a McKinsey study showed that 45% of the activities that workers 
perform today can be automated if companies would choose to do so. Following the 
progress of AI, it is expected that this percentage will rise further and that the creation 
of new types of jobs replacing old activities will not compensate for the job losses 
caused by the 4th  Industrial Revolution. 
 
In the same time, reorganization and transformation of jobs can also create 
opportunities for inclusion. Refival estimates that currently 5-10% of all job-tasks can 
be outsourced to more cost effective humans via Internet. On a European level this 
potentially means that 7.5-15 million jobs can be freely relocated. Such active transfer 
of tasks implies a more equal spread of the labor workload. This can lead to inclusion 
of unemployed people or refugees, it can rebuild new types of jobs where old ones 
disappear and it can improve the balance between urban and rural environments. 
 
Practically, Refival‘s approach is based on lifelong learning. In an Internet driven 
work- environment the difference between acquiring skills and executing tasks is very 
small. By creating a basic job-load, employees can be educated-on-demand or be 
stimulated to explore their potential. This gives them the required flexibility to adapt to 
rapid change. Shortly, people are incubated, which facilitates job-mobility and thus 
improves their prospects. 
 
Although Refival‘s approach is universal, the project currently targets the most 
vulnerable groups and areas by primarily focusing on integration of refugees and 
unemployed people via revitalization of deprived rural areas in Europe. Along with the 
detailed plans, Refival requires a wide spectrum of government and private sector 
partners for its urgently needed pilot-projects because it cannot be implemented 
independently. 
 
If you are interested in cooperation or know people who could be, please contact me. I 
will be grateful for any support in establishing a sustainable path to inclusion. 
 
 

December 2016: 

 

End of Year Reflection: Inclusion Sourcing as a Global Solution 
against Economic Deprivation 
 

Looking at Brexit and the American election results, for me 2016 became the year of 
protest voting. The outcome of elections was unexpected and contested political 
establishments. Public sentiment also changed and for many asylum deserving 
refugees it became the year of closing European borders. 
 
Question is: what is the outcry about? Many people‘s dissent is explainable if around 
them jobs disappear without replacement, if economic areas decline instead of 
becoming modernized or upgraded. Although beneficial for millions, in practice, 
globalization is not without friction. 

http://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/digital-mckinsey/our-insights/four-fundamentals-of-workplace-automation
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Worldwide, 58% of the people now live in increasingly big cities. This majority no 
longer represent the interests of less urbanized communities, which are consequently 
deteriorating. Without measures, a growing division between advantaged and 
disadvantaged people is evident. More symmetry could be beneficial though: reducing 
overcrowding whilst improving sustainability for the deprived. 
 
As a practical way to achieve improvement I propose to put a policy named ―inclusion 
sourcing‖ in place. 
 

Inclusion means that economically privileged areas take responsibility for 
disadvantaged ones by making them an integrated part of their workforce. Whereas 
―rural‖ areas are not as specialized and offer less human interaction, they offer more 
space and lower living cost. This enables nature versus city lifestyle or larger family 
versus expert type career choices. The two profiles are equally valuable 
complements. 
 
Sourcing means in this case to use the Internet for redistribution of work and 
education facilities. Aiming inclusion, government and business process tasks that do 
not need the urban type of specialized human interaction are actively relocated to 
deprived areas. 
Such, more proper, division of duties leads to a personal preference based, fluid, bi- 
directional migration between urban and rural zones. 
 
Inclusion sourcing reduces cost and generates a lower threshold for self-sustainability 
of vulnerable groups like unemployed or refugees. This brings them better chances to 
be involved and integrate. Demographically, the availability of more living space and 
lower living cost could mend the currently too low birthrates faced in cities. Finally, less 
deprivation will lead to upward social mobility for many. 
 
I am passionate about European refugee inclusion and have been working full-time on 
the development of my Refival initiative since September 2015. I believe that my 
practical innovation experience based approach can make a difference. 
 
Yet I need your help to succeed! Refival seeks private sector and government partners 
who are willing to outsource tasks, it seeks rural communities interested in 
revitalization, it seeks funding to bridge the education and startup-cost gap until 
refugees or unemployed become self-sustainable. If you would like to become part of 
the Refival team or are aware of others that could be interested, please contact me. 
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November 2016: 
 

 

Rural Villages as Refugee Integration Hubs 
 

Understandably, refugees try to settle in Europe‘s prosperous cosmopolitan areas 
where they expect to find optimal opportunities to build a future and connect with their 
compatriots. However, currently most refugees end-up in long-term welfare based 
urban parallel societies. 
 
With huge amounts of money absorbed for supporting them, the question is if there is 
an alternative that offers refugees better and faster integration chances. 
 
Refival thinks yes...... by replacing expensive ―urban consumption‖ by cost-efficient 
―rural investment‖, inclusion effectiveness can be improved. In rural areas refugees 
face a lower threshold for economic self-sustainability. At the same time, increased 
budget for coaching them can be freed up. 
 
Practically, Refival proposes ―six rural refugee incubators‖ which should be 
simultaneously and integrally implemented. The three basic ones are: 
-1- Education Incubator: Rural schools based on computer assisted instruction, where 
individualized multi-lingual distance learning is professionally mentored. 
-2- Employment Incubator: Rural jobs and work experience created via Internet 
based micro-work, back-office services and vocational training on demand. 
-3- Mobility Incubator: Rural preparation to match specialized jobs in cities or for 
returning home. 
 
Refival‘s investment leads to synergistic revitalization for both refugees and the rural 
villages involved. A recovery which is urgently desired all over the world. 
 
I need your help! If you are aware of other organizations, employers or villages that 
could be interested in implementing or funding Refival, please forward them my 
proposal. I would be very grateful for this! 
 
 

October 2016: 

 

Rural Revitalization, a Key to European Competitiveness 

Due to insufficient employment and career perspectives, millions of Europeans have 
over the past 10 years left their home country and migrated to economically more 
prosperous EU areas. On top of this, there is a strong pressure from outside migrants 
and refugees who would like to enter Europe. 
 
But.... is migration the only way to fulfill or match job opportunities and share economic 
development? 

http://www.p0916.refival.org/
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No, Refival proposes a fully feasible alternative by relocating certain tasks via Internet. 
With currently more than 150 million EU jobs being services related, every percent of 
tasks that can be packaged as Internet based jobs means a potential of 1,5 million 
people to be freely located geographically. 
 
Deprived areas can thus share in the success of flourishing ones by moving tasks to 
them. The advantage is threefold:  it optimizes the EU position from a global 
competitive perspective, it generates solidarity between European citizens and finally 
it gives people more freedom on where to live. 
 
My latest article ―Internet Based Rural Revitalization, a Key to European 
Competitiveness‖ explains the Refival approach in more detail. 
 
I need your help! If you are aware of other organizations, employers or villages who 
could be interested in working with me and implement Refival, please forward them 
my proposal. I would be very grateful for this! 
 
 

September 2016: 
 

Refugee Support: an Integral Rural Incubator Approach 
 

In the past, the mainly agriculture based rural economy was job-skills-wise nearly fully 
separated from the trade and crafts driven urban one. However, mechanization and 
globalization have dissolved most gaps between rural and urban areas in our by now 
dominantly services driven economy. 
 
Cities are efficient; they are hubs of human interaction and optimized specialization. 
Nevertheless are there many tasks which can be fulfilled remotely via Internet without 
any physical interaction with others. This can potentially address a severe drawback of 
urban areas, namely that they easily become overcrowded; resulting in high living 
cost. 
 
Further, in cities interaction is more anonymous; their population density causes 
people to be selective and often hinders cultural integration. It frequently results in 
immigrants ending-up living in parallel societies. Smaller communities may seem 
more restricted in their interaction potential, but at the same time they tend to 
generate an intense exposure to inhabitants‘ social habits. 
 
In a rural setting, rebuilding refugees‘ lives from scratch faces a much lower 
economical threshold, thus it might be better to invest in people rather than to allocate 
a large budget for their survival needs at expensive urban areas. In contrast to cities, 
rural villages offer ample low priced clean and safe room. 
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Refival proposes to implement a ―rural incubator‖ scenario for refugees, similar to a 
―business incubator‖ approach used for start-up companies. Target is (by investing in 
and mentoring refugees) to create, grow and optimize bonds with their host countries. 
 
The incubator approach is based on integrally addressing three levels: 
-1- an (individual) identity development level. 
-2- a (community) relationship development level. 
-3- a (optimized contribution to) society development level. 
More detailed information can be found in my latest short presentation: ‖Refugee 
Support: an Integral Rural Incubator Approach, Project Summary‖. 
 
I need your help! If you are aware of other organizations, employers or villages who 
could be interested in working with me and implement Refival, please forward them 
my proposal. I would be very grateful for this! 
 
 

August 2016: 
 

European Rural Villages as Refugee Incubators 
 

Fully understandable, refugees are attracted by the most prosperous European cities 
and exclusively want to move there; especially if there is already a community or 
social network of compatriots present. 
 
However, for most refugees it currently takes years to close education, employment 
and cultural gaps. Historical German data shows that after 5 years the refugees‘ labor 
participation is around 50% compared with a general figure of 70% and that those 
employed earn substantially less than average. 
 
At the same time the German and other governments are forced to spend large 
amounts on supplying welfare at high subsistence-cost locations. Although budget 
has been made available for this, the question remains if it would not be better to 
invest in refugees rather than to allocate almost all money for their survival needs. 
 
Refival proposes exactly this. In contrast to cities, rural European villages offer ample 
low priced clean and safe room to refugees. Villages can thus help people to discover, 
grow and exploit their potential; villages can play a ―refugee incubator‖ role. 
 
Similar to the role of a ‖business incubator‖ for start-up companies, villages can offer 
Internet based education, Internet based job experience and can facilitate intensive 
social engagement and cross-cultural-pollination between locals and newcomers. 
 
Balancing overpopulated cities with underpopulated villages is synergistic for both. 
Urban and rural environments can complement each other. Target should be to 
increase the mobility between them and stimulate fluid migration. This should be top 
priority at both government policy as well as at corporate social responsibility level. 

http://www.p0916.refival.org/
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I need your help! If you are aware of employers or villages who could be interested 
in working with me and implement Refival, please forward them my latest 
presentation: ‖European Rural Villages as Refugee Incubators‖. I would be very 
grateful for this! 
 

June 2016: 
 

The Future of Villages – Refugees as a Key to Sustainability 
 

Today is World Refugee Day and it is 65 years ago that the UN convention relating to 
the status of refugees was agreed upon. Unfortunately there is no reason to celebrate: 
the number of displaced people is higher than ever since WWII. 
 
 

Looking at Europe, economic and demographic strengths are unevenly spread 
between countries and between urban and rural areas. Such unbalance seriously 
limits refugee absorption and has led to a ―European Solidarity Crisis‖; a crisis which is 
often mistaken for a lack of refugee acceptance. 
 
Refival‘s answer is to spread jobs/tasks to deprived, mostly rural, zones. The ―Fourth 
Industrial Revolution‖ generates the job flexibility required; Internet based tasks can be 
moved to people instead of people to jobs. 
 
Inclusion of rural areas should be top priority both at government policy as well as at 
corporate social responsibility level. It addresses the disadvantage of the more than 
100 million people currently living at rural locations and would assist many refugees 
and unemployed who will face much better employment and integration chances 
there. 
 
I need your help! If you are aware of other organizations or people who could be 
interested in working with me and implement Refival, please forward them my latest 
presentation: ‖The Future of Villages: Refugees as a Key to Renewing Rural 
Sustainability‖. I would be very grateful for this! 
 

May 2016: 

Refugee Inclusion, a European Corporate Social Responsibility? 

Do 0.3% refugees imply a ―European Refugee Crisis‖? No, at such a level it should be 
fully viable to accept people. Looking closer there are underlying unbalances leading 
to a ―European Solidarity Crisis‖, a crisis which is often mistaken for a refugee 
acceptance issue. 
 
Economic and demographic strengths are unevenly spread between European 
countries and between urban and rural areas. Whereas the North and West face 
growth and inflow, the South and East face stagnation and outflow; this division 
constrains refugee absorption capacity. 

http://www.p0816.refival.org/
http://www.p0616.refival.org/
http://www.p0616.refival.org/
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Refival‘s proposition is to optimize the spreading of jobs/tasks to deprived zones. This 
creates an inclusion and a sustainable synergistic exchange between areas. Via the 
increased job flexibility offered by the ―Fourth Industrial Revolution‖, jobs can be 
moved to people instead of people to jobs. 
 
With more than 150 million EU jobs being services related, every percent Internet 
based tasks means a potential of 1,5 million people to be freely migrated 
geographically. When jobs can be brought to lower living cost/salary areas, companies 
gain a competitive edge, which enhances the general prosperity and balance in 
Europe. 
 
Current main limitation is a lack of job matching candidates in deprived or rural areas. 
Due to the past outflow, a fresh injection of educated unemployed or refugees is 
needed. Relocation of Internet based tasks offers a starting point for upward 
economical mobility to them. 
 
Inclusion of rural and deprived areas should be both a government priority as well as a 
corporate social responsibility. It addresses the disadvantage of people currently living 
there and assists those who will meet better employment and integration chances by 
moving there. 
 
I need your help! If you are aware of other organizations or people who could be 
interested in working with me and implement Refival, please forward them my latest 
detailed analysis: ‖Synergistic Refugee Integration, Rural Redevelopment & the Future 
of Jobs‖. I would be very grateful for this! 
 
 

April 2016: 

 

Refugee Integration, a Sustainable Rural E-Business Strategy 
 

I would like to thank you for the numerous positive reactions I received on my initiative 
over the past eight months. 
 
Refival‘s business-approach is based on ‖better spending of existing budgets‖, further 
there is time pressure caused by the ‖crisis perception of refugees coming to Europe‖. 
It is hence infeasible to create a new organization for rural refugee integration from 
scratch at the moment. 
 
I am therefore dependent on finding partners with an existing relationship structure; 
partners who would be willing to adopt Refival and realize its targets. 
 
If you are aware of other organizations or people who could be interested in working 
with me and implement Refival, please forward them my latest detailed analysis: 
‖Synergistic Refugee Integration, Rural Redevelopment & the Future of Jobs‖. I would 
be very grateful for this! 

http://www.a0316.refival.org/
http://www.a0316.refival.org/
http://www.a0316.refival.org/
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March 2016: 

 

Refugee Synergy, a Rural Internet Approach 
 

The Refival refugee integration initiative currently seeks stakeholders who would be 
interested in adopting the project and who would be willing to set-up or participate in 
a task-force to jump-start it. 
 
New detailed documentation is available: a one-pager Powerpoint Presentation and 
an Article about Synergistic Refugee Integration can be accessed via the highlighted 
links; all documents can also be downloaded at www.docs.refival.org. 
 
Refival is primarily based on creating flexible employment. This employment is 
realized by stimulating the transfer of specific tasks to Internet, so that jobs can be 
moved to people instead of people to jobs. 
 
With currently more than 150 million EU jobs being services related, every percent of 
tasks that can be packaged as Internet based jobs means a potential of 1,5 million 
people to be freely migrated geographically. 
 
If jobs can be spread to lower cost/salary rural areas and if companies can be offered 
a competitive edge, refugees face improved employment chances. Compared with 
the current approach in which many well educated refugees remain dependent on 
welfare in high-living-cost areas, Refival saves money. 
 
Further, by investing in labor skills, a future labor reserve can be efficiently built in rural 
environments. These areas have over the past 50 years been vacated by around 45 
million people and can be revitalized this way. Such an "internal EU labor migration 
potential" can compensate for demographic aging issues at a European level, which 
will arise in 5-10 years from now. 
 
Part of the skills development process is to teach refugees languages and other 
qualifications so that they will be better prepared to enter the higher level North- 
Western-European job market at any time when this is required demand-wise. 
 
Although the project is at the moment fully focused on the European refugee streams 
and "the big 5" EU countries, its concept is in principle universal and can be adapted 
and applied almost anywhere in the World. 
 
Please advance my initiative by introducing me to people or organizations with 
possible interest in the project; I would be very grateful for this! 

http://www.p0316.refival.org/
http://www.a0316.refival.org/
http://www.docs.refival.org/
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December 2015: 
 

End of Year Reflection and Wishes for 2016 

The end of the year is getting near and looking back on 2015, for me personally it 
became the year of the refugees. 
 
Watching the many people arriving, I developed and started the Refival.org initiative. 
 
Attached to this mail you find my brief end of year reflection about the possible 
European symbiosis. 

 

November 2015: 
 

Your advice needed on my Refival Refugee Integration Initiative 

Watching the many refugees arriving in Europe, my big question became: what is 
next? 
 
Based on more than 25 years of experience as a concept and strategy developer, I 
decided to start searching for scenarios and solutions to help those who are going to 
stay longer-term in Europe. 
 
The outcome is an initiative named Refival, a project that creates a strong win-win for 
refugees and Europe by exploiting the unique opportunity of revitalizing Europe‘s 
countryside. 
 
Such revitalization is done by migrating Internet based jobs and refugees to lower cost 
rural areas, followed by regeneration of other local activities. As a tool, Refival uses 
the collaboration logics I earlier developed and successfully implemented at insurance 
and broadcasting companies. 
 
However, first step is to organize a proper organizational setting. Due to its urgency it 
is preferable to relate the project to existing initiatives rather than to independently 
position it. 
 
Since I personally have a background in ―for-profit‖ and do not possess many 
relationships in the ―not-for-profit‖ sector, your connections could probably greatly 
enhance mine. 
 
I currently seek for participants and investors that would be interested in adopting 
Refival and who would be willing to set-up or participate in a task-force to jump-start it. 
 
For your information I attach further documentation (article , summary and 
presentation, summary) and a short CV to this mail. 

 
Please advance my initiative by introducing me to people or organizations with 
possible interest in the project; I would be very grateful for this! 

http://www.p1215.refival.org/
http://www.a1015.refival.org/
http://www.a1115.refival.org/
http://www.p1015.refival.org/
http://www.p1115.refival.org/
http://www.cv.refival.org/

